
NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA &&${£ (Z N
1536 Connecticut Avenue N. W. _,^. _ o

NOrth 7-9434 Washington 6, D. C. p /)P£ ofiLLr ,
' .,//^<>M

REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT(S) •faottf.
This form Includes questions asked by the United States Air Force and by other Armed Forces' investigatlngydgencles, and additional

questions to which answers are needed for full evaluation by NICAP. / /
After all the information has been fully studied, the conclusion of our Evaluation Panel will be publishes by NICAP in its regularly

Issued magazine or in another publication. Please try to answer as many questions as possible.yShoifld you need additional room,
please use another sheet ofpaper. Please print or typewrite. Your assistance isof great value and is/genuinely appreciated. Thank you.

/ /

Name^/^/t/ £. $ CtfVS/VMrCK. Place of Employrnent ^J"i"/ff^f t-/F£ /A/SU#fhA/C£ CQ
-—— -2.33/ CfL3F/?f A-VE. C//UC/A//v/hT/ o

Address Z^O? 2>/A/A r£&AAC£t Occupation / /

<-rt£IS/0 /, 0rt'VNfit*.H) Education 00# U/ty WC/AST, '<£-?
Special Traln^fg f

Telephone S~/ 3 ~6£/-S~C 2. * MilitaryJ***?* US /^/fhY/f/hDJO OpS^/f-TV /?

2. Date of Observation D~£ C. s* /¥&£~ TimeC^i

3. Locality of Observation A> £\ FXT3A/S) OfiJ PA . TO K/U pjj^ /) P?AO X•
PET^EEM Sc/?fl-ArtoA/ A-A/D /lLjL£/VJ-0 l~>AS

4. How longdid you see the object? Hours Minutes / p gScondr^

5. Please describe weather conditions and the type of sky; i.e., bright daylight, nighttime, dusk, etc. C<£-£VJA?y HooajLEST

6. Position of the Sun or Moon in relation to the object and to you. fl/dA/lZ . AS O c~ I C-j-f^- g 0 ^ £ c E. £
EXCEPT nY AUTO

7. If seen at night, twilight, or dawn, were the stars or moon visible? _ _ ., _ . ,-,
i77f/?^ K/a./9-B^£" - &UT- Aror /tw/l£E: °F THEr\ s/v/fai/jA/a- Cfhj^.

8. Were there more than one object? .//^/' £? If so, plca^Uell how many, and draw a sketch of what you saw, indicating
direction of movement, ifany. L\J —To- El s^HIh

9. Please describe the object(s) in detail. For Instance, did It (they) appear solid, or only asa source of light; was it revolving,
etc? Please use additional sheers of paper, if necessary. SoCiP,P/D A>°T 4-PFEA*- +*> K£\foLls£.

10. Was the object(s) brighter than the background of the sky? f£S - £SW?FC / CS'*? *f P*)<KHrJ
11. If so, compare the brightness with the Sun, Moon, headlights, etc. '/^^^J^cf^V'-d ,•> flTP"rT CLhARll SEC/V
12. Did the object(s) — (Please elaborate, If you can give details.)

a. Appear to stand still at any time? sf °
b. Suddenlyjpeed upand rush[away_at any tjme?_ /^_0
c. Break up Into partsor explode? ^A/o
d. Give off smoke? ^ %/
e. Leave any visible trail? -^
f. Drop anything? yt/^
g. Change brightness? S<S&
h. Change shape? x*-^?
i. Change color? /*/O

13. Did theobject(s)at anytime pass infrontof, or behind of, anything? If so, please elaborate giving distance, size, etc, if possible.

14. Was there any wind? /I/O If so, please give direction and speed.

15. Did you observe the ob(ect(s) through an optical instrument or other aid, ^jndshield^wlndowpane, storm window, screening,
etc? What? M 0OUAJD C/)• tZ ~ <?-TAI Pfi - &$jgC~r /A/ WEU> UMriL ?T /Dv^Ol/f

U A/PER JT • • - -— --- •— '
16. Did the object(s) have any sound?/£/0 What kind? How loud?

17. Please tell if the object(s) was (were) —

a. Fuzzy or blurred. /* °
b. Like a bright srar.V^C)
c. Sharply outlined, y £S



18. Was the object —

a. Self-luminous ?'"^^L
b. Dull finish? Y-E-S
c Reflecting? si/ci
d. Transparent? ^l/O

19. Did the object(j) rise or fall while In motion? /W O

20. Tell the apparent size of the object(s) when compared with the following held at arm's length:
ar y^ <S2> Nickel 8. 0range ?oM£"tfERL

Or, if easier, give apparent size In Inches on aruler held at arm's length.
2J.

22. Where were you <

\LSj!1<L h'j,';,' I ' ' ' " ^rru^i^-tt IS ( CVT/G-tfTSJ.Mow did the ob|ect(s) disappear from view? Dtfa </E UAJDEi? / T.

26. Please estimate the distance of the object(s). l^o^S ^AS&EdZ Oflje^t

What was the elevation of the ob[ect(s) In the sky? Plea* mark on this hemisphere sketch-
Names and addresses of other witnesses, If any. sf/Q/ls/r

23.

24.

25.

27.

28

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

Or, if easier, give apparent size In Inches on aruler held at arm's length.
How did you happen to notice the obfecKs)? ^V^T" />WA£/l/£P TO A/OT7C £ IT CoOUi-0

/v<>T~ tfSi/k sr££rJ rr ^/rn P£$ITHZKAi- visions.

D^r rt&JtT. OA/i-y ny HBS-0c,cHTS r^/ctf-TS^AS Soufid £ op^jt^H-T
objects) disappear from view? DrtQISE UAJDE /P / T~.

,/Ett .n fl 4 /iy ca* - no vehicles
J,0OUNU II I /L^ s-££a/ AHEAO ofc_

Is there an airport, military, governmental, or research Installation in the area? U AYkrA/0 WAS

Haveyous^nother objects ofan unidentified nature? ,f so, pleas, describe these observations, using -separate sheet of paper ySJ^

ZZZTectXu;.*^£ reV9al °f d,fCUS "» ,ndd-,? lf *>' —«X «-« or official orders mention*,? P,ease

your choice by checking the proper statemtn^blw^v 'LTSH^^lfe^."T "!«-••«. «~ noteyour choice by checking the pwYtata^WowIn1 2!" T '«7, , ^ ^ 'KUBe «»nfIdentlol. Please note
file,. Thank Vou for Zr coopXiolT X ' ^^ "" '" a" *** °f ,he form' for ™«* confidential
You may use my name. ( ) «•»* keep my no*, confidential. (^

35. Date of filling out this report: j£~-2 2 ~£S Signature:



iur- °i 0tc p%.
receiveddec iam l!;::^u

December 10, 1965

Dear Sir;
Being an associate member of the NICAP I took

time to interview Mr. Maynard Andrews who had reported
that he had seen the large object sighted by many over
the Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana area.
The sighting took place on the evening of December 9,
1965 at fMys p-m. Mr. Andrews lives at Mosiertown,
Pennsylvania and related the following to me during a
phone conversation.

Q. How large would you say the object was compared to
a full moon?
A. I would say it was about one forth as large, maybe
alittle smaller.
Q. What color was it?
A. A very bright red.
Q. In what direction was it traveling ..when,, you sighted
it.
A. It was in a north western position and traveling in
a downward direction from my angle. It appeared much like
a falling star, and I only saw it a number of seconds.
Q. How high was it?
A. It appeared very high but was approching the ground.
It was probably about over Gle veland Ohio (over 100 miles
away), and traveling straight down.
Q. How fast was it falling?
A. It seemed to fall alittle slower than a normal falling
star, probably because it was closer to the earth.
Q. Can you tell me anything else about the object?
A. Soon after I had sighted it, it was hidden by cloud
cover. I did see however a spray of sparks, or pieces
of the object fall downward as it exploded or something.
Following the object was a trail of smoke, white, and this
remained about five minutes after the object was out of
sight. Then it gather into a larger cloud and disappeared.
I don't know what it was.

Many people saw the object and reported it to police,
and radio stations. The pieces of the object caused small
fifes' in some areas of the Ohio, Pennsylvania states.

Larry Stevens
Associate member NICAP

R.D.#3
Cochranton, Pennsylvania.



NATI 'NAL INV'-'STIG'iM NS COA7IITTEE ON AFEIAL PHFIIOj.jVNA

1536 Connecticut-Avenue N.tf.

Washington, D.C. 20036

REPORT ON TTNID^'NTIFIFD FLYING OBJECT(S)

This form includes questions asked by the United States \ir Force end by
other Armed Forces' investigating agencies, and additionnl questions to which
answers are needed for full evaluation by NICAP.

After ail the information has been fully studied, the conclusion of our
Evaluation Panel will be published by NICAP in its regularly issued magazine
or in .nother publication. Please try to answer as mnny questions as possible.
Should you need additional room, please another sheet of paper. Ple-jse print
®r typewrite. Your assistance is of gr? at value end is genuinely appreciated.
Thank you.

1. Name Joe &Gf^®\c\r\ Place of Employment

Address 70S" Valley £f" Occupation
Oq Kvhon ~tj Pa,. |6"*|?cf Fducstion S-r*J«t«tc Oci k*non I" Jfl-SQ

Special Training

Telephone &5,0'-7 7C3 Military Service

2. Date of Observation Time / .^-^ j- ^ s% RM, P.ST

3. Locality of Observation

(Dakrvibvi^ - iooW t~o wa feA<o South
4. How long did you see the object? Hours ^/ Minutes . Seconds

5. Please describe weatner conditions and type of sky; i.e., bririit daylight,
nighttime, dusk, etc.

6. Position of the Sun, Moon, in relation to the object ond you.

Su^i iV\oo*\ mot v,f,i'b)«_
?• If seen at night, tv.iiight, or dawn, were the §tq.rs or vloon visible?

fW eMir5 vr',s'iU^
8. Were there more than one object? no if so, please tell how taany, and

draw a sketch of what you saw, indicating direction Gf movement, if any.



9. Plense describe the object(e) in detail. For instance, did it (they)
appear aolie, or as a source of light; was it revolving, etc. Please
use additional sheets of paper, if necessary.

Sou-t^e of /uj hi"
10. Was the object(s) brighter than the background of the sky?

11. If so, compare the brightness with the Sun, <i!oon, headlights, etc.

U bout S<x**oi a^ fo feaj jU b ts
12. Did the object(s) —

a. Aupesr to stand still at any time?

b. Suddenly speed up and rush away at any time?

c. Break up into parts or explode?

d. Give off smoke?

e. Leave any visible trail?

f. Drop anything?

g. Change brightness?

h. Change shape?

i. Change colxor?

!3« Did the object(s) at any time pass in front of, or behind anything?
If so, please elaborate giving distance, size, etc., if oos^ible.
No •

14. Was there any wind? Uo If so, please pjive direction and speed.

15. Did you view the object(s) through any optical instrument or other aid,
windshield, windowpane, storm window, screening, telescope, binoculars,
etc.?

tvo

16. Did the object(s) have any sound? Ifa What kind? How loud?

17. Please tell if the object(s) was (were)

a. Fuzzy or blurred

b. Like a bright star.

c. Sharply outlined.



18. Was the object -

a. golf-luminous?

b. Dull finish?

c. Reflecting?

d. Transparent?

19* Did the object(•) rise or fall in motion?

{Vo
20. Tell the apparent size of the object(a) when compared with the following

held at arm's length: jjl , . I li ..

a. Pinhe^d d. Nickel g. Orange

b. Pea e. Half dollar h. Grapefruit

c. Dime f. Silver dollar i. Larger

Or, if easier, q;ive a ..nrent size in inches on a ruler held at arm's
length.

21. How did you ha oen to notice the objcct(s)?.

22. Where were you and what were you doing at the time?

23. How did the object(s) disappear from view?

24. Compare the speed of the object(s) with the speed of a piston or jet
aircraft at that same apparent altitude.
TWe Scwml (n. c\ KtN-e t°«ster fkah jeTs

25. Were there any conventional aircraft in the location at the time or
immediately afterwards? If so, please elaborate.
fvo. X olitl not S<ie. cr r deAr a j* y *

26. Please estimate the distanc? of trie object(s).
C^T. T.4 peopU f ^.I'/es soccfk 6** object" i» Sa/^e P«*tsks,

™^r«'o'v object mtist Juvi/e. fce^n .pAxjVsi Ia^V\ „ _, /
<Ll* What wes the elevation of the ©bject(sj in'the sky? Please mark on

this hemisphere sketch.

v -

i



28. Names and addresses of other witnesses ,,^if any. ,.
Mr?, E.J, M«V.«??eyD HH FreJa St-, P.Tfs, *V, P*»*<v,

29* Please drav> a map of the locality of the observation showing North;
your position; the direction froai which the object(s) appeared and
disappeared from view; the direction of its course over the area; roads,
towns, villages, railroads, and other landmarks within a mile.

^&tl+h \y Lust o!o>,eytot.t

iHc^r
4 ----- —

Caitf aim Actuate \ °*J«<> ^r*

estate d;,W« oUtj^.rth^ 9ftk,"«i't

_ *> W+*t-

nON'zc,

30. Is there any airport, military, governmental, or resetirch installation
in the area? a /) i 1

G-w.It K«.Sea«rcU 3 fw » frWTh

31. Have you seen other objects of an unidentified nature? If so, please use
another sheet of paper?

32. Please enclose photographs, motion pictures, news clippings, notes of
radio or television .ro^raras (include time, station, date, if possible)
regarding this or similar observations, or any other background material.
We will return the material to you. n „
KPK* xvCon \*ot° que^i- Pr«v,K £d*m»U w tlW's.. Pfcc ^9fe<?, V.osr-ffec

33. Were ym interrogated byMir Force invests ators? Ey any other federal,
state, county, or local officisls? If s1©, pleape state the name and
rank of the agent or official, nis office, and details as to where and
when the questions took .\Lace.

A/o
Were ,vou asked or told not to reveal or discuer the Incident? If ?o, were
any reasons or officlaisorders mentioned? Please elaborate carefully.

A/o
34. ffe should like permission to quote your name in connection ith this

report. This action will encourape other responsible citizens to report
similar observations to NIC P. However, if you prefer, we will keep
your name confidential. Please note your choice by checking the proper
statement below. In any c»se, pie? e fill in ;>ii parts of the form for
our owe confidential files. Thank you fjr your cooperation.

You may u?e my name. C0 Pierre keep my name confidential ( )

35. D te of filling out t lis report: Signature:

Dec . I'Hj 1<U5~



l<ff*r- 1 bet,

RECEIVED? FC 2 2 19© 705 Valley St.

Oakmont, Pa. 15139

Dec. 19, 1965

NICAP

/53b Connecticut-Ave. N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear sirs :

On Dec. 9» 1965» an orange flash was sighted in the

southern sky over Penna. at about 5-00 P.M. E.S.T. Parts

of this object or fireball fell near Kecksburg, Penna.

(about 30 miles south-southeast of Oakmont).

At 7:00 P.M. E.S.T. that evening, I observed a white,

star-like object in the high, southern sky, traveling east

to west.

At 8:00 P.M. E.S.T. radio station KDKA, Pittsburh, Pa.,

presented a "Contact" program with guest Frank Edwards on

the subject of IIFO's. The first phone call from a woman in

Penn Hills (5 miles south of Oakmont) who watched an object

come over the horizon at 5:00 P.M., hover for two hours and

leave at 7:00 P.M. This woman also said she observed this

object through high-power binoculars. The object was described

as being "rm»-ghgjgl»Atjffi t.h a light blue top portion and a light

red bottom portion.

I feel that this is the same object that I observed at

7:00 P.M. E.S.T. (Report enclosed).

Do you have any information concerning the fireball or

these secondary objects? If so, please advise me.

Sincerely,

Joe Eergoich

m

P

£2**- /^<ug*uL
NICAP Member



BUSINESS OFFICE:

sas wesT «bth street

NEW YORK 36. N.Y.

PHONE: 2IE-24S-I307

212-246-0430

RECEIVED DEC 1 3 1985

THE IVAN T. SANDERSON FOUNDATION

FOR THE COLLECTION, EVALUATION, AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

ON NEW OISCOVERIES AND THEORIES IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES

12th Dec, 1965. RESEARCH CENTER

R. D. I

COLUMBIA, N. J.

PHONE: 20I-496-3866

CABLE: ITSUS, U.S.A.

Mr. Richard Hall
N.I.C.A.P.
1536 Connecticut Av.,N.W.
Washington, D.C.

C^UUJ^J>

Dear Dick,

For your info and files but not for release as it is for NANA.
We spent a substantial part of the night of the 9th - 10th on the
phone to the various State Police desks, and gleaned some further
information from AP and UPI that was accurate for once.

I was in Washington last week on the blackouts among other
things and stumbled upon — or, rather, dug down to — a pretty
sordid story. Got rapped for said digging, was politely but firmly
asked not to publish yet (I had it all on tape and permissions to
quote from the highest authority, I may say), but have been invited
to make submissions to a new sub-committee of the OEP which looks
like being a most interesting set-upV I'll keep you informed con
fidentially provided I'm not told specifically that Hearings are
off the record.

I see a connection between the item enclosed and NEBO -- the N.E.
blackout.

iTours sincerely,

ITS:aai
encs : report

flier.

Ivan T. Sanderson

Director.

($) The terms of reference include a categoric and
very heavy emphasis on UAPs and UAOs and, alth
ough of the Executive rather than Congress looks
just like the "hearings" Don has been screaming
for but even more strategically placed.
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CC; h/tCA?.
A/or FcTR HBUAsE.

THE ABOMINABLE SPACE THING

There are several aspects of the

appearance of the thing or things

at sundown last Thursday that ARE

not quite kosher*

Ivan T* Sanderson

Shortly before sundown on the evening of the 9th of

bar, a fiery, bright orange object, or objects, pas ed from

Michigan over the tip of Ontario and western Lake Erie, the

northeast corner of Ohio, and which apparently landed in a dense*

ly wooded area about thirty alias south of Pittsburgh in Pennsyl

vania. Its passage was noted by a large number of people on the

ground and by several experienced commercial and private pilots.

Bits of it or, If it was a group, one of Its s*»bers fell near

Lapeer In .lehtgan, another in Lorain County Ohio, another near

Midland In Pennsylvania, and the last at Keeksourg In the same

state* Something also blew up in the air over Lake St. Clair,

sotnewhat east of Detroit-Windsor, rocking planes In the area

with sharp shock*waves.

Pin-pointing these observations on the map shows that

the object or objects passed in a straight line from somewhat

east of Flint, Michigan, over La*e St. Clair to Oberiin and

tlyria, near Cleveland, Ohio in a 8outheaat~by<*southerly direction



Space Things *2*

and then ssde a 25 degree turn to the east* Fro* that point

its (or their line of travel was again straight, via Midland

to Kaeksburg* There Is no possibility of converting this course

into any for© of curve* *ted the object(e) been merely sighted

In the sky such might have been possible but the arrival of

material on the ground automatically pin*points the passage.

Since ween did meteors or bolides store making abrupt turns in

their direction of 'flight*?

Further, this tteinr, was seen in Indiana, a minimum of

12C miles southwest oi its liwe of travel; over Erie, Pexmatj>

95 miles northeast of said line; and, allegedly, in extrenie

western Stew Uork a^d northern West Virginia, So far no compu*

tation of tv» height at which tae thing passed over lias been

made* and the only indication of its sise was a statement by

a lady in Elyrlo near Cleveland who saw it* or a nart of it

fall into a wood where it set gra9« afire over a I000*ft. area,

that it was as big as a vollsy*baU. Thus, we do not know if

It was possible for it to t*ave been seen at these distances

from its line of travel. If it was so awn at distance, a

number of other odd points arise*

The exact titse of t.«c fell at Elyria was 4i44 pm, Observ*

ation of it at Erie was at 4:50 pm. The distance between the

two points is 115 miles as the crow flies, iiowever, there i»

no evidence that the Thing passed directly oyer Erie; it was

seen from there at that s-Iomj and it may have been seen travelling

its straight course which «as Just 95 miles southwest at its

nearest point. This would be about Salem, Ohlol Salem i«



Spa^e Things -3-

70 miles from Elyrla, so that tiie object took 6 minutes to

travel 70 miles, or only U's aup*h. Similarly, the nearest

point to Indiana on the Thing's line of travel is a place named

Utica about 25 miles east of Pcntiac, ichigan* This is just

95 miles as the crow flies from Slyrla so that, if this was

the point where it was »tmn from Indiana at precisely 4t40,

it took 4 minutes tc cover the distance or about 23$ m.p.h.

Now, should it have been spotted from either or both Indiana

and Erie, either efore or after its nearest point of passage

the distances, ^nd thus the speeds, would vary but within

only small absolute amounts. Compounding thetwo distances we

find that the thing appears to have travelled along at about

16% miles per hour!

So, this Thing was a meteor^ was it?

The minimum speed of imeteor ever recorded was 27,OOC

a.p.iu and the maximum 144,000 m.p.h. which is to sey 7% miles

P*r It££Q& and 40 m.p, f££ respectively. Since when have

meteors or bolides, which is the name now given to caeteors that

break up in our atmosphere, been a> bling along at sixteen

miles an hour?

In thisca^e, as ever, almost within the hour of the

observations a professor of something or other announced that

it was probably a meteor or a bolide* In this case it was a

Dr. Paul Annear of Baldwin-Wallace Coilege, ant' right behind

him c«t* a confirmation of his belief by the Pentagon. Yet,

though meteors land almost every day arc! are ignored or at the



Space Things *4«

«o.t searched for by enthusiastic amateurs, great contingents
of specialists from the armed forces were on the scenes of
the falls almost as fast at the State Police, and one of the
former's ispokesmen' stated for the records -We don't knew
what we have here (but) there is an unidentified flying objee*
in the woods-, Neither meteors nor bolides X&J they &&.
What is more tney don't just drift in at 16*5 m,p.h.

Then, ap.rt fro- t*e odd report of two piles of shredded
lead in strips onl> 1/I6th of an inch taick having been found
at Lapeer in Michigan w^ere the thing was first observed to
drop southing, and the iOuO-foot fire near ElyrU, and the
dropping fiery ball and smoke arising from a wood at Keekatwrg*
tucre axe still oth.r oc'd features of the whole performance*
Most net <ble is that meteors areusuaily first seen between
heights of 30 to 60 miles but cease to glow at about ten miles,
If the t.lng was 60 miles up it could have been seen from Indiana,
Erie, West Virginia, end western WW York a. it would be glowing
or sulning. If it was below ten miles high it would not have
been visible in a,* case, glowing or not glowing, from that
distance* If it travelled along at only 16 m*p»h, at say 50
miles up and dropped fiery bits to earth at the three points
-Lapeer, Elyrla, and Kecksburg- how did it make a 25 degree
turn about Cleveland?

In fact the Service spokesman was right. It was an

object; It sej. flying rather than failing; and it has no*
been identified*



t\Tl-'. on tlie .'iflcrnoon ol Dcccnitjci !),
/ I'lliii. ;i Incli.ill ili:n musi ha\c been

brighter than the lull ininm sneaked
across (lie sky near the Great Lakes.
Though the brilliant light lasted only a
few seconds, the meteor kit a smoke uaiu
that lcmained visible lor ;ii least 20 min
utes.

I he fireball's path llnougli the anno
spheic appeals to ha\e been sleep, piob-
ably hut ilit." soiithern Michigan 1'euin
.snla lor the most pari. This track
leiniinaled ne.n the western end ol Lake
Eiic. It is possible thai the fireball
•hopped meteorites, but because its trajec
tory is not yet well known, ii is not deal
whether they lell on land or into the
walei.

Two factois contribute to this uncer
tainty of the fireball's path through the
atmosphere. Since the time was near sun
set, llieie weie no star fields against which
ihe Incli.ill <ou|<| be plolled. Also, the
Inid (hu.iliou and slum path in the sky
hampered attempts to lix its direction
over the ground.

Two persons have been actively .study
ing obsencis' icporis in an attempt to

Great Lakes Fireball

The train of the De
cember !)lh fireball, ap
proximately '15 seconds
alter it was first sighted
by Richard P. Cham-
pine Irom about two
miles cast of Pontiac,
Michigan. He had been
drivi ig south along In
terstate 75 when there
was a flash in the sky
at an altitude of about
30 degrees. The fire
ball traveled toward the
east, ending at an ele
vation of 25 degrees. It
lasted about one sec

ond. Although when
first seen the fireball
appeared to be fading,
it ended with a burst

of light.

Standing on the shoul
der of the load. Mr.
Chauipine took this pic
ture with a 'l-hy-5-inch
camera and a 127-nim.

lens. It is the first of
a scries of four, the
others being taken at
55, 70, and 80 seconds
after his first observa
tion. In the last picture
the train is strongly
curved in the middle.

locate any possible mclcorilic mass. An
asiionomer close to the scene was Von

Del Chamberlain ol the Abrams Planetar

ium, Last Lansing, Michigan. In response
to his requests for information, more than
100 persons sent him reports. He writes:

"I he fueball occurred at about 21:11

llnixersal time ('1:11 p.m. Eastern stan

The path of the fireball
extended roughly from
northwest to southeast,
passing well south of
Pontiac and Detroit,
Michigan, and ending
in or near the western

pari of Lake Erie.

dard time). The duration of the mc
was about four seconds, and it was
scribed as a brilliant light which lot
on a reddish hue at the end of its pat.
Color estimates indicate that it chang
rapidly from white to orange.

"The brightness must have been on the
order of magnitude -15 for an observer
located in southeastern Michigan. The
fireball burst into one large and seven
smaller fragments before it disappeared

"Several thunderous, resounding, anc
rumbling booms were heard in the De
troit area, 2J- to five minutes later, de
pending on the location of the observci
A seismograph at Willow Run Airpoi
(about 25 miles southwest of Detroit;
recorded the shock.

"One observer in Michigan had jus
finished taking sunset pictures and hat
turned toward the southeast when th
fireball appeared. He quickly took twi
colot pictures of the train and cloud.

"Preparations are under way for Cana
dian scientists and myself to begin set
ious attempts to locate the region of :•
possible fall of meteorites."

By chance, G. W. Wetherill, a geophys
ics and geology professor afr the Univer
sity of California at Los Angeles had
already planned a busines^Hrip cast. He
started three days earlier, in order te
interview people who had seen the fire
ball.

"On December 12th I arrived at Clevc
land, rented a car, and drove west t<
talk to people at Elyria, Ohio. Later it
the day I visited the Federal Aeronautic
Administration flight control center in
Oberlin, Ohio, to sec if they had any use
ful information. They did, and through
Mr. Hation of this facility I was givet
a copy o£ 23 reports by aircraft pilots.

"The first report was received at 4:44
p.m. EST from American Airlines Flight
180, whicli was about 20 miles west ol
Peck, Michigan (some 65 miles north ol
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Detroit). The crew had sighted fcn object
trailing smoke south of Detroit.

"Within the next few minutes many
ilher radio messages were received from

airborne observers in Michigan, Ontario,
and Ohio. Many pilots thought an air
plane was down in Lake Erie. When all
the bearings were plotted on a map, they
intersected in an approximately 300-
square-mile area between Toledo, Ohio,
and Pelee Island (see map). This agreed
with sightings from the Cleveland area.

"The next day I drove farther west to
the region of Fremont, Sandusky, and
Port Clinton, Ohio. Although these cities
were nearer the end of the fireball's trajec
tory, very few people had noticed the
phenomenon, probably because it was
high in the sky rather than close to the
horizon. However, several reports placed
the fireball to the north. One observer

at Port Clinton—on the south shore of

Lake Erie—also saw the fireball to the

north, indicating quite clearly that no im
pact occurred south of the lake.

"I then telephoned police stations and
local operators on all inhabited islands
in the western end of Lake Erie, inquir
ing if anyone had seen the fireball. No
one had, but many persons heard a loud
detonation or sonic boom at that time.

Several people were certain that it came
from the west or northwest. This sonic
boom had also been heard by many in
Port Clinton, but not farther east.

"In view of the small population of
these islands (Pelee Island; North, Mid
dle, and South Bass islands; and Kelleys
Island) and The fart that most inhabitants
stay inside ;s much as possible in Decem
ber, it is not surprising that there were
no observers of the fireball.

"Calling Colchester, Ontario, on the
opposite shore of the lake, I talked to
Mrs. Margaret Lankin, who with her
daughter had been hanging clothes when
the fireball appeared. About 30 seconds
after it disappeared, they heard loud
detonations.

"I also talked by telephone to Richard
Champine, who took the accompanying
photograph. His name had been given
to me by the FAA in Oberlin.

"It is clear that only one fireball oc
curred and that this became nonluminous
a number of miles above the western end
of Lake F.ric. Most observers agreed that
it burst into several pieces at the end of
its trajectory.

"The fireball was observed by many
people in Ontario, Michigan, Ohio, Penn
sylvania, and to a lesser extent in neigh
boring states. In newspaper accounts, a
great many supposed impact sites were
reported, both in southwestern Pennsyl
vania and eastern Ohio. Fragments were
claimed to have fallen in Ohio and Mich
igan.

"These imagined happenings arose
from the impossibility of estimating the
'•istance of an object in the sky. -''-<iom

•tyoiie who saw the fireball tl i it
(Coiitinur^ oil Jjagc Sr

\c
ASTRONOMICAL SCRAPBOOK

Thi; Pulkovo Douiu.i: Stabs and J. H. Madi.I'K

SOMETIMES \it is a rather complex
problem to ascertain from an observ

er's printed statement what he in fact
saw through the eyepiece. Between the
retinal impression and the published
words there extends va long chain of
psychological processes, and some of the
links arc decidedly elusive.

The problem has its fastiualion, well
exemplified by the controversies about
Martian canals. Some insight into the
more tangled cases can be- gained by con
sidering a much simpler historical ex
ample, in which llle Tacts arc pal Iie ulai ly
clear-cut. It concerns certain clofiblc star
observations made at Dorpal Observatory
in Russia by J. H. Miidlcr about the year
1843. The double stars had been discov
ered at Pulkovo Observatory under spe
cial ciretmislantcs that are iclcv.inl 10 tun
story. .

When scientific work began at Pulkovo
in 1839 under t'tc directorship of Wil-
hclin Struve, two of the main instruments
were a 15-inch refractor and a (i-iuth

transit circle. With the latter, it was in
tended to form a catalogue of all stars as
bright as magnitude 7 from the north
pole to declination -15°. For this pur
pose, it was necessary to know in advance
the approximate positions of the program

'stars. At that time star charts and lists
were so incomplete the Pulkovo astrono
mers had to determine these approximate
positions themselves, by pointing the
15-inch ieliactor at each star and then

reading the hour-angle and declination
circles.

Thus a systematic examination of the
entire northern half of the celestial sphere
was undertaken, involving 17,000 Mars.
on 109 observing nights between August,
1841, and December, 1842.

Each of these stars was brought to the
center of the field of the 15-inch tele
scope, and while assistants were reading
the circles Otto Struve inspected the
star with a power of 412 to see whether
it was double. In this way, a list was
made of 514 double and multiple stars
believed to be new (together with a sec
ond list of 256 wide pairs, with which we
shall not be concerned).

Working in this way, only a brief
examination could be made ol each star.
and there was no time to make miciom-
cter measurements during the survey.
Hence, when Otto Struvc's list of the
Pulkovo double stars was first published
in 1813 by the Si. Petersburg Academy ol
Sciences, it contained only general de
scriptions of the pairs, not measuiecl posi
lion angles and distanres.

At this lime, the director ol Doipat
Observatory was lohann Tlcinrich M.'idlrr
(1791-1871). He had made a lepuiaiiou
for himscll in his native Berlin as a luuai
anil plauelaiy observer with small iustiu-
ments, and in 1810 was called to Dorpal

as Wilhclm Struvc's successor. Mueller

quickly dropped the moon and planets
for double star work with the excellent

9.6-iuch refractor there.

When Miitller received a copy of the
Pulkovo list of doubles, he immediately
began to measure them all. In this he
was ftec from any bias by other astrono-
tnets' measurements, fin there were none.
After Miiellcr's time-, all of the Pulkovo

stars vveie repeatedly observed by other
aMiononieis vvilli lalge telescopes, notably
by W. |. Ilussey with the l.itk ftliiuih
iclrac loi.

Ileie. then, is an excellent oppoi iiinitv
for a controlled cN.imin.ilinn ol M.'kIIci's

work. For the majority of the Otto
Struve doubles, clown to pairs as close as
half a second ol arc, the Miitller int mih -

agree lolet.iMy well with llle ton.'i • - •. I
later work. Bui ihc sin prising •
that the Dorpal astronomer also p • • .
tncasuiemeuis of a si/able numhci • l'i !

kovo stars that later turned out to lie not

double at all!

In Ilnssey's monograph on the Pulkovo
double stars (Publications ol Lick Observ
atory, Vol 5. 1901). there is a detailed
clisLiission of eath pair. According to
ITusscy, .'f.'f of the original 511 stars'are
not double in the sense originally an
nounced. Of these 33, there are five that
still later evidence indicates may be tlou-_
blc after all. Thus, 28 I'ulkovo stars are
1111<111<'sI)i>11.1111v single.

And of these, Matllcr mcasuied 22 as
doubles, sometimes on several nights. (A
count shows 8, 7, 5, 2 stars on I, 2, 3,
and 4 nights, respectively.) For Ihe most
part, these objects aie called oblong or
cloubiliilly elongated in Olio Mime's
original announcement, and Miitller as
signed to them separations of 0.2 to 0.1
second of arc.

These obsei vat ions have an immediate
interpretation. Inspected at high power
in less-lhan-perfecl seeing, a telescopic
star image undergoes frequent small dis
tortions. To an observer who docs not

judge his visual impressions too critically,
this might well be supposed the un
resolved image of a close pair, particu
larly if tluplitily is expelled. What Mad-
ler did was habitually to accept borderline
impressions as real.

It was a misplaced personal divid
ing line between acceptance and disbelief.
Every visual observer is constantly mak
ing reality judgments, and his standard
may be consistently too high or too low.
Such cousideialious might be applied to
a great variety ol iiiaigiual obscivtug situ
ations: difficult planetary markiirgs, the
visibility ol lauil objects, identifications
in a iiowded star field, discovery of vari
able Mills ol .small lauge, or (hailing the
colilloveisi.il milioi le.nines on the floe it

ol llle Inn.n c lalei Plato.

JOSEPH ASH BROOK



the two cralt passed high over t/io '• /(it
Ocean, Gemini f> and 7 cautiously ap-
pioachetl within a loot ol one another.
To accomplish this, Gemini 6 had pre
cisely pet formed several critical maneu
vers to change its orbital plane slightly
and to adjust the size ol its orbit. For
more than 5,', hoius the two capsules ic-
mainetl less than 100 feet apart. Gemini
d t ire led 7 closely as the astronauts look
motion-pictutc sequences and still pholo-
gi.iphs. Finally, the two (tall chew 25 to
'IS miles apart so that the crews could
sleep.

Then followed two highly successful
leenlties, Gemini li on Deiember Kith
and 7 two days later. Lath landed closer
lo the waiting aiicrall catrier USS Wu.sjt
ill.in had any earlier Gemini capsule.

Widely hailed as a milestone in space
exploration, the double Might accom
plished several important tasks. The
rendezvous itself was a notable elcinou-

siration of the piecision control that is
possible with Gemini spacecraft. And
the medical results derived Irom the two-

uvck voyage of astronauts Frank Borman
and |amcs A. Lovell, Jr., will have a sig
nificant bearing on plans for the first
Might to the moon.

In addition, scvci.il key experiments in
navigation and observation were pei-
loimecl. In one test, a l.isei beam was

aimed at the Gemini 7 capsule fiom the
gioiuid. llle asiiouauis vveie lo ny to
locale the bright spot ol light and aim
then own laser back at it. The purpose
was to test a two-way laser communica
tion system, potentially ol gieat value in
the raclio-hlackout period during reentry.
Kin the Gemini 7 crew lotind that they
did not have lime enough to locate the
gioimd-basctl laser, turn their capsule to
an appropriate orientation, and aim their
own laser, all in the short tune they were
within range of the ground statinn.

Another significant test involved stellar
navigation, in whicli the astronauts de
termined the position of their craft by
observing occultations ol bright stars by
the earth. For each such observation, the
navigator finds a suitable star that is
about to pass behind the earth's limb, and
centers it on the reticle of a hand-held

photoelecti ic phoioineiei. lie: ihen tracks
llie si.ii lor about 1110 seconds. While the

photometer automatically records the
dimming ol the star as it dips lower be
hind the atmosphere, the navigator pushes
a billion io time the fading lo 50 percent
of original brightness and the final dis
appearance.

In another observational experiment,
the astronauts measured visual contrasts

at land-sea boundaries on the earth be

low. Such information is needed in plan
ning the Apollo flight to the moon, when
selected points on the earth's surface may
be used for navigation, in addition io star
sights and ot eultations by the earth. In
many ways, Gemini 6 and 7 helped pave
the way toward deeper pciictiatiou of
space by manned trail.

(KNJTS, ABOARD COSMOS
SATELLITES

A.i'SL into scientific studies
i.....ie with the Soviet Cosmos satel

lites was provided by Prof. Alexsantlr
Lcbcdiiiskiy in a recent lass interview.
He described infrared and ultraviolet in-

sl i mucins aboard Cosmos 92.

A pair of inflated spectrophotometers,
pointing alternately at the horizon and
at the earth directly beneath the space
craft, obtained spectra eveiy 20 seconds
in the 7-IO-20 and M-to-38 micron ranges.
More than 12.000 such spectra have al
ready been recorded using Cosmos satel
lites.

Each spectrum telemetered by the sparc-
tiaft provided data on the vertical dis
tribution of temperature in the earth's
atinospheie. Possibly such satellite mea
surement's will eventually replace those
from the l.nge number of meteorological
balloons sent aloft lo let Old data up lo
30 or 40 kilometers.

Some .satellites in the Cosmos scries

have carried ultraviolet spectrophotome-
leis to recotd the absorption bands of
atmospheric ozone. Professor Lcbcdiiiskiy
notes that there appears to be a distinct
difference in the amount of ozone in up
ward- and downward-moving airstreams.
lieiice, o/onc observations make it pos
sible to trace the vertical displacement
of air masses.

Cosmos 92 also carried an ultraviolet

photometer fen stellar observations, an
instrument to record the brightness of the
earth's sin fare for studies of let rain a\
cloud cover, and a complex photometer-* .
for observing the night-sky airglow ' in \ 1 Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatc
equatorial and middle latitudes. Evcry^w
12 seconds tin's photometer made eight
measurements of the btightness of the
atmosphere through a sequence of auto
matically changed filters.

These experiments are part of a con
tinuing program, and some future Cosmos
satellites will carry similar 'equipment to
study the optical characteristics of the
earth's atmosphere.

Results derived from other Cosmos and

Elektron satellites were published in a
recent bulletin of the U.S.S.R. Academy
of Sciences.

Cosmos 5 and Cosmos 17 iiieasiueel

lacbaiion at tillO to SOI) kilometers al

titude caused by the United Slates' high-
aliitudc nuclear explosion on July 9, 19(i2.
It was possible to dctciminc the life
times of the electrons released, and le)
make laeliation maps. Cosmos II studied
charged panicles out to 40.000 kilometers
from (lie earth.

Infrared anil iiltr.iv iolei radiation

studies weie carried out by Cosmos 45.
while geomagnetic surveys were conducted
by Cosmos 2(> and 49. Cosmos 51 recoiileel
the light of the starry sky in both ultia-
violci and visual wavelengths. Soviet
scientists also analy/cd the orbital changes
of numbers of satellites to determine air

densities at various altitudes.

F.lckiron satellites made prolonged
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measurements or piiinary cosmic
io record variations in the abe
°\ \\>\)c,y\\l kill* Ot nuciei> to ,
parcel with s„|:ir activity. They a*,
served the che-mical composition .f ,
atmosphere up to 3.000 kilometers, re
icring ions of hythp^i,, «Sseli«mr nit,-,
and oxygen. In addilip.u, E^.^,^.
Elektron -1 carried radio re
me.isiuing radiation at scvct.,| *-.
frequencies.

RUSSIA'S VENUS SPACE PKOBi.

AS TOLD on page 27 last month, tw
•IX. Soviet space probes are now trave
ing toward Venus, anil should arrive in
vicinity about the beginning of Ma
Arcoiding to an announcement from i
Soviet news agency Tass, Venus 2 w
pass at the "prescribed" distance fi
the planet.

In order to aim itself more directly
the planet, the Venus 3 spacecraft I
made a mid-course maneuver. After fir:

its liquid-fueled engine, it realigned its
with the sun and Canopus, the same s
used by the United States' Mariner
Mars.

By the end ol December, the two Sov
piobcs were 15.5 and 14.3 million ki
meters from Earth. Since their launchii

in mid-November, 52 radio commun.'
lion sessions have been held with the

Telemetered data indicate that tempe
lures, pressures, and power levels are
noimal and that the scientific iustrumci

arc working properly. N/j; announceme
f the experiments aboard has been mac

RAYMOND N. WAITS, J

CHEAT LAKES FIREBALL

(Continued from pnge 79)
was much closer than it really was. Whe
il disappeared behind a house or a trt
many people thought it had fallen on
a few hundred yards beyond.

"If the meteorite had fallen a few mi

tues later that day, it probably could ha
been recovered from the much more I

vorable terrain farther west. The stee

trajectory with the short visibility of t!
fireball indicate that it was extratern

tiial matter rather than a returning spa'
craft."

William Werner, a regional direci
for the American Meteor Society, sti
mined three sightings. One was by Ho
aril Ducll of Woostcr. Ohio, who
scribed the fireball as "very bright, •
lowish. like a rocket Hame. Blue-p
smoke trail remained one minute;
puff, five minutes."

Peter M. Millman of the National ;

search Council of Canada forwarded

report from II. Needhain at the Londc
Ontario, airport. He described the ling
ing train as seen most of the time agai
a clear western sky. It became twisted a
off-white in color, ending as "a thin hoi
zontal cloud" visible for at least 20 mil

utes.

•>



329 South Front Street
Harrisburg Pennsylvania 17104

October 23, 1990

Mr. Mark Rodeghier
Scientific Director
J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies
2^-57 w. Peterson Ave.
Chicago, IL 60659

Dear Mr. Rodeghier:

You may be interested in the enclosed report of my
investigation into the "Kecksburg UFO Crash" featured in September
on "Unsolved Mysteries".

Sincerely,

Oatr %
Robert R. Young
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of the missions of Gemini 6 and 7 set for a manned joining of two U.S.
spacecraft. The day of the incident the Pittsburg Press, also widely
read in the area, reported the arrival in the city of Frank Edwards., a
nationally-known flying saucer lecturer and broadcaster who was to
speak. The headline, "Lift UFO Secrecy, Saucer Believer Says", had a
"kicker" headline above it, "U.S. Hush-Up Charged" (Dec. 9, 1965).

There was, however, another event reported that day which went
largely unnoticed; a secret satellite was launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base, California, launch site for military polar-orbiting
reconnaissance missions (Erie Daily Times). The stage was set.

Shortly after 4s40 P.M. (EST) a brilliant bolide or "fireball"
was seen by thousands in Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Northern West Virginia and Ontario,
Canada. (Erie Daily Times; Pittsburgh Press. Dec. 10, 1965; The New
York Times; The Post-Gazette). The fireball was even said to have
been seen in California (Pittsburgh Press. Dec. 10, 1965).
Astronomers from Michigan, Ohio and Pennsylvania, who received many
reports, concluded the object had been a bright meteor (The Erie Daily
Times; The Pittsburgh Press. Dec. 10; The New York Times; The Post-
Gazette) . This was also the conclusion of the Federal Aviation
Administration, according to a spokesman at Erie, Pa. (Erie Daily
Times; The Post-Gazette); Air Force spokesmen in Washington, and
unnamed "Pentagon sources" (The Pittsburgh Press, Dec. 10; The New
York Times).

Reports of bolides are typically inaccurate. Astronomer Frank
Drake, after efforts to recover meteorites from fireball reports, has
estimated the percentage of eyewitnesses who are wrong about something
to be 1/2 after one day, 3/4 after two days, 9 out of 10 after four-
days, and after five days they provide reports more fantasy than fact
(Drake). Witnesses often estimate the meteors are very close instead
of dozens of miles high in the atmosphere. When the objects disappear
over the horizon it is sometimes taken as a "nearby" event (Klass).

The 1965 fireball was no exception. It was reported to have
"crashed" or "landed" in six widely seperated locations. Over Lake
Erie a pilot reported watching as it "plummeted" into the lake (The
Pittsburgh Press, Dec. 10). At Midland, Pa., west of Pittsburgh,
falling debris were reported but police found nothing (The Erie Daily
limes; The Pittsburgh Press. Dec. 10). At Elyria, Ohio, west of
Cleveland, a woman reported a "volley ball" sized fireball fell into a
wooded lot. Firemen reported 10 small grass fires but no flying
saucer (The Post-Gazette).

At. Lapeer, Michigan, 40 miles north of Detroit, Sheriff's
officers investigating the report of "a ball of fire crashing" found
only pieces of tinfoil (The Pittburqh Press. Dec. 10). The most
spectacular report came from Detroit and Windsor, Ontario, where
pilots, weather observers and U.S. Coast Guard personel reported a
flying object "exploded" over Detroit. Coast Guard boats sent into
lake St. Clair found nothing (The Tribune-Review. County Edition, Dec.
10, 1965). The Air Force UFO investigating office at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio, may have been interested in the recovery of
space launch debris and sent three-man investigating teams from the
662 Radar Squadron, based near Pittsburgh, to Kecksburg and Erie (The
Erie Daily Times, The Post-Gazette).

At Kecksburg the scene had turned into a circus. Little Nevin
Kalp had run and told his mother, Mrs. Arnold Kalp of RD 1 Acme, Pa.,
that he had seen something "like a star on fire". Going outside she
saw "blue smoke" which seemed to come from nearby woods (Gatty; The
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Pittsburgh Press, Dec. 10). Other reports had described a bright
train left in the air by the meteor (The Post-Gazette). A "thump"
which vibrated one witness was attributed to dynamiting at a local
quary or to a shod-- wave heard by many Western Pennsylvania witnesses
of the fireball. Mrs. Kalp called a local radio station which was
reporting a plane crash. Soon, according to the Tribune, a "massive
traffic jam" had engulfed the small town (Gatty; The Tribune-Review,
City Edition, Dec. 10, 1965; Dec. 11, 1965).

A Local volunteer fire policeman informed reporters that the Army
and state police had told them not to let anybody in (Gatty). One
result was that an early edition of the Greensburg paper carried a
seven-column banner headline atop page one, ""Unidentified Flying
Object- Falls Near Kecksburg", and, "Army ropes off area" (The
Tribune-Review, County Edition, Dec. 10, 1965).

Capt. Joseph Dussia, commander of the Pennsylvania State Police
Troop A Headquarters at Greensburg, announced the next day that after
an all night search, "Absolutely nothing had been found." Reports of
something carried from the area only referred to equipment used in the
search, Dussia said. He added, "Someone made a mountain out of a

molehill" (The Tribune-Review, City Edition, Dec. 10, 1965). The Air
Force also announced nothing had been found (The Pittsburgh Press,
Dec. 10). The next day a Tribune editorial summarized its staff's
independent investigation: nothing at all seems to have happened (Dec.
11, 1965).

The official explanations of the Kecksburg incident are totally
consistent with all published accounts and the present recollections
of scores of long-time witnesses.

Actually, the Kecksburg UFO tale has been making the rounds of
Pennsylvania saucer buffs for some time. Stan Gordon is founder and
Director of Operations of the Pennsylvania Association for the Study
of the Unexplained, a Greensburg-based group which collects reports of
UFO's, bigfoot and other oddities. He is also Pennsylvania State
Director of the Mutual UFO Network (MUF0N), the nation's largest
surviving flying saucer club.

Each year in early January PASU issues its annual press release
to Pennsylvania newspapers listing exciting reports received during
the previous year. This year it called for anyone with knowledge of
the Kecksburg UFO crash to come forward (The Latrobe Bulletin)." With
an experienced nose for saucer news, they must have sensed that even
after 24 years there always seem to be witnesses to be found if the
case is exciting enough.

Flying saucer evangelist Robert D. Barry hosts a Saturday
midnight program, "ET Monitor", on WGCB-TV, Red Lion, Pa., a religious
station where he mixes NASA films, UFOria and occasional bible
readings. He mentioned the Kecksburg "UFO recovery" in a lecture at
Elizabethtown College, El izabethtown, Pa.,, on March 22, 1989, and then
followed on his April 2, 1989, program with the revelation that the
incident involved the recovery of "bodies". Later, on his April 23,
1989, broadcast, he stated that no bodies were involved in the UFO
acci dent.

Mr. Barry says that years ago he was told by an unnamed NASA
informant that the Kecksburg UFO had been tracked, a claim which is
contradicted by statements made by a North American Air Defense
Command spokesman at the time (The Erie Daily Times; The Pittsburgh
Press, Dec. 10; The Post-Gazette). Mr. Barry has also reported, citing
Stan Gordon as his source, that a 1965 member of the Kecksburg Fire
Company claims they had been contacted by NASA before the UFO crashed
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and asked to keep the public away from the area. This is contradicted
by the original published reports and eyewitness statements (The
Tri bune-Review, City Edition, Dec. 10, 1965).

A curious claim which is oddly similar to Kecksburg occurred
January 27, 1990, on Bob Barry's TV program. At 7s10 P.M. (EST) a
bright fireball had been seen over much of the East Coast (Sunday
Patriot-News). That night on "ET Monitor" Mr. Barry reported that "a
Greensburg source", a euphemism he has used for PASU's Stan Gordon,
had called to say "an object landed" nearby about 7;20 P.M. and that
the area had been cordoned off and that the source was "trying to get
as close as he could". How credible should we consider two such

nearly identical reports 25 years apart, with the second coming only
days after a public appeal for witnesses to the first?

Will we soon see an announcement on "Unsolved Mysteries" telling
millions of Americans what the show's producers have learned about the
Kecksburg "saucer crash" claims?
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"0LDS0LVED MYSTERIES":

What really happened at Kecksburg, Pa., on December 9, 1965

By Robert R. Young

On September 19, 1990, the NBC Television Network's season opener
of "Unsolved Mysteries" featured a half-hour segment on the heretofore
little-known "Kecksburg UFO Crash". It was alleged that this involved
the crash and recovery by the U.S. military of an Unidentified Flying
Object with strange alien markings in the small western Pennsylvania
town near Pittsburgh on December 9, 1965.

The program was the tenth most watched in America in a week which

saw the introduction of the season's "new" shows. It was watched in

an estimated 17.77. of households watching television, on 30"/. of all
television sets turned on (Broadcasting). Recent surveys for the
National Science Foundation report 2 in 5 adult Amen cams believe that
alien spaceships account for some UFO reports. It therefore seems
likely th<at several million viewers watching were probably predisposed
to accept the premise which the program reinforced (Science News).

This "saucer crash" has not. been widely known to UFOlogists and
UFO skeptics until now because it appears never to have happened.
According to a review of all original published accounts, the sole
witnesses to the saucer crash apparently were two eight-year old
children who were among thousands in nine states and Canada to witness
a bolide or bright meteor (Gatty).

Add to this a gullible local flying saucer buff who seems to have
finally found "his own" thrilling flying saucer crash to investigate;
the U.S. Air Force "Project Blue Book" UFO investigating office;
"unnamed Pentagon sources"; a secret military satellite launch; the
State Police; the home-town volunteer fire company; local news
reporters who were at first stupidly kept away; the 24-year old
recollections of local citizens, and the recent materialization of

"new" witnesses. The result had all the ingrediants for an exciting
television episode.

According to a front page story in the nearby Greensburg, Pa.,
Tr ibune-Revi ew the day after the TV show, some Kecksburg residents,
including many witnesses to the 1965 event and even some portrayed in
the TV program, say it is all a hoax. Some residents have blamed two
local men whose story of a copper-colored, 12 by 7 foot "acorn-shaped"
object with "hieroglyphic" markings surfaced only a couple months
before, almost a quarter of a century after the original publicity.

Tribune-Review staff writer David Darby reported that more than
50 Kecksburg residents sent a petition to the program's producers in
an attempt to stop its airing. The paper reported the non-believers
included Ed Myers, the original fire chief portrayed by an actor in
the program; Jerome and Valerie Miller, whose home was portrayed as
the site of a "military command post" during UFO recovery operations;
the owners of the land where the saucer was supposed to have landed
and Kecksburg firemen.

Myers expressed concern that the program was going to be seen
around the country because, he stated flatly, there was no truth in
the tale. The Millers, the paper reported, deny that their home was a
center of military activity.

Several elements combined in 1965 to create local UFO hysteria.
For several days the world had been fasci. nated by front-page coverage
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-CRITIQUE OF ARTICLE BY JEROME CLARK IN DECEMBER 1990 OMNI.

1) There was no "Aerospace Defense Command" in 1965. The USAF
662 Radar Squadron from Qaldale, near Pittsburgh, was part of NORAD.

2) The "blue pulsating light" now claimed to have been emitted by
the object was described differently in 1965. The Pittsburgh Press
reported (Dec. 10) that eight or nine people, including a State
Policeman, had seen a "bright blue light" some distance away in the
woods. However , in the Greensburg Tribune--Review (1ate City Eld i11 on ,
Dec. 10, 1965), staff reporter Bob Gatty reported talking,, directly,
to seven witnesses including a Estate trooper who described the object
as "three blue flashing Jiqhts". These most probably were the blue
lights used by Pennsylvania volunteer firemen and fire police who
probably rushed into the area after the initial, search ended. The
policeman began walking back toward the area, but the lights
disappeared, probably just turned off.

Where were the "new" witnesses 25 years ago when excitement ran
high but the staff of the local paper couldn't find anyone who had
actually seen an object?

3) The wide range of times of reports is probably due to the
usual wide range of eyewitness "details" one gets from fireball
reports. Many of the original publ ished times ranged from 4:40 to
"about 5:15". The key Kecksburg witness, Mrs. Kalp, reported the time
as 4:45 P.M. (Tribune-Review, Dec, 10, City Edition), only one minute
later than a 4:44 P.M. report from Oberlin,, Ohio, carried in the
P11tsburqh Press (Dec. 10, 1965). This distance ••••• 180 mi 1es in one
minute - would give a hypothetical speed of about 10,800 miles per
hour, well within the speeds of meteors in the Lower atmosphere or
reentering space debris, which would have been visible throughout the
sighting area,, Why didn't the UFO invest iyators cite this speed?
They prefered to play "connect the dots" to create a mysterious path
and to pick and choose some times while ignoring others to get a
result supporting their theory of an intelligently controlled craft.

In fact,, according to an article in the February 1966 Sky b.
Telescope magazine (p„ 78-79, 82), the time the meteor was visible was
probably only a few seconds. The late astronomer Von Del Chamberlain,
then of the Abrams Planetarium, East Lansing, Michigan, concluded
after analyzing more than 100 written reports, that what became known
to astronomers as the "great Lakes Fireball" was visible for about
four seconds and appeared brighteor than the full moon. A geophysics
and geology professor at the University of California at Los Angeles,
G. W. Wether-ill, personally located and interviewed many witnesses and
studied 23 reports received by the FAA from pilots, many of whom
thought an airliner was down. He concluded from witnesses on the
south shore of Lake Erie who saw the object to the north that no

impact occurred south of the lake, and that, the object burst apart and
disappeared some miles over the western end of the lake. The article
included a photograph of the meteor's trail left, in the sky taken by
Richard P. Champine whicli fits published accounts of this feature,
including those by key Kecksburg witness Mrs. Kalp.

4) The statement that the "official" explanation was a
"meteorite" is wrong and taken out of context. Many people, including
government spokesmen, reporters and editors, use the terms "meteorite"
(an object which had reached the ground) and "meteor" (the visible or
radio phenomenon in the atmosphere) interchangeably. This was also
true on Dec. 10, 1965.
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A UP I story quoted "sources at. the Pentagon" as saying it was a
meteorite (Tribune-Review, Dec. 10), and the Erie Times (Dec. 10) also

reported "meteorite", probably from the UPI story. However, the
Greensburg Tribune-Review (Dec 10 early County Edition) quoted the
"Pentagon sources" in a UPI story as calling it a "meteor". The
Pittsburgh Press (Dec. 10) also reported "Pentagon sources" as saying
"meteor" or "satellite reentry" and the Air Force as saying it was a
"meteor or meteors" and that no remnants and "no evidence of space
debris" was found. An Associated Press story in the Lebanon, Pa.,
Daily News (Dec. 10, p. 1) quoted a Defense Department spokesman as
attributing the event to a "natural phenomenon".

The Federal Avi<ation Administration at Erie, Pa., described the
object as a "meteor" (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Dec. 10). The local

Pennslylvania State Police commander, Joseph Dussia, reported
"absolutely nothing" had been found and that the probable cause was a
meteor (Greensburg Tribune-Review, Dec. 10). Major Hector

Quintinnela, in charge of the Air Force Blue Book office, refused to
speculate on the cause.

Which explanation was "official" - the "meteor" or the
"meteorite" explanation from "unnamed sources" - or the official
spokesmen from several agencies who called it a meteor, including one
actually present at Kecksburg? Even more important is that these
official explanations are consistent with the original published
accounts, independent 1965 investigations by scientists and the
recollections of many long—time witnesses and participants in the 1965
events.

Robert R. Young, 329 S. Front St„, Harrisburg, PA 17104. (1/20/91)



329 South Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 1710*4-

January 22, 1991

Mr. Mark Rodeghier
Scientific Director
J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies
2457 W. Peterson Avenue
Chicago, IL 60659

Dear Mr. Rodeghier:

Enclosed are two additional things you may be interested in
regarding the "Kecksburg UFO Crash" of December 9. 1965*

1) An addendum to my report previously sent to you on October
23. This comments on claims made in the article by Jerome Clark in
the December, 1990 OMNI magazine. I have also sent this information
to Mr. Clark.

2) A copy of an article in the February, 1966, issue of Sky &
Telescope magazine. This summarizes the investigation by two
scientists into what was by then known as the "Great Lakes Fireball".
It includes a fascinating photograph taken in Michigan of the trail
the meteor left in the sky - a picture which agrees remarkeably with
descriptions of the event by the key Kecksburg witness, Mrs. Kalp.

I have also analyzed published reports from Beaver County, Pa.,
about 60 miles northwest of Kecksburg. Three witnesses all saw the
object while looking toward their west.

There seems little doubt that these folks were all reporting the
same event - a bolide lasting several seconds which was estimated by
scientists to have been brighter than the full Moon.

Sincerely,

Robert R. Young

End.



February 1, 1991

J. ALLEN HYNEK
CENTER FOR
UFO STUDIES
UFO Resource Facility
Library and Publication Sales

2457 W. Peterson Ave.
Chicago, IL 60659
(312)271-3611

Robert R. Young
329 S. Front St.
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr. Young:

Thank you again for continuing to send CUFOS details of your investigation
into the events of December 9, 1965. It certainly seems that the most likely
explanation for the event was the bright bolide described in Sky &Telescope,
and that confabulation and faulty memories have done the rest. However, I am
puzzied by some of the testimony gathered by Stan Gordon from seemingly
reliable witnesses who claim to have witnessed a military recovery. I would
find a debate in print between the two of you to be informative.

I wonder if you have considered contacting any of the reporters who wrote the
stories you have found in the local papers? Some of them should still be
alive, and it would be interesting in light of the claims of Gordon to ask
them now about their recollection of events and, particularly, whether there
was any hint of a recovery operation at the time.

The Kecksburg event is also less than compelling because no military
witnesses have surfaced (as far as I know). This is unlike Roswell, where
military officers alive today contend that the official explanation was a
ruse to hide the true nature of the event.

In any event, thanks again for your reports.

Sincerely,

Mark Rodeghier



Mr. Mark Rodeghier
Scientific Director,
CUFOS

2^57 W. Peterson Ave.
Chicago IL 60659

Dear Mr. Rodeghier:

329 South Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 17104

February 9, 1991

Thanks for your letter. I would be delighted to debate Stan
Gordon m print about the Kecksburg event. Unfortunately, Stan won't
anwer any of my letters. I have sent him my reports and asked for
copies of any he has in exchange. An article base.d upon my report
is set for publication in a future issue of the Skeptical Inquirer.
Perhaps Stan will respond.

I gather from Jerry Clark's article in OMNI in December that
there is a report on this event floating around. Do you know how I
might obtain a copy? I would be happy to pay any duplication costs.

Some of the local newspaper accounts from 25 years ago do answer
the question about whether there were hints of a recovery operation:

See #1, enclosed, a Tribune article in its early County edition
on Dec. 10. This demonstrates the hysteria and rumors in the early
hours of the "incident". (Is there a crashed saucer believer or
promoter, anywhere, who wouldn't kill for a front page headline like
this one?) Note that reporter Bob Gatty was, "Unable to talk to anyone
who had actually seen the obiect," and, "Mrs. Kalp (the key Kecksburg
I1;^ - Jhe only one named), Gatty reported, was not available to
nS cJ UrS2aLnigl!*--; .. A1S0* "Although *"> one has indicated the sizeor shape of the object," one farmer felt ;a thump - probably the air
oo!L the. meteor, which was even reported to have been recorded by
a seismograph in Michigan. y

«,• JtZiit2Ua T^bVne editorial on Saturday, "...with the dawn comes
the realization that nothing really happened. Everybody becomes a
little self-conscious and, to some extent, embarrassed at having even
taken part in discussions about men from Mars, missiles, space craft
and what-have-you. Men and women stand in silence hour after hour
staring into the darkness unable to see or hear anything and forced to
llrtloultr grlupT ^ ^ whatever rumor happensto sftSS In?o a

Also, see #3, "about reports that something was carried out of
the woods, Cept. Dussia (Pa. State Police) said it was the equipment
used in the search. About the only thing that wasn't reported during

continued...



Mark Rodeghier page two

the excitement, the state police officer added, was 'little green
men getting out of a space ship.'

To further discount the alleged landing of an object, Don Hays
Mt. Pleasant RD 2, who was orking on his automobile about 5*15
Thursday night and was about as close as could be determined to the
area where the search was conducted, reported nothing and saw nothing
...A hunter in the Kecksburg area woods also reported he neither saw
anything nor heard anything."

As you suggest, confabulation and faulty memories could be the
explanation for many of the supposed details, particularly considering
the wild rumors. For example, see #**•, a Pittsburgh Press article,
"State Police from Greensburg, Army and Air Force officials, scientists and
volunteer firemen from Kecksburg conducted the search in a 75-acre area
under a full moon as about 150 onlookers joked about 'little green men'
and flying saucers."

The only thing actually reported which might be considered a
description of something on the ground was the "blue light" or "three
flashing blue lights" (see # k and 5). But, according to the Tribune
(#2) there were TV spotlights and newspaper photographers (with strobes?).
The Pennsylvania volunteer firemen and firepolice also use blue lights.

I would appreciate any information about how I might obtain any
other written reports on this incident. Thanks for your interest.

Sincerely,

Robert R. Young

Enclosures



February 23, 1991

J. ALLEN HYNEK
CENTER FOR
UFO STUDIES
UFO Resource Facility
Library and Publication Sales

2457 W. Peterson Ave.
Chicago, IL 60659
(312)271-3611

Robert Young
329 South Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr. Young:

Thanks for your latest letter and the enclosed photocopies of newspaper clippings. We do indeed have a file
on this event, but it does not include any type of report as such. It simply contains a large number of news
clippings, many of them from newspapers not in Pennsylvania or Ohio and thus giving secondhand reports.
There is no NICAP report on the incident (interestingly enough, the label on the file says "Bolide").

Inany case, included with this letter arephotocopies of some of these clippings and a few additional documents
from the file. I don't think they will be too helpful or tell you more than you already know, but I'm pleased
to send along what we have.

It is possible that there is an APRO file on the case, but the APRO files are temporarily out-of-commission and
in storage in Phoenix. Otherwise, I don't know ofany other sources for written reports on the event.

It's a shame that you can't engage Stan Gordon in any type of constructive dialogue.

Sincerely,

Mark Rodeghier



Mr. Mark Rodeghier
Research Director

Center -for UFO Studies

2457 West Peterson Ave.

Chicago IL 60659

Dear Mark Rodeghier:

329 S. Front St.

Harrisburg PA 17104

March 11, 1994

Thought you might be interested in the enclosed bizarre
development in the Dec. 9, 1965, Kecksburg UFO "crash" for
the CUFDS files.

These clips concern the "star" witness, one of two men
who claim that they saw the Kecksburg UFO, itself, in the
woods.

According to several Kecksburg neighbors, the other man
(who is not involved in the enclosed incidents in any way)
told them in October, 1992, that if the crash and recovery
is shown to be a hoa>:, he will admit that he told his story
in order to get on TV.

Si ncerely:

(360-
Robert R. Young
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Derry Township man facing
trial on rape, assault charges
By Paul Pelrce
TRIBUNE-REVIEW

An ailing Westmoreland County woman testified
yesterday that an eyewitness to a controversial 1965
UFO accident inKecksburg came toherhome boasting
about taping a television special about the incident
and then raped her. - •, '

The 63-year-old woman told Deny AreaDistrict Jus
tice Mark Bilik that the 1990 incident began three
years of sexualabuse against her by James Robert
Romansky Sr., 48, ofDenyTownship.

Romansky has claimed in numerous media
accounts thathewas aneyewitness tothealleged UFO
crash near Kecksburg Dec. 9,1965. In October 1990 he
appeared on NBC's "Unsolved Mysteries" to describe
the crash, which nearby property owners claim is a
hoax.

Following yesterday's preliminary hearing, Bilik
ruled there was sufficient evidence to hold Romansky
for trial on charges of rape, aggravated indecent
assault, mdecent assault and terroristic threats He
;f^a^\Ln ?* Westmoreland County Jail in lieu of
$100,000 bond.

"One evening, it was late after he (Romansky) had
been going to make amovie about UFOs inKecksburg
he stopped at myhouse to tellmeabout the movie he
just made. He then started, kissing me, putting his
hands under my nightgown and intomypanties " the
woman said.

The woman, who has emphysema, said Romansky
then carried her from her couch into her bedroom
where he allegedly raped her. Thealleged victim had
to beassisted to and from the witness stand by an
employee of Women's Services.

"I told him to stop ... I can't breath. I'm only 100
pounds and I can't pick upa bag ofgarbage let alone
pushsomeone his sizeoffofme," the victimsaid.

While the woman testified, Romansky, a stocky for

mer Latrobe mill worker with thick, dark gray, mut
ton-chop sideburns andmustache, kepthis face bowed
toward the floor, only occasionally whispering to co-
public defenders Chris Haines and John Sweeney.

Under questioning by Assistant District Attorney
TimAndrews, thevictim saidRomansky, who lived 15
minutesawayfromher, continuedabusingher "twoor
three timesa month" until December 1993. Shesaid
she did not report the abuse before then because she
was embarrassed and scared Romansky might hurt
her.

"Around Christmas, he gave me a present, a frilly
nightgown, and some gross cards. I couldn't take it
anymore," the woman said.

Thewoman saidshetoldRomansky's wife aboutthe
cards.Shesaid state police Tpr. Louis Lazzaro confis
cated the cards as evidence.

"He (Romansky) told his wife someone forged his
name on the cards," the woman said.

Ina subsequent incident, thevictim saidRomanskv
threatened her.

"His eyes were onfire... he saiddon'tyou evercall
mea liar againor I'll kill you," the woman testified.

Under cross-examination by Haines, the woman
said Romansky sometimes performed household
chores for her suchas shoveling sft6w from her walk
way or repairing windows. '. ,fl *'v- -

"Didn't you sometimes accepttflftect telephone calls
from him?" Haines asked. ^iv-is.

"Yes. I did not know what rfiWanted," the victim
replied.

Haines asked Bilik todismiss thecharges because "I
believe this is a consent issue."

Andrews disagreed.
"Shetestified he threatened to kill her. Shesaidshe

repeatedly told him no that she couldn't breathe I
think that is a lack ofconsent,"Andrewssaid.

Bilik agreed with Andrews, ordering Romansky to
stand trial on all four criminal charges filed by state
police.
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Latrobe Youth feS
Is Sentenced
ye?rrdSLRranSky,the2°|COUrt Wedne*^ »« "•jearoia Latrobe man convict-[grandmother accidentally burn
*d of robbing Latrobe's Mellon "H " ,n" "' "" "
National Bank branch of $5,038
earlier this vcar, was sentenced
in U.S. District Court Wednes
day to serve from four to six
years in prison.

Sitting in Pittsburgh. Federal
Judge Joseph P. Wilson im
posed the sentence after telling
Romansky he look into con
sideration the defendant's youth
ful age and the fact that he had
never befort been in serious
trouble with the law.

Romansky was charged with
entering the bank's drive-up
branch in Latrobe last Feb. 28
and demanding money from a
cashier. He was arrested after
several weeks of investigaUon
by Latrobe Police, State Police,
county detectives and FBI
agents.

The convicted man told the

ed $2,100 of the stolen loot, that
he spent about $800, and that
he gave his mother $1,200.

Are Strippers
Also Artists?
* JUAREZ, Mexico (UPI) —
Juarez strippers must prove
from now on that they can do
something more artistic than
merely taking off their clothes

Their acts must pass new
morals standards.

Julio Ahuet, Juarez represen
tative of an entertainment un.
ion, said many strippers whose
dances are questionable have
los< their jobs in various night
spots because of the city's cur
rent "moralizaiion" campaign.

The strippers want to join the
union but cannot unless they
can demonstrate another talent.

GRAND OPENlNfi - NEW STORE
JOHNSTON THE FLORIST

Two exterior painters were
injured Wednesday when a
scaffold broke loose M the
Mica Products Plant of West-
inghouse Corp. in Cereal, near
Irwin. ,

One of the painters, Clifford
Mitchell of South Greensburg,
fell 40 feet to the ground, suf
fering possible fractures. The
other painter. Earl Queer of
Ligonier. grabbed a window
ledge as the scaffold gave away
and was pulled to safety
through a window.

Mitchell was admitted to
Jeannette District Memorial i
Hospital in fair condition. Queer!
was treated at the same hospi
tal for minor injuries and was
later released.

A spokesman for the products
plant said the two were in the
process of lowering their scaf
fold when the accident oc
curred. It is not known, the
spokesman said, whether a
rope broke or whether the scaf
fold's anchor pulled away.

Debates May
Be Televised

WASHINGTON (UPI) -Sen
Robert P. Griffin, R-Mich.,
introduced a resolution Wednes
day rallitiP for (Pl*. •:.:--

GREENSBURG, PA., THURSDAY, JULY 2a(m^



Mr. Dennis Stacy, Editor
MUFDN UFO Journal

103 Dldtowne Road

Sequin, TX 78155-4099

Dear Editor:

329 South Front Street

Harrisburg, PA 17104

March 27, 1991

Stan Gordon spins a good yarn in his article about the "Kecksburg
UFO Crash" in the February 1991 issue.

He is long on charges, rumors and hearsay, but very short on
•facts, names or details. He's going to have to do a lot better than
that.

Mr. Gordon claims that a 1964 report on WHJB-Radio by its now
deceased news director (the only name mentioned) was "censored", but
offers no details. By this I suppose he means that not all of the
original recorded or written material was used. Perhaps some of it
related to the "rumors of government threats and payoffs" Gordon
passed along without elaboration, but it was not used because the
station could not confine it. But, "censorship"? That is quite a
charge. Exactly what was censored, Stan, and by whom?

Gordon's story was illustrated by a grossly misleading article
with a fantastic headline which appeared in the early County Edition
of the Dec. 10, 1965, Greensburg (Pa.) Tribune-Review. Mr. Gordon
claims that the local media "quickly dropped the story", but he said
nothing about the three articles in the later City Edition and an
editorial the next day (Dec. 11) which told of the paper's independent
conclusion that nothing seemed to have happened.

He says, "a few Kecksburg residents" were upset about the
incident being televised on "Unsolved Mysteries". "This small group"
of more than 50 people (Kecksburg11 s population is 500), includes
eyewitnesses, property owners, firemen - and the original fire chief
who was portrayed on the show as being present with the only man to
publicly say he saw the craft on the ground. And many of these 50
folks, who signed their names by the way, say it. is a hoax.

Stan Gordon believes, "The big question is why this group of
people were so emotionally driven to try to cause doubt". The Fire
Chief was quoted on the front page of the Tribune-Review the day after
the TV show (Sept. 20, 1990), as giving his reason, "It's killing me
to know this is going nationwide, because there's absolutely no truth
to it...Something's gonna be put in the history books for my
grandchildren to read, and it is just not true."

There is overwhelming evidence that what the folks at Kecksburg
saw that December evening
nine states at the same ti

was the same thing that thousands saw in
mes an exploding meteor hundreds of miles

away that was brighter than the full Moon

Continued,



Kecksburg page two

A dramatic photograph taken by Richard Champine near Pontiac,
Michigan, was published a quarter century ago (Sky & Telescope, Feb.
1966). It shows the fireball's twisted smoke train 45 seconds later
with a small, dense, cloud at the bottom, brightly illuminated by the
Sun in the twilight sky. This drifting cloud, seen by most for about
5 minutes, could very easily have been misinterpreted as an object
"hovering" or making a "slow" descent behind trees.

"Almost everyone" thought the object was closer than it really
was, wrote geologist G. W. Wetherill who personally located and
interviewed many fresh witnesses. I have found published reports of
17 reported "crashes" in six states - but no proven wreckage.

UFD proponents for the 1965 event must show how all the Kecksburg
witnesses missed a moving object as bright as the full Moon when it
was seen by thousands (the sky was clear), but only saw it as it
"maneavered" later near Kecksburg. And why the key Kecksburg witness,
Mrs. Kalp, and others, were mistaken when they coincidentally thought
the "UFD" landed at 4:45 P.M., just when it was seen hundreds of miles
away over Michigan and Lake Erie by all the other witnesses. Unless
they can explain these unbelievable mass coincidences - the UFO
explanation falls flat.

If there is a single document, or one public eyewitness, or one
snapshot to prove that the hundreds (including the media) who rushed
to Kecksburg that night expecting to see a plane wreck saw, instead,
the occupation of the town by armed, combat-equipped American' troops -
as'portrayed on "Unsolved Mysteries" - let Stan Gordon produce them.
We can then judge their credibility.

Readers may send $3 to the undersigned for a 14-page report with
eyewitness names; verbatim accounts, and 48 references to published,
broadcast or other sources you can check. You may then judge, for
yourself, whether this is "a major event", as Stan Gordon proclaims,
or is just a part of "UFD history" - where it should remain as an old,
solved mystery.

Si ncerely,

Robert R. Young
329 S. Front St.

Harrisburg PA 17104



by SatanandSatanism.When we were
asked about our reactions to the
presentation, I cited the need for hard
evidence to confirm the stories about
satanic cults. Dr. Mosley told me she
treats many MPD patients and
believes theirstories. Iwouldalso, she
said, if Isawthe evidence rightin front
of me. She was referring to her
patients' evident emotional pain upon
recalling what happened to them. She
said that the internal consistency of
their stories proves that theyare true.
When I pressed her for external
corroborating evidence of a'satanic-
cult conspiracy, she referred to the
Bible and said, "Isn't that good
enough?" Her psychiatric intern, a
psychologist, told the group that she
believed that MPD patients "were
possessed by the Devil and only
exorcism could really help them."

I was amazed to hear this conspir
atorial world-view being presented at
a conference sponsored by a psychi
atric hospital, onethatoffersgraduate
credit toward instruction in psycho
therapy. There were 370 people in
attendance. The participants included
93 social workers with master/s
degrees, 72 nurses, 50 psychiatrics,
40 psychologists with Ph.D.s, and 70
clergymen and counselors. Co/tinu-
ing education credit was offered to
psychologists who attended/via the
American Psychological Association.
The fee for the seminar //as $70. It
seems to me that the issite of possible
educational and financi/l impropriety
needs to beaddressed/by professional

280

t-oiweililies, i iity wave become d

growth industry.
Finally, there is another matter of

serious practical concern. If the stories
of these "victims" are given credibility,
what will happen to the innocent
people they accuse of being part of ,
satanic-cult conspiracy?
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' Oldso'v/ed

Mysteries':
The Kecksburg
Incident
ROBERT R. YOUNG

On September 19, 1990, the NBC tele
vision network's season opener of
"Unsolved Mysteries" featured a half-

hour segment on the heretofore little-known
"KecksburgUFO Crash."It was alleged that this
involved the crash and recovery by the U.S.
military of an unidentified flying object with
strange alien markings in the small western
Pennsylvania town of Kecksburg, near Pitts
burgh, on December 9, 1965.

The program was the tenth most watched
in America in a week that saw the introduction
of the season's "new" shows. It was viewed in
an estimated 17.7 percent of households with
television, and on 30 percent of all television
sets turned on (Broadcasting 1990). Recent
surveys for the National Science Foundation
report that 2 in 5 adult Americans believe that
alien spaceships account for some UFO reports
(Science News 1986). Ittherefore seems likely that
several million viewers may have been predis
posed to accept the premise of the program.

This "saucer crash" has not been widely
known to UFOlogists or UFO skeptics because
it appears never to have happened. According
to a review of all original published accounts,
thesole witnesses to thesaucer crash apparently
were two eight-year-old children who were
among thousands in nine states and Canada to
view a bolide (brilliant) meteor (Gatty 1965).

Add to this a gullible local flying-saucer buff
who has finally found "his own" thrilling flying-
saucer crash to investigate; the U.S. Air Force
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Original reports
and eyewitnesses
suggest the
crashed UFO tale
recently featured
on TVs 'Unsolved
Mysteries' is a
hoax.
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t"Project Blue Book" UFO investigat
ing office; "unnamed Pentagon sour
ces"; a secret military satellite launch;
the Pennsylvania State Police; the
Kecksburg volunteer fire company;
local news reporters who were at first
kept away; the 24-year-old recollec
tions of local citizens; and the recent
materialization of "new" witnesses.

According to a front-page story in
the nearby Greensburg, Pennsylva
nia, Tribune-Review the day after the
TV show, some Kecksburg residents,
including many observers of the 1965
event and even some portrayed in the
program, say it is all a hoax. Some
residents blame two local men whose
story of a copper-colored 12' by 7'
"acorn-shaped" object' with "hiero
glyphic" markings had surfaced only
a couple of months earlier—almost a
quarter-century after the original
publicity.

Tribune-Review staff writer David
Darby (1990) reported that more than
50Kecksburg residents senta petition
to the program's producers in an
attempt to stop its airing. The paper
reported that these nonbelievers
included Ed Myers, the Kecksburg fire
chief in 1965, who was portrayed by
an actor on the program; Jerome and
Valerie Miller, whose home was
portrayed as the site of a "military
command post" during UFO recovery
operations; the owners of the land
where the saucer was supposed to
have landed; and Kecksburg firemen.

Myers expressed concern. "It's
killing me to know this is going
nationwide, because there's absolutely
no truth toit,"he told Darby. "Some
thing's gonna be put in the history
books for my grandchildren to read,
and it is just not true."

The Millers, the paper reported,
deny that their home was a center of
military activity. Darby said "whoops
of laughter" filled the Miller living
room when a group of residents who

consider the whole thing a hoax
gathered to watch the melodramatic
program.

Several elements combined in 1965
to create local hysteria. For several
days the world had been fascinated by
front-page coverage of the missions
ofGemini 6and 7, two U.S. spacecraft
set for a manned joining. The day of
the incident (December 9) the Pitts
burgh Press, widely read in the Kecks
burg area, reported that Frank
Edwards, a nationally known flying-
saucer lecturer and broadcaster had
arrived in the city to speak. The
headline, "Lift UFO Secrecy, Saucer
Believer Says," had a "kicker" above
it, "U.S. Hush-Up Charged."

However, the Erie Daily Times
(December 10) reported anotherevent
that day that went largely unnoticed:
a secret satellite was launched from
Vandenberg Air Force Base, Califor
nia, a launchsite for military polar-
orbiting reconnaissance missions. The
stage was set.

Shortly after 4:40 P.M. (EST) a
brilliant bolide, or "fireball," was seen
by thousands in Idaho, Illinois, Indi
ana, Michigan, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia,'
and Ontario, Canada, according to
reports on December 10 in the Erie
Daily Times; the Pittsburgh Press, the
New York Times, and the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette. Thefireball was even said
to have been seen in California
(Pittsburgh Press, Dec. 10, 1965).
Astronomers from Michigan, Ohio,
and Pennsylvania, who had received
many reports, concluded the object
had been a bright meteor (Erie Daily
Times, Pittsburgh Press, New York
Times, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Dec. 10).
This was also the conclusion of the
Federal Aviation Administration,
according to a spokesman at Erie,
Pennsylvania (Erie Daily Times; Pitts
burgh Post-Gazelle); Air Force spokes
men in Washington- anH >.nn,mo-t

"Pentagon sources" (Pittsburgh Press,
New York Times).

Reports of bolides are typically
inaccurate. Astronomer Frank Drake
(1972), after efforts to recover
meteorites from fireball reports, has
estimated the fractionof eyewitnesses
who are wrong about something to
be 1 out of 2 after one day, 3 out of
4 after two days, and 9 out of 10 after
four days. Witnesses often grossly
underestimate the distance of fire
balls, which may be dozens of miles
high. When the meteors disappear
over the horizon it is sometimes taken
as a "nearby" event (Klass 1974:42-
49).

The1965 fireball was noexception.
It was reported to have "crashed" or
"landed" in six widely separated
locations. A pilot in the air reported
watching as it "plummeted" into Lake
Erie (Pittsburgh Press, Dec. 10). At
Midland, Pennsylvania, west of Pitts
burgh, falling debris was reported but
police found nothing (Erie Daily Times,
Pittsburgh Press, Dec. 10). At Elyria,
Ohio, west of Cleveland, a woman re
ported that a fireball the size of a
"volley ball" fell into a wooded lot.
Firemen reported 10 small grass fires
but no flying saucer (Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette, Dec. 10).

At Lapeer, Michigan, 40 miles
north of Detroit, sheriff's officers
investigating the report of "a ball of
fire crashing" found only pieces of
tinfoil (Pittsburgh Press, Dec. 10). The
most spectacular report came from
Detroit and Windsor, Ontario, where
pilots, weather observers, and U.S.
Coast Guard personnel reported that
a flying object "exploded" over
Detroit. Coast Guard boats sent into
Lake St. Clairfound nothing (Tribune-
Review, County Edition, Dec. 10).The
Air Force UFO investigating office at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio, may have been interested in the

sent three-man investigating te;
from the 662 Radar Squadron, ba
near Pittsburgh, to Kecksburg
Erie (Erie Daily Times, Pittsburgh i
Gazette).

In Kecksburg the scene had tun
into a circus. Little Nevin Kalp 1
run and told his mother, Mrs. Am
Kalp of RD 1, Acme, Pennsylvai
that he hadseensomething "like a s
on fire." Going outside she saw "b
smoke" that seemed to come fror
nearby woods (Gatty 1965; Piltsbu
Press, Dec. 10). Other reports I
described a bright trail left in the
by the meteor (Pittsburgh Post-Gaze
Dec. 10). A "thump" whose vibrati
felt by one witness was attributed
dynamiting at a local quarry or tc
shock wave heard by many weste
Pennsylvanians who witnessed t
fireball. Mrs. Kalp called a local rac
stationthat had been reporting a pla
crash. Soon, according to the Tribui
Review, a "massive traffic jam" h
engulfed the small town (Gatt
Tribune-Review, City Edition, Dec. ]
Dec. 11).

A local volunteer fire policem,
informed reporters that theArmy ai
the state police had told them not
let anybody in (Gatty 1965). Oi
result was that an early edition of tl
Greensburg paper carried a sevei
colytnn banner headline atop paj
one, " 'Unidentified Flying Objec
Falls Near Kecksburg," and, "Arm
ropes off area" (Greensburg Tribun
Review, County Edition, Dec. 10).

Captain Joseph Dussia, commands
of the Pennsylvania State Police Troo
A Headquarters at Greensburf
announced the next day that after a
all-night search "absolutely nothin,
had been found." Reports of some
thing being carried from the are
referred only toequipment used inth
search,Dussia said. Headded,"Some
one made a mountain out of a mo!«=



next day a Greensburg Tribune-Review
editorial summarized its staff's inde
pendent investigation: Nothing at all
seems tohave happened (Dec. 11). The
orricial explanations are totally con
sistent with all published accounts and
the present recollections of scores of
witnesses.

When does the "unsolved mystery-
come in? Now enters Stan Gordon
founder of the Pennsylvania Associ
ation for the Study of the Unexplained
IASU) a Greensburg-based group

that collects sightings of UFDs Big-
foot, and other oddities, suc'h as the
tastern Cougar," an animal'that has

been.extinct for a hundred years.
1ASU seems todo little research into
these events but does issue press
releases. Gordon, a30-year veteran of
saucer chases, is also Pennsylvania
?Mn£rNn ^ MutUal UFO Network(MUFON), the nation's largest surviv
ing flying-saucer group.

Each year in early January PASU
•ssues its annual press release to
lennsylvania newspapers listing
exciting reports received during the
prev.ous year. Their 1989 release
featured an alleged UFO encounter by
a Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, police
man (Latrobe Bulletin, Jan. 9, 1989). A
I ASU investigator later said the
witness had suffered "severe burns"
and a severe eye injury." MUFON's
state director soon turned it into a
returning UFO abductee" encounter

making claims publicly denied by the
witness. Local amateur astronomers
found the witness had been looking
at the planet Venus. The witness
refused to be examined by aphysician;
a 1AbU investigator "lost" film evi
dence of the witness' injuries, and a
substance Gordon had tested at a
aboratory and then described as
strange" and "unusual" turned out

84

,v . nou issuea a call for
anyone with knowledge of the Kecks
burg UFO'crash to come forward
(Latrobe Bullehn). With an experienced
nose for saucer news, they must
have sensed that even after 24 years
witnesses always seem to be willing
to come forward if the case is
exciting.

Actually, the Kecksburg UFO tale
has been making the rounds among
Pennsylvania saucer buffs for some
time. Flying-saucer evangelist Robert
D. Barry hosts a Saturday midnight
^™; "ET Monitor," on WGCB-
IV, Red Lion, Pennsylvania, a reli

gious station, where he mixes NASA
films UFOria, viewer calls, and occa
sional Bible readings. Barry mentioned
the Kecksburg recovery in a lecture
at Elizabethtown College, Elizabeth-
town, Pennsylvania, on March 22
1989, and followed on his April 2
1989 program with the revelation
that the incident involved the recovery
of bodies." Later, on his April 23
1989, broadcast, he stated that no
bodies were involved in the UFO
accident.

Barry says that years ago he was
told by an unnamed NASA informant
that the Kecksburg UFO had been
tracked, a claim that is contradicted
by statements made by a North
American Air Defense Command
spokesman at the time (Erie Daily
Times; Ptttsburgh Press; Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette Dec. 10). Barry has also
reported, citing Stan Gordon as his
source that a 1965 member of the
Kecksburg Fire Company claims ithad
been contacted by NASA before the
UFO crashed and asked to keep the
pubic away from the area, a claim
contradicted by the original published
reports and eyewitness statements

1965) ^ Gt>' Editi°n' DeC 10-
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- --"uu,6 .^1), occuuca Januuiy
28, 1990, on Bob Barry's television
program. At 7:10 P.M. (EST) that
eveninga bright fireball had beenseen
over much of the East Coast
(Harrisburg Sunday Patriot-News, Jan
28,1990). That night on "ET Monitor"
Barry reported that "a Greensburg
source," a euphemism he sometimes
uses for PASU's Stan Gordon, had
called to say that "an object landed"
nearby at about 7:20P.M., that the area
had been cordoned off, and that the
source was "trying to get as close as
he could." A well-known baseball
philosopher would have been promp
ted to say that it seemed like "deja vu
all over again."

It is too bad the producers and
researchers at "Unsolved Mysteries"
didn't scratch around a little. At
least 50 folks at Kecksburg could
have saved them an embarrass
ment.

Broadcasting. 1990. (Cites Nielsen and its
own research.) P. 40.

Darby, David. 1990. Greensburg Tribune-
Review (Greensburg, Pa.), December 10
p.l.
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Thornton Page (New York: Cornell
University Press and W. W. Norton).
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report touches offprobe nearKecksburg.
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York: Random House/Vintage), pp. 42-49.

Science News. 1986.129:118.
Young, Robert R. 1989. "Harrisburg 'UFO
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Robert R. Young is education chairman
of the Astronomical Society of Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. Address: 329 S. Front
Street, Harrisburg, PA 17104.
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THE KECKSBURG UFO CRASH:

AN INTERIM REPORT

By Stan Gordon



THE KECKSBURG UFO CRASH: An Interim Report
Stan Gordon, Pennsylvania State Director

Late in the afternoon of December

9, 1965, an event took place near the
small village of Kecksburg in
Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania,
that 25 years later would still puzzle
local residents, and continue to cause
much interest to both the public and the
UFO research community.

I was 16years old when this incident
occurred not far from my hometown.
It was apparent after the event occur
red, that something of interest to the
military had caused them to swiftly
react, and the Air Force explanation of
a meteor as the cause of the sighting
did not correspond to information that
had spread through the local areas,
weeks later after the event.

But the local media quickly dropped
the story, and didn't pursue the many
witnesses who had been involved with

activities around the village that night,
some of whom would surface during
the next 25 years to reveal their pieces
to the puzzle as to what really occur
red, and what was really found in the
woods that night. During the week after
the incident, John Murphy (now de
ceased), the News Director of WHJB
radio in Greensburg, along with his
staff, put together a radio documentary
on the Kecksburg UFO incident called
"Object in the Woods." The program
was aired, but in a censored version.
Some local residents who would be

interviewed later remembered an

uneasiness around the village after the
event, and rumors of government
threats and payoffs still persist today.

Since the event, I have been keeping
records on the case, but during the last
10 years, multiple independent wit
nesses have been surfacing who now
begin to show the pattern of a major
military operation that involved the
quick response recovery of an Uniden
tified Flying Object.

Testimony from people directly in
volved at the site that night, as well as
other informants, suggests that

members of the U.S. Army, Air Force,
Navy and NASA all had a part in the
recovery and/or examination of the ob
ject in question. While the Kecksburg
Incident has been the talk of the local

area for many years, more recently the
case became nationally exposed when
NBC's "Unsolved Mysteries" featured
the case as their Season Premiere on

September 19, 1990. Prior to the airing
of the show, myself and other PASU
members had been busy following up
on many new informants on the case.
After the show aired, over 100
responses relevant to the case came our
way. Some of the information came
from anonymous sources, and therefore
isn't considered as reliable data.

However, other key informants did sur
face whose information helped fill gaps
from the statements we had from other

observers.

Wehave now interviewed many
dozens of people who were
involved in the Kecksburg in

cident. These involve both civilian and

former military personnel. Those inter
viewed include witnesses to the slow

moving object heading into Kecksburg,
(four) independent observers who saw
the object on the ground prior to the
arrival of the military (we also know
of a deceased party who told his wife
that he saw the metallic object in the
woods), firemen who drove military of
ficers through the fields that led to the
impact site, firemen who witnessed the
military usage of the Kecksburg Firehall
as a temporary command post, infor
mants who saw the military operation
taking place in various sections of the
village, and others who have knowledge
as to where the object was transported
to, and what was done with it.

During the second half of 1990, in
formation began to surface from new
witnesses indicating that the object's
maneuverability was quite interesting.
Our data now suggests that the object

was moving at a slow rate of speed,
made several turns, was apparently try
ing to gain altitude over the ridge, and
seemingly hovered before making a
"slow" descent into the wooded area.

More recently uncovered information
suggests other interesting anomalies
associated with the descending object,
but much more research must be done

to clarify these details.
The more we know of the object in

question, the more we have to wonder
what indeed was this device? Could it

have been an actual Extraterrestrial

craft that apparently had problems with
its propulsion system, or was this a
highly secretive mission to recover a
manmade probe (from an Earthly na
tion) that was highly sophisticated for
what many scientists tell us that man
was capable of constructing in 1965?

By the time this report is pub
lished, the 25th Anniversary of
the Kecksburg case will have

passed, and important details relative
to this event will have been released

though the local news media. This in
formation suggests that the government
has the object in their hands, and that
it was stated to have been an Alien

Spacecraft. Since our informants can't
be identified per their request, we have
utilized a local news reporter who has
spent some time on this case, to act as
a mediator. This media source will

abide by the same rules of confidentiali
ty as myself and the PASU team to pro
tect the identity of witnesses. She will
however, be able to interview them
directly, and be able to see and verify
our documentation of testimonies.

I have been swamped with requests
from UFO researchers and publications
for update information on the case. In
the past I have written some articles on
the incident. At this time we are spend
ing much time and effort tracking down
other leads on the case, and interview
ing more witnesses, and documenting
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ARMY ROPES OFF AREA—

Unidentified Flying Object
An "unidentified flying

object"—possibly the same
one reported seen streaking
across seven northeastern
states and Canada late
Thursday afternoon — ap
parently fell to the earth in
a secluded wooded area
near Kecksburg in West
moreland County.

The area where the object
landed was immediately sealed
oil on the order of U.S. Army
and State Police officials, re
portedly in anticipation of a
"close inspection" of whatever
may have fallen.

A spokesman for a team of
radar experts from the Army's

662 radar squadron in Pitts
burgh said, "We don't know
what we have yet.'

Tribune-Review Staff Writer

Robert Gatty reported from the
scene that "no one is being
allowed near the object.'" Stale
Police officials there, he said,
ordered the area roped off lo
await the expected arrival of
both U.S. Army engineers and,
possibly, civilian scientists.

The Army enugineers, he said,
were scheduled to arrive late

Thursday night or early Friday
morning. Scientists were expect
ed to be brought in some time
today.

Unable to talk to anyone who

had actually seen the object
Gatty reported that the con
sistent explanation of the se
curity measures is that the ob
ject—whatever it is—may be
contaminated with radioactivity.

Shape Mystery
The "unidentified flying ob

ject" (UFO) was sighted falling
to the earth by Mrs. Arnold
Kalp of Acme RD 1 and her two
children. Mrs. Kalp, Gatty re
ported, was not available to talk
Thursday night, apparently be
cause of the throng of newsmen
and spectators, who began ar
riving in the Kecksburg area
shortly after word of the sight

ing was reported.
Although no one las indi

cated the size or shape of the
object, Gatty said he lalked to
one farmer in the area—Dale
Howard, who lives about a mile
from the scene of the reported
landing. Howard reported "feel
ing a vibration" and "a thump"
about the time the object re
portedly fell.

The near-exact location of the

object. Gatty determined, is 500
feet off Legislative Route 64214
in Mt. Pleasant Township,
about one-half mile east of
Kecksburg.

Excitement caused by the ap
parent landing, the Tribune-Re-
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all of these records. It will take many
months of research to gather just the
data that we are aware of at this time.

Rather than to give segments of the
case, we will in the future publish up
date reports on our findings. While our
past published information on the case
is generally accurate, some new details,
and further interviews with witnesses

have clarified some points, and some
small details will be corrected in future

reports.

While the Kecksburg case is a highly
interesting topic of conversation around
Westmoreland County, a few Kecksburg
residents were highly upset that the
UFO incident was going to make na
tional TV. This small group in feet sent
a petition to NBC to try to block the
airing of the program. The big ques
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tion is why this group of people were
so emotionally driven to try to cause
doubt as to whether or not the incident

occurred. The media picked up on this
part of the story as well, and suggested
that much of the town was putting down
the story. This is indeed not the case.
The Kecksburg Fire Department was
given the model of the UFO built for
the "Unsolved Mysteries" show. They
have made a permanent monument of
the object on the roof of the original
truck station after unanimous vote of the

membership. On December 9, 1990, a
25th Anniversary UFO Dance was held
to commemorate the event. The Fire

Department sold tee shirts, caps and
sweat shirts to get the word out to the
public.

The Kecksburg Case is a major

event, and a part of UFO history. If you
have any information on the case
please contact us by writing to PASU,
6 Oakhill Ave., Greensburg, PA 15601,
or phone our Hotline at 412-838-7768.

Stan Gordon



Falls Near Kecksburg
view reporter said, produced a
massive traffic jam on the small
roads winding around the small
community of Kecksburg. Many
of the just-curious spectators,
he said, left the scene when in
formed by police that they
could not get near the object.

Newsmen Wait
Newsmen. however. were

holding tight, for the most part,
to await some official word
from cither the U.S. Army or
the State Police officials in
charge.

The obvious excitment arous
ed by the apparent landing
stems, in part, from dozens of

"sightings" all over parts of the
northeastern part of the United
States and Canada.

Pentagon sources in Wash-
tion, D.C., according to a
United Press International dis
patch, indicated the flash could
have been a meteor.

Earlier reports, the UPI dis
patch said, indicated the flash
could have been a high altitude
test rocket fired over Lake Erie.
But National Guard and Air

Force officials told UPI report
ers that no rockets had been

fired.

The UPI dispatch went on:
"Eric Johnson, a reporter for

an Erie, Pa., television station,

said, "It flashed across the

lake, north northwest of the

Erie airport leaving a kind of
cloud of smoke behind it."

"Raymond Wallings, a private

airplane pilot from Paiaesville,
Ohio, said he was flying over
the lake when he saw the
"fireball" and kept his eye on
it until it plummeted into the
lake.

"U.S. Coast Guam officials
reported a flying object explod
ed over the Detroit - Windsor
area. Four vessels were dis
patched onto Lake St. Clair but
were unable to find any trace
of the object.

Witness James Romansky standing alongside Kecksburg model
built by NBC-TV Program "Unsolved Mysteries." Photo by Dennis Smeltzer.
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KECKSBURG UFO SEEN AT A.E BASES
oharon ISantUS, Tribune-Review, Greensburg, Pennsylvania

Twenty-five years ago today, a UFO
reportedly landed in a wooded area near
Kecksburg in Mt. Pleasant Township.
Now, for the first time, witnesses say
they saw the object at two separate high-
security Air Force bases in Ohio just
days afterward.

The witnesses, who are requesting
anonymity, say they were instructed by
the military not to discuss what they saw.

Just before sundown on December 9,
1965, a bright, orange fireball streak
ed across the sky over Michigan, the
tip of Ontario and western Lake Erie.
The object continued its descent and
was spotted over Westmoreland Coun
ty skies. Witnesses said it glided to
earth at a low rate of speed in a wood
ed area near Kecksburg.

According to some accounts, dozens
of military personnel converged on the
area and ordered spectators away.

Witnesses said a flatbed truck was

driven to the landing site and left
sometime later with a tarpaulin-covered
object on the back.

The official report from the United
StatesAir Force is that a meteor passed
over the area and was not seen again.
State Police from Greensburg said they
searched the area that night and the
following day and found nothing.

Two witnesses including James
Romansky of Derry, came forward
several weeks ago and said they saw the
object on the ground that night in
Kecksburg.

Stan Gordon, who heads the
Greensburg-based Pennsylvania
Association for the Study of the

Unexplained, said the witnesses - in
separate interviews - described it as a
bronze-colored, acorn-shaped object
about 12 feet long and 10 feet in
diameter. Each said it was wrapped
witha band of unintelligible markings.

Despite the men's accounts, some in
Kecksburg insistthe reports are nothing
more than fabricated nonsense. They
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"President Kennedy came to the base while I was
at Lockborne and there wasn't as much security as
I saw that morning."

say an object might have passed through
the sky that day, but it never fell
anywhere near Kecksburg.

The Kecksburg UFO incident gained
national attention in September on
NBC's "Unsolved Mysteries."
Disbelievers, many of whom own land
in the area where the object reported
ly landed, tried unsuccessfully to have
the program canceled.

Since the broadcast, more than 100
people telephoned "Unsolved Myster
ies" to offer additional information.

Among them is a Westmoreland
County man who was a member of the
U.S. Air Force stationed at Lockborne
Air Base near Columbus, Ohio, in
December 1965. Robert Adams (not his
real name) said the facility was placed
on "red alert" during the early-morning
hours of December 10, 1965.

A member of the air police, Adams
said his unit was immediately dis
patched to a hangar where they as
sumed guard positions. He said a flat
bed truck with a tarpaulin-covered ob
ject on the back entered the hangarand
superior officers ordered the police to
shoot to kill anyone who attempted to
enter without top-security clearance.

Adams said the truck had entered the

base through the rear gate, which he
said was highly unusual since the gate
is located on an extremely remote area
of the compound.

He said the truck passed a few feet
in 'front of him and the object on the
back appeared to be twice the size of
a Volkswagen.

Adams said he wasrelieved of guard
duty at 6 or 7 a.m. and learned later
the truck, still carrying the object, left
the baseat 7:30a.m. en route to Wright
Patterson Air Force base, 100 miles
west near Dayton.

He said he was discharged from the
Air Force a year later and returned
to Westmoreland County where he
learned of the Kecksburg case.

"Because of the timing of the inci
dent - the day after the Kecksburg crash
- and because of the top-secret nature
of the situation, I have no doubt in my
mind the object taken inside the hangar
that morning at Lockborne was the
same object that came down in
Kecksburg," Adams said.

"President Kennedy came to the base
while I was at Lockborne and there

wasn't as much security as I saw that
morning."

Another witness, Ohio truck
driver John Cummings (not his
real name), said he actually saw

the object inside a building at Wright
Patterson on December 12, 1965, just
three days after the alleged landing.

Cummings, who made deliveries for
a Dayton-area building-supply com
pany, said a high ranking military of
ficer arrived at the firm on December

11, 1965, and ordered a special
radiation-moisture-resistant brick for

construction of a protective room inside
a building at Wright Patterson.

Cummings said he and a cousin
delivered 6,500 bricks to Wright Pat
terson the next day after being in
structed by their boss not to discuss
anything they might observe at the
compound.

"We were unloading the bricks onto
pallets, and me and my cousin decided
to sneak inside to see what all the

secrecy was about," Cummings said.
"Guards immediately ordered us out...
but not before we saw it."

Cummings said he saw a dark
bronze, bell-shaped objectabout 14 feet



wide at the base and about 12feet high.
He said scaffolding surrounded the

object, which was covered on three
sideswithparachute-like material that
hung from the ceiling. According to
Cummings, 10 to 15 men with white,
protective suits, wearing rubber boots,
rubber gloves and gas masks were at
tempting to open the object.

"They took us outside and told us to
forget what we had seen," Cummings
said. "We were told that in 20 years,
the object would be common know
ledge."

Cummings said that a few days later
he learned that other truck drivers had
seen a flatbed military truck with a
tarpaulin-covered object on the back
traveling from the Pittsburgh area west
on Route 40 toward Wheeling, West
Virginia, and then on to Columbus and
Dayton.

He said that information along with
his own experience convinces him that
the object he saw at Wright Patterson
was the same as that which allegedly
fell in Kecksburg.

Cummings had been interviewed ex
tensively by Len Stringfield, a national
ly known UFO investigator and author
of Situation Red: The UFO Siege,
published by Doubleday.

"I've talked with (Cummings)
numerous times and I have every reason
to believe he's telling the truth,"
Stringfield said. "He had no previous
interest in UFOs and doesn't want any
publicity about his experience."

Stringfield said Kecksburg holds as
much importance as the infamous
Roswell, New Mexico, UFO retrieval
case. Many researchers believe the U.S.
government retrieved bodies of alien
beings after one and possibly two craft
fell in the desert near Roswell in 1947.

"With the amount of information Stan

Gordon has gathered on Kecksburg, I
wouldplace it just behind Roswell as the
most significant UFO retrieval case in
history," Stringfield said.

Gordon, who has gathered govern
ment documents and compiled
thousands of pages of research in the
Kecksburg case, said new information
is surfacing almost daily.

"We have several new witnesses who
have come forward since the 'Unsolved
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KECKSBURG OBJECT?
This is an artist's rendering of the object allegedly seen by an Ohio truck
driver at Wright Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton on Dec. 12, 1965.

"They took us outside and told us to forget what we
had seen. We were told that in 20 years, the object
would be common knowledge."

Mysteries' segment aired in
September," Gordon said. "Many of
them are Kecksburg residents who were
in the area that night."

Gordon continues to gather research
and asks that anyone with information
contact him by writing: The Penn
sylvania Association for the Study of
the Unexplained, 6 Oakhill Ave.,
Greensburg, PA, 15601.

Gordon said there can be no doubt

an object landed 25 years ago today in
Kecksburg.

"It made turns, it hovered, it definite
ly was not a meteor," Gordon said.
"Was it an alien spacecraft or a highly-
advanced aircraft from the United

States or a foreign country? We can't
be sure. The one thing we do know is
that the government continues to draw
a cloak of secrecy around the entire in
cident. What could they be hiding?"

MUFON UFO JOURNAL No. 274 February 1991
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"OLDSOLVED MYSTERIES":

What really happened at Kecksburg, Pa., on December 9, 1965

Ely Robert R. Young

On September 19, 1990, the NBC Television Network's season opener
of "Unsolved Mysteries" featured a half-hour segment on the heretofore
little-known "Kecksburg UFO Crash". It was alleged that this involved
the crash and recovery by the U.S. military of an Unidentified Flying
Object with strange alien markings in the small western Pennsylvania
town near Pittsburgh on December 9, 1965. The program was repeated on
February 27, 1991.

The September program was the tenth most watched in America in a
week which saw the introduction of many of the season's "new" shows.
It was viewed in an estimated 17.77. of households with television, on
30"Z of all television sets turned on. (1) Recent surveys for the
National Science Foundation report that 2 in 5 adult Americans believe
that alien spaceships account for some UFO reports (2). It therefore
seems likely that several million viewers may have been predisposed to
accept the program's premise.

This "saucer crash" has not been widely known to UFOlogists and
UFO skeptics until now because it appears never to have happened.
According to a review of all original published accounts, the sole
witnesses to the saucer crash apparently were two eight-year-old
children who were among thousands in nine states and Canada to witness
a bolide (exploding) meteor.(3)

Add to this a gullible local flying saucer buff who seems to have
finally found "his own" thrilling flying saucer crash to investigate;
the U.S. Air Force "Project Blue Book" UFO investigating office;
"unnamed Pentagon sources"; a secret military satellite launch; the
Pennsylvania State Police; the Kecksburg volunteer fire company; local
news reporters who were at first stupidly kept away; the 24-year old
recollections of local citizens, and the recent materialization of
"new" witnesses.

Some eyewitnesses and local residents call it a hoax - According
to a front page story in the nearby Greensburg, Pa., Tribune-Review
the day after the TV show (Sept. 20, p. 1), some Kecksburg residents,
including many witnesses to the 1965 events and even some portrayed in
the TV program, say it is all a hoa::. Some residents have blamed two
local men whose story of a copper—colored, 12 by 7 foot "acorn-shaped"
object with "hieroglyphic" markings surfaced only a couple months
before, almost a quarter of a century after the original publicity.

Tribune-Review staff writer David Darby reported that more than
50 Kecksburg residents sent a petition to the program's producers in
an attempt to stop its airing. The paper reported the non-believers
included Ed Myers, the original fire chief portrayed by an actor in
the program; Jerome and Valerie Miller, whose home was portrayed as
the site of a "military command post" during UFO recovery operations;
the owners of the land where the saucer was supposed to have landed,
and Kecksburg firemen.
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Myers expressed concern that the program was going to be seen
around the country because, he stated flatly, there was no truth in
the tale. The Millers, the paper reported, deny that their home was a
center of military activity.

UFO hysteria - Several elements combined in 1965 to create local

UFO hysteria. For several days the world had been fascinated by
front-page coverage of the missions of Gemini 6 and 7 set for a manned
joining of two U.S. spacecraft.

The day of the incident the Pittsburgh Press, also widely read in
the area, reported (Dec. 9, 1965, p. 13) the arrival in that City of
Frank Edwards, a nationally-known flying saucer lecturer and
broadcaster who was to speak. The headline, "Lift UFO Secrecy, Saucer
Believer Says", had a "kicker" headline above it, "U.S. Hush-Up
Charged". The article by staff reporter George Thomas reported
Edward's long-standing claim that he had been "forced off the air" and
"fired" in 1954 because of pressure from the Defense Dept. which
feared "nationwide panic". Edwards claimed to be the first newscaster
"to lose 10 million sponsors in one night". Later, from 8;05 to 9:00
P.M. (EST), Edwards was a guest on "Contact" on KDKA, a popular
50,000-watt Pittsburgh radio station (4,5), while 150 onlookers waited
around their cars at Kecksburg for details of the search and joked
about "little green men" and "flying saucers" (6); "Men from Mars,
missiles, spacecraft and what-have-you" (7).

A secret launch - There was also another event reported that day
which went largely unnoticed: a secret satellite was launched from
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California (8), launch site for military
polar-orbiting reconnaisance missions. The stage was set.

The fireball - At about 4:44 P.M. (EST) a brilliant bolide
"fireball" was seen by thousands in Illinois, Indiana, Massachussets,
Michigan, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Northern West
Virginia and Ontario, Canada.(6,9,10,1i) It was even said to have
been seen in California.(6)

Official and scientific explanation is a meteor - Many reports
were received by astronomers from Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, the
American Meteor Society and the National Research Council of Canada.
They concluded the object had been a bright meteor. The late
astronomer Von Del Chamberlain, then of the Abrams Planetarium, East
Lansing, Michigan, concluded after analyzing more than 100 written
reports that the fireball occurred about 4s44 P.M., lasted for about
four seconds and appeared brighter (about visual magnitude -15)' than
the full moon.(6,9,10,11)

Another scientist, G. W. Wetherill, a geophysics and geology
professor at the University of California at Los Angeles, reported to
the magazine that he had personally located and interviewed many
witnesses and studied 23 reports received by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) from pilots, many of whom thought an airliner was
down. He concluded from witnesses on the south shore of Lake Erie who
saw the object to the north that no impact occurred south of the lake,
and that the object burst apart and disappeared some miles over the
western end of the lake. He decided that the steep trajectory
reported by many witnesses indicated that the fireball had an
extraterrestrial (meteoric) origin and was not a returning orbital
spacecraft. (11)
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A meteor was also the conclusion of the FAA, according to a
spokesmen at Erie, Pa. (37,10); Air Force spokesmen in Washington,
unnamed "Pentagon sources" (6,9), and the local Pennsylvania State
Police commander.(12) Major Hector Quintinnela, in charge of the Air
Force Blue Book office, refused to speculate on the cause in response
to immediate press inquiries (6), but the later official Air Force
conclusion contained in its report on the sighting was "astro
(meteor)".(13) The now defunct National Investigations Committee on
Aerial Phenomena (NICAP), one of the two major civilian UFO groups in
1965, categorized the incident in its files as a "bolide".(5) The
files of the other large UFO group, the Aerial Phenomenon Research
Organization (APRO), based in Tucson, AZ, were unavailable at the time
ai this report.

Eyewitness reports of bolides are typically inaccurate - After

efforts to recover meteorites from fireball reports, Astronomer Frank
Drake (14) has estimated the percentage of witnesses who are wrong
about something to be 1/2 after one day, 3/4 after two days, 9 out of
10 after four days, and after five days they provide reports more
fantasy than fact. Witnesses often grossly underestimate the distance
of fireballs which may be dozens of miles high. When the meteors
disappear over the horizon it is sometimes taken as a "nearby" event.
(15) The 1965 fireball was no exception.

Many "crash" reports - "Almost everyone who saw the fireball
thought it was much closer than it really was", Wetherill wrote, "When
it disappeared behind a house or a tree many people thought it had
fallen only af few hundred yards beyond."(11) In published accounts
it was said to have "crashed" or "landed" in at least 17 widely
separated locations.

Over Lake Erie a pilot reported watching as it "plummeted" into
the lake.(6) At Midland, Pa., west of Pittsburgh, falling debris were
reported but police found nothing.(6,16) Nearby, other "falls" were
reported in Patterson and Chippewa Townships, near Beaver Falls, Pa.
In one, a boy saw a "big ball of fire fall into the woods and the
woods are smoking"; in the other, two boys thought the object landed
and was smoking in a field. Nothing was reported found except some
broken tree limbs, one of which appeared to have been cut with a saw.
(17)

At. Elyria, Lorain County, Ohio, a woman reported a "volley ball"
sized fireball fell into a wooded lot. Firemen reported 10 small
grass fires but no flying saucer.(10) Also at Elyria, boys found
slag-like fragments but there was nothing to link them to the meteor.
(18; see, "NASA", below.) And at North Eaton, near Cleveland, a boy
reported a flaming object fell out of the sky into woods near his
home, but Sheriffs officers found nothing.

Eight people reported a "flaming object" fell into woods at
Portage Lake, Michigan. Sheriff's deputies found nothing but reported
a "chemical odor". At nearby Ann Arbor the meteor was reported to
have broken into pieces and fallen to the ground, but nothing was
reported found.(19) Two 11-year-old boys at Livonia, Michigan,
reported picking up a piece of light-weight, grayish, fused metal the
size of a baseball which they said had fallen into a field. It was
said that children in Warren, Michigan, also reported finding smaller
chucks of "the same material".(20)
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At Lapeer, Michigan, 40 miles north of Detroit, Sheriff's
officers investigating the report of "a ball of fire crashing" found
only pieces of foil in a swamp, but Sheriff Kenneth A. Parks said
similar material had been found at the site two years before.(21^6)
He said he did not know whether the foil had any connection to the
fireball.(22)

The most spectacular report came from Detroit and Windsor,
Ontario, where pilots, weather observers and U.S. Coast Guard
personnel reported a flying object "exploded" over Detroit. Coast
Guard boats sent into lake St. Clair found nothing.(23) Residents of
Massachusetts and Virginia also reported seeing the object crash to
the earth (24), and scientists encountered many other such reports
(11). Four California Highway Patrolmen reported a large meteor
exploded and fell in southern Humboldt County, but its time of 12:02
A.M., Dec. 10 (25), shows it was not the same abject seen in the East
and Midwest.

"Project Blue Book" investigation - Perhaps because of the secret
satellite launch earlier that day and the reentry, two days before, of
the second stage of the Titan 2 rocket used to launch Gemini 7 (26)
the Air Force UFO investigating office at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio, or Government officals in Washington, D.C., may have been
interested in the recovery of space launch debris.(27) They sent
three-man investigating teams from the USAF 662 Radar Squadron, based
near Pittsburgh, to Kecksburg and Erie.(10,28,37)

Excitement at Kecksburg - At the small (population 500)
Pennsylvania village the scene had turned into a circus. Little Nevin
Kalp had run and told his mother, Mrs. Arnold Kalp of RD 1 Acme, Pa.,
that he had seen something "like a star on fire". Going outside she
saw "blue smoke" which seemed to come from nearby woods. (3,4,6)
Other reports had described a bright train left in the air by the
meteor which was confirmed by photographs (10,11; see discussion of
"Champine photograph", below).

A "thump" which vibrated one witness was attributed to dynamiting
at a local quary or to a shock wave heard by many Western Pennsylvania
witnesses of the fireball. A number of "thunderous, resounding and
rumbling booms" were reported at Detroit (11) and a seismagraph at
Willow Run Airport, 25 miles away, recorded the shock, although it may
have been caused by two large panels being dislodged by the Shockwave.
(19) Air Canada pilots coming into Windsor, Ontario, reported "shock
waves on the fuselages of their planes".(29)

Media excitement - Mrs. Kalp called a local radio station which
was reporting a plane crash. Soon, a "massive traffic jam" had
engulfed the small town (3,7). Another published report (4) said that
because a Pittsburgh radio station was broadcasting a program on UFOs,
perhaps a reference to the KDKA program or an earlier promo for the
program, she decided to call the State Police. A local volunteer
fire policeman informed reporters that the Army and State Police had
told them not to let anybody in.(3) One result was that an early
edition of the Greensburg paper carried a seven-column banner headline
atop page one, "'Unidentified Flying Object' Falls Near Kecksburg",
and, "Army ropes off area".(23)

In the cruel light of dawn - Capt. Joseph Dussia, Commander of
the Pennsylvania State Police Troop A Headquarters at Greensburg,
announced the next day that after an all night search, "Absolutely
nothing had been found." Reports of something carried from the area
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only referred to equipment used in the search, Dussia said. He added,
"Someone made a mountain out of a molehill" and attributed the landing
to the "imagination" of two young boys.(28) The Air Force also
announced nothing had been found.(6) The next day (Dec. 11) a
Tribune-Review editorial summarized its staff's independent
investigation: nothing at all seems to have happened.

The official explanations are totally consistent with all
original published accounts and the present recollections of scores of
long-time witnesses. If the producers or researchers for "Unsolved
Mysteries" had scratched around a little, at least 50 people at
Kecksburg could have saved them an embarrassment.

Many of the other 16 falls reported at the time differed from the
Kecksburg sightings in only one respect: only at Kecksburg did a
combination of circumstances, including a United States Air Force
investigation team and a national UFO promoter, combine to create
long-lasting UFO hysteria.

The Kecksburg tale has been making the rounds of Pennsylvania UFO
buffs for some time. Flying saucer evangelist Robert D. Barry hosts a
Saturday midnight (EST) program, "ET Monitor", on WGCB-TV, Red Lion,
Pa., a religious station where he mixes NASA films, UFOria, calls from
viewers and occasional bible readings. He mentioned the Kecksburg
"UFO recovery" in a lecture on March 22, 1989, at Elizabethtown
College, Elizabethtown, Pa., and then followed on his April 2 program
with the revelation that the incident involved the recovery of
"bodies". Later, on his April 23 broadcast, he stated that no bodies
were involved.

Stan Gordon is founder and Director of Operations of the
Pennsylvania Association for the Study of the Unexplained (PASU), a
Greensburg-based group which collects reports of UFOs, bigfoot and
other oddities. He is also Pennsylvania State Director of the Mutual
UFO Network (MUFON), the nation's largest surviving flying saucer
club. His more than 30 years of experience investigating UFO reports
must have begun when he was about ten years old, according to a 1989
PASU promotional fact sheet. Mr. Gordon was 16 years old during the
1965 event and he has been researching the incident for the last ten
years (31). It is easy to understand how the exciting, real-life
drama in the nearby little village must have given a great impetus
toward encouraging his nearly life-long interest in UFOs.

Each year in early January PASU issues its annual press release
to Pennsylvania newspapers listing exciting reports received during
the previous year. In 1990 it called for anyone with knowledge of the
Kecksburg UFO crash to come forward.(32) With an experienced nose
for saucer news, they must have sensed that even after 24 years there
always seem to be witnesses to be found if the case is exciting
enough.

After 25 years, a number of new claims about the Kecksburg events
have surfaced. Many do not hold up under close scrutiny:

The "blue pulsating light" now claimed to have been emitted by
the object (13,33) was described differently in 1965. The Pittsburgh
Press reported, then, that eight or nine people, including a State
Policeman, had seen a "bright blue light" some distance away in the
woods.(6) However, in the Greensburg_paper, staff reporter Bob Gatty
reported talking, directly, to seven witnesses including a State
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trooper who described the object as "three blue flashing lights".(3)
Fireman Roy Howard said he, "Saw several blue flashes 'like an
acetylene torch' close to the ground".(22)

The "Unsolved Mysteries" presentation had this sighting of lights
early during the search, but in 1965 it was described as occurring at
2 A.M., after the intial search was over.(3) Witness Jim Mays says it
wasn't like searcher's flashlights or flashbulbs.(13) But, these may
have been the blue lights used by Pennsylvania volunteer firemen and
fire police who probably rushed into the area after the initial search
ended. "Television men with spotlights" who were present may also
have been responsible.(7) The policeman began walking back toward the
area, but the lights disappeared (3), probably just turned off.

A maneuvering object? - Pennsylvania MUFON Director Stan Gordon
claims that the object seen by thousands over the Midwest about 4s45
P.M. changed direction, then travelled over Midland, Pa., (and the
City of Pittsburgh, where it apparently went unnoticed) toward '
Kecksburg before maneuvering to a landing.(13,31) This can be refuted
by the fact that local witnesses in 1965 did not report seeing the
fireball and then later the UFO. The key Kecksburg witness, Mrs.
Kalp, gave a time of 4:45 P.M.

A "change of direction" by the object seems to have first been
proposed three days after the event by a New Jersey UFO investigator.
He drew lines between witness locations where the object was first
reported to have dropped material to the ground (Lapeer, Michigan;
Lorain County, Ohio; Midland, in Beaver County, PA, and Kecksburg),
believing that this "automatically pinpointCedD the passage". (5)
Since nothing actually seems to have been found at Midland; there is
no reason to think the Lorain fragments were associated with the
meteor, and many other "landing locations" were not included, this
early theory cannot be supported by what is now known. Simply playing
"connect the dots" of witness locations on a map does not prove
maneuvering.

Proponents of a UFO must explain how every local witness missed
seeing a fireball brighter than the full moon at 4:45 P.M., but only
saw the UFO later. They must also explain why three independent
witnesses (all facing west) in Beaver County, Pa., about 60 miles
northwest of Kecksburg, also missed the fireball (16), and why they
and Mrs. Kalp thought the UFO appeared at precisely 4:45 P.M., the
same time that many others in nine states and Canada first saw it as a
fireball visible from hundreds of miles away. Without an explanation
for these curious coincidences between witness reports at Kecksburg
and elsewhere, the theory of a controlled flight falls flat.

A slow moving, hovering object? Stan Gordon claims that "new
data", which he has not released, shows that the object, "Was moving
at a slow rate of speed, made several turns, was apparently trying to
gain altitude over the ridge Cat Kecksburg], and seemingly hovered
before making a 'slow' descent...".(31). If this comes from the
quarter-century old recollections of "new" eyewitnesses who have
surfaced after the TV program, it should be carefully compared to
long-published or written eyewitness reports and photographs before
drawing any dramatic new conclusions.
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Witness descriptions of the fireball in 1965 described a slow-
drifting cloud, afterwards, in the sky. Some reports had it visible
for as long as 20 minutes. Some witnesses.who saw this high, drifting
cloud still brightly illuminated by the Sun in the December twilight
sky may have assumed - erroneously - that an object was hovering or
even slowly landing behind trees on the horizon.

Comparison of accounts of Fireball vs. "Kecksburg UFO":

Witness (source) Location Time Description

Richard Champine Pontiac, MI 4:44 "Ended with a burst of light"
(11) Photo shows a small, bright,

dense patch at the lower end of
a twisted cloud. Toward the E.

Howard Duell

(11)

Maynard Andrews
(4,28)

M. Needham

(11)

Frances Kalp
(3)

Wooster, OH "4:44" "Blue-grey smoke trail remained
one minute; puff five minutes".

Mosi ertown.

PA

London,
Ontari o

Airport

5 PM Toward Cleveland (to N.W.)

"Following the object was a
trail of smoke, white, and this
remained five minutes after the

object was out of sight. Then
it gather (sic) into a larger
cloud and disappeared."

"4:44" Lingering train seen most of
the time against a clear western
sky. It became twisted and off-
white in color, ending as a
"thin horizontal cloud" visible

for at least 20 minutes.

Kecksburg, 4:45
PA

"Then I came out to look and I

saw some smoke. Then it turned

sort of cloudy, and went away."
Looking toward the west. (13)

It seems almost a certainty that Mrs. Kalp, the key Kecksburg
witness, was watching the same fireball cloud over the Michigan
peninsula, at the same reported time, as thousands of others, and that
she was not seeing smoke from an impact in nearby woods. Her
description matches well with other observations.

The Champine Photograph - Fortunately, a dramatic photograph
taken by Richard P. Champine and published in Sky g< Telescope magazine
(Feb., 1966, p. 78) shows the train as it appeared about 45 seconds
after the fireball from a couple miles east of Pontiac, Michigan,
along Interstate 75. It confirms the eyewitness descriptions by
clearly showing a small, bright clump at the lower end of the train.
Mr. Champine described the fireball as ending with a "burst of light".
The picture was taken with a 4 by 5 camera, using a 170mm lens. He
took other unpublished pictures 55, 70 and 80 seconds later.
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This quarter century-old published photograph provides dramatic
and irrefutable support for the accounts of the eyewitnesses. It also
provides a clear-cut, prosaic explanation for the "hovering" and
"landing" now alleged to be reported by "new", unnamed, witnesses. No
"extraterrestrial craft" with a failed propulsion system or "manmade
probe ... that was highly sophisticated" (31) is necessary to explain
this photograph and the eyewitness accounts that it supports -
including those of the Kecksburg witnesses.

Origin of the story that an object had "buried itself in the

ground"? - Frances Kalp described the smoke to a local reporter (3)
the night of the incident, "Then I came out to look [after being
alerted by her sons] and I saw some smoke. Then it turned sort of
cloudy, and went away almost like it buried itself in the ground
CItalics added by author]. Mrs. Kalp was describing the disappearance
of the smoke, not appearance of the object, itself, which she never
saw. Has the story simply gotten better with the retelling? Or is it
(or was it?) due to confabulation - a process wherein false or even
nonexistant memory is reconstructed (30) - as others read old
newspaper clippings to refresh their memories or relive the exciting
events of a quarter centery ago?

A meteorite? - It has recently been claimed that the official
explanation was that the fireball was a "meteorite" that has never
been displayed, and thus must be mysterious.(13,33,34) United Press
International (35) and some newspapers (27,12), probably from the UPI
story, reported that "Pentagon sources" said the flash could have been
a "meteorite". Many people, including government spokesmen,
reporters, editors and even "Unvolved Mysteries" writers and
producers, use the terms "meteorite" (an object which has reached the
ground) and "meteor" (the visible or radio phenomenon in the
atmosphere) (36) interchangeably. This also happened in 1965.

For example, the Greensburg Tribune-Review used two headlines,
"Fireball Believed A Geminid Meteor" and "Believed Meteorite", with
one UPI story which gave an astronomer's "meteor" explanation.(12) The
Pittsburgh Press (6) also reported "Pentagon sources" as saying
"meteor" or "satellite reentry" and the Air Force as saying it was a
"meteor or meteors" and that no remnants and "no evidence of space
debris" was found. An Associated Press story (22) guoted a Defense
Department spokesman as attributing the event to a "natural
phenomenon".

Which explanation was "official" - the "meteor" or the
"meteorite" explanation from "unnamed sources" - or the official
written archival report (13) and spokesmen from many Federal and State
agencies who called it a meteor, including one (State Police commander
Dussia) actually present at Kecksburg? Even more important is that
these official explanations are consistent with the original published
accounts, and independent 1965 investigations by scientists.

A "top secret" U.S. military operation? - Stan Gordon claims that
the official unit history of the USAF 662 Radar Squadron, which he
obtained through the "Freedom of Information Act", does not include
any activities for Dec. 9, 1965, thus suggesting their involvement in
a secret retrieval operation which someone has sought to hide from the
American public.(13)

It was the policy of the Air Force, the U.S. Government agency
officially designated at the time to investigate UFO reports., to refer
the report to the nearest air base where a designated officer would
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investigate (Air Force Regulation 200-2, 20 July 1962). The nearest
Air Force installation was that of the 662 Radar Squadron, from
Oakdale, near an Army Nike-Hercules surface-to-air missile site
defending the City of Pittsburgh and the nearby Pittsburgh airport,
which was the base for Pennsylvania Air National Guard fighter
interceptors, under the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD),
and other installations. The involvement of the 662 Squadron would
seem to have been a normal USAF response to a UFO report.

About 25 Pennsylvania State Policemen with geiger counters and 4
(sic?) "radar experts", presumably from the 662 Squadron, were
reported to have taken part in the search (4), in one account.
Stan Gordon says, somewhat mysteriously, that eyewitnesses identified
the 662 Radar Squadron as the USAF unit involved.(13) This had been
widely published in 1965 (10,37,38) having been publicly announced in
Washington, D.C., by the Air Force. This announcement said that only
three of the squadron's men were involved in the search. The
Pennsylvania State Fire Marshall, Carl Metz, also assisted.(3) The
search reportedly lasted from 7 P.M. to 2 A.M., when it was called off
and resumed at dawn (39) by the State Police (27).

One "wire service" report (38) mentions the "Army's 662
Squadron", possible picked up from the early - and grossly wrong -
edition of the Greensburg paper (Dec. 10, County) and other news
service reports also mentioned Army officials. This may just be an
error, later corrected in subsequent wire service updates. If U.S.
Army troops did assist in the search, it may have been from the unit
at the Nike-Hercules SAM site defending Pittsburgh. On the official
USAF report the notation "ADC" may indicate the (ARMY?) "Air Defense
Command", under which it operated.

Other notations and correspondence in the report, which Mr.
Gordon claims prove, "Quite a lot of interest by Government agencies
in what the object may have been", include: NORAD, the command under
which the 662 Sguadron operated; the Office of Emergency Planning, or
Civil Defense - local affiliates of which were involved in many of the
17 reported "falls" that night; the Air Force Command Post; the
Houston Space Center, and the Pentagon ("Unsolved Mysteries"). All
had been the recipients of press inquiries or were the commands or
civilian agencies under which the participants of the nights' various
fruitless "searches" operated or were affiliated. An unsolved mystery
exists, here, only for those folks who want very badly for flying
saucers to exist.

Perhaps the reason nothing appears in the USAF 662 Squadron's
history for Dec. 9, 1965, is because nothing out of the ordinary
occurred. It is unlikely that Air Force units have listed each and
every wild goose chase due to a mistaken UFO report in their unit
histories.

"Missing" UFQlogy - Mr. Gordon has previously announced the
presence of "missing time" in a UFO investigation he had widely
publicized.(48) The author has pointed out, in a manuscript submitted
by invitation to the MUFON UFO Journal but never published, that
others who had investigated the incident could find no basis for his
claim.(40,41)

"Missing history" has now evidently been added as a technigue in
the PASU UFOlogical tool kit. The reverse logic of Government UFO
Conspiracy enthusiasts who suggest that this lack of any evidence must
constitute some sort of proof of nefarious U.S. Government scheming
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may well be an important, integral part of their belief system. It
may also be an easy way to avoid obvious, unwanted conclusions; may
fulfill certain emotional needs, or be just plain fun, but it can
never qualify as science or legitimate history.

Armed military personnel? - In the "Unsolved Mysteries" program a
convoy leaving the scene with the object was lead and followed by
jeeps containing what appeared to be combat-eguiped, helmeted military
personnel wearing gas mask carriers and armed with bayonetted M-l
rifles or M-14 rifles without magazines.

Among the people depicted at the Kecksburg firehouse were several
with "MP" on the helmets worn by actors armed with rifles with fixed
bayonets. Another scene had someone in an Air Force uniform with a
weapon with fixed bayonet. None of the many articles published in
1965 described armed troops at Kecksburg. Proponents of the "Unsolved
Mysteries" version of events must show that Army or Army National
Guard military police were present. They must also show that members
of the USAF 662 Radar Squadron, or for that matter any military unit
present at Kecksburg that night, were armed,, They have not produced a
single document or eyewitness who has publicly made these claims.

It strains credulity to believe that while virtually every other
1965 Kecksburg rumor made the news, this aspect of the event could
have gone unnoticed or unreported for 25 years.

The Navy? - It has been claimed that members of the U.S. Navy
participated in the recovery and/or examination of the object.(13,31)
This seems to have originated with Mrs. Kalp who said that a "Navy
officer" called her home soon after she reported the incident. (3,13)
It seems most probable that someone from the Air Force's 662 Radar
Squadron called her and she assumed the caller was from the Navy. No
documentary evidence has been presented to show that the Navy was
involved in any way.

NASA? - Stan Gordon says, "Testimony from people directly
involved at the site that night, as well as other informants, suggests
that members of ... NASA ...had a part in the recovery and/or
examination of the object„.„".(31) Who are these witnesses and

informants? In one dramatized part of the "Unsolved Mysteries"
program a military figure making a phone call from Lillian Hays' home
is heard saying, "NASA, put them on standby.„."„ Mrs. Hays, however,
stated, "I have no idea who they telephoned".

Among the many unfounded reports of "debris" that night was one
from Elyria, Ohio. Joe and Mike Kovacs, 11, and Brian Shue, 10, found
10 small "still warm" pieces of "metal" the day after the fireball.
Joe Kovaks launched a search after he heard a radio reports about the
fireball. The pieces weighed about 6 ounces, were "metallic blue"
with "gaseous-formed bubles on the outside" and resembling "clinkers"
from a coal furnace. They also had a "smoky smell".

The boys had turned the pieces over to their teacher, Robert
Pierce, and school Principal, Donald Shephard, of the Spring Valley
School. According to reporter Jim Kane of the Elyria Chronicle-
Tel egram (Dec. 11, 1965), efforts were being made to have the material
analyzed by chemists and astronomers. They were to be sent to Werner
Bromund, professor of chemistry at Oberlin College; Lorain County
(Ohio) Community College; Case Institute of Technology, and to NASA's
Lewis Laboratory, Cleveland.
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Since no one seems to have witnessed the "fall" of the material

the only connection that can be proved between the material and the
meteor is that it was found in Ohio the day after the meteor was seen
in the sky. The Elyria material appears on no list of known North

American Meteorite falls, which might be expected if any of the
scientists reportedly sent samples had identified it as such. NASA
officials have stated repeatedly that no proven piece or artifact from
a UFO has ever come to their attention.(42) In any case, the recent
claim by Gordon has been that NASA has been involved in the
"examination and/or recovery" of the Kecksburg object. There seems to
be no proven connection to the Elyria material.

Robert Barry says (34) that years ago he was told by Clark
McClellan, who he says is a former Assistant Launch Operations Manager
at NASA's Kennedy Space Center in Florida, that the Kecksburg UFO had
been "tracked" by NASA, a claim which is contradicted by statements
made by a North American Air Defense Command spokesman.(6,10,37)

News reports said that Gemini 7 astronauts Frank Borman and James
Lovel1, who were in orbit, "Did not spot the fireball". Gemini
Control at Houston reported the fireball was too far north to be seen
by the crew.(24) Could it be that this following of news reports of
the fireball is what McClellan meant when he said they were "tracking"
the Kecksburg object? This may be substantiated by Stan Gordon who
told "Unsolved Mysteries" that the official Air Force report on the
sighting investigation indicates that a request for information on the
inquiry came from NASA's Johnson Space Flight Center, Houston, Tx.,
which had commented in the press on the fireball.

Mr. Barry told his audience that McClellan said that when he
heard about the Kecksburg search he contacted a friend in nearby
Pittsburgh and asked him to go there and check things out. His
unnamed friend couldn't get close enough. Presumably, he was unable
to get through the security curtain thrown up by the tiny town's fire
police. One could assume that this would not have occurred had NASA
been involved in the object's recovery. This apparently private,
free-lance effort, if it occurred, hardly contstitutes NASA
"involvement" in the "examination and/or recovery" of the object.

Mr. Barry has also reported on his TV show, citing Stan Gordon
as his source, that a 1965 member of the Kecksburg Fire Company claims
they had been contacted by NASA before the UFO crashed and asked to
keep the public away from the area. This is contradicted by the
original published reports and eyewitness statements.(3,27)

No photographs of the Kecksburg "recovery operations" or "impact

damage". According to many accounts "150" (6) or "hundreds" (13) of
onlookers were present. Many rushed to the scene, according to
accounts in the local press, hoping to see rescue operations involving
a downed airplane.(3)

According to the only eyewitness to the mysterious object who has
publicly revealed his name, James Romansky, Sr., of Derry, Pa., the
"Humongous object [was] half buried in the ground"(13) According to
the 1989 account by Bob Barry, a witness - possibly Romansky - told
Stan Gordon they found, "A huge acorn-shaped object buried partially
in the gound. It sheared off tops of trees coming down, and just
before impact it completely downed a tree. There was a seven-foot
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deep trench when it hit the ground and it skidded for about 40-50-60
feet before it came to a stop." Most eyewitness and news accounts
have the object in a ravine. Is this what Romansky described as a

"seven-foot deep trench?".
Why have no snapshots been produced by witnesses in the 25 years

since the exciting military "operation" in the Village that night?
The mysterious convoy, military occupation by armed men of the
Firehall, and other key events should at least have produced enough
interest from the curious for just one picture. Searchers evidently
returned the next morning. Why wasn't there a single snapshot taken
of the downed tree and scarred site by the many local folks involved
that night?

If we were to employ the "missing history" investigative
technique of PASA's investigators, we might conclude that the lack of
pictures must point to a mysterious coverup. Or, perhaps we can adopt
the apparent conclusions of the 1965 witnesses who must have concluded
that nothing important enough for a photo had happened in Kecksburg.

New witnesses? More than 100 new witnesses to the 1965 fireball

events surfaced after the September 1990 TV show was aired.(43) While
most can be assumed to have seen the fireball in the sky, two claim to
have seen an object just like that described on TV at Wright-Patterson
A.F.B. near Dayton, Ohio, and Lockborne A.F.B., near Columbus, Ohio.
Both have revealed their names only to UFO investigators via an
"Unsolved Mysteries" hotline. One claims to have fortuitously managed
to meet truck drivers who were able to identify the truck carrying the
mysterious cargo as it went from Kecksburg to Columbus and then to
Dayton. Neither knew the incidents a quarter century ago were
important, the story goes, until they saw the TV show or moved to
Westmoreland County.(43) Both, presumably, are certain of the dates
and details of these initially "unimportant" 25-year—old events.

A curious claim oddly similar to the Kecksburg tale occurred on
January 27, 1990, on Bob Barry's TV program. At 7:10 P.M. (EST) a
bright fireball had been seen over much of the East Coast.(44) That
night on "ET Monitor" Mr. Barry reported that "a Greensburg source", a
euphemism he has used for PASU's Stan Gordon, had called to say "an
object landed" nearby about 7:20 P.M. and that the area had been
cordoned off and that the source was "trying to get as close as he
could".

Stan Gordon denies calling Barry and says he attributed the
reports to a meteor.(45) The "PASU Operations Center" swung into
action and their "communications center was fully activated".(46) They
dispatched a three or four—person investigating team to interview
witnesses and search for debris near Arona, in Westmoreland County,
where a bright object was reported to have fallen.(46,47) "Some
people were frightened," Gordon told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (Jan.
29, 1991), "A lot of people had the impression it was very close or
low to the ground." The PASU team found nothing.

"A bolide is a meteor that is extraordinarily bright," Gordon
told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. Actually, a "bolide" is a meteor
which explodes, usually near the end of its visible path. A meteor
brighter than Venus (brighter than -10 magnitude) is usually referred
to as a "fireball".(36) Gordon told the Pittsburgh Press that the

object "probably was a bolide because it was seen in several states
and in some cases for as long as 30 seconds." This could be a perfect
description of the fireball seen in the area 25 years before.
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One UFO investigator/author, Leonard Stringfield, says he
believes the Kecksburg case is "just behind Roswell (New Mexico, 1947)
as the most significant UFO retrieval case in history". One wonders
whether this opinion is due to the fact that Stringfield, author of
the recent Situation Reds The UFO Siege (Doubleday), has been
interviewing one of the mystery witnesses.(43) Is a book in the works
to fallow the television program? "The Kecksburg Case is a major
event," MUFON's Pennsylvania Director Gordon proclaims, and is, "a
part of UFO history".(31)

An objective, comprehensive, unemotional review of the 1965
events suggests that's just where it should best remain - as a part of
UFO history - as an old, solved mystery.
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329 South Front St.

Harrisburg PA 17104

March 28, 1991
Mr. Mark Rodeghier
Scientific Director

CUFOS

2457 W. Peterson Ave.

Chicago IL 60659

Dear Mr. Rodeghier:

Thank you very much for sending me the information in
the old NICAP file for the Dec. 9, 1965, "Kecksburg"
incident.

The clips allowed me to fill in information about some
of the other 16 reported "falls" of the object in six
states. The old written reports also allowed me to compare
actual witness descriptions for the drifting cloud left by
the fireball. The Ivan Sanderson material also seems to

explain the origin of the "change in direction" of the
object. This was all a great help.

Please see my enclosed, expanded report. I address,
and I believe explain, many of the "new" issues which are
being raised.

I believe the Champine photograph published in Sky &
Telescope provides good support for what the Kecksburg and
other witnesses saw - the Great Lakes fireball. It even

provides evidence for the "hovering" or "landing" object
some witnesses reported. Please see page 7 of my report.
The giveaway is that they didn't report seeing the fireball
when others did and then the UFO later. Mrs. Kalp saw the
object toward the west when others saw the fireball.

Enclosed is an article from the MUFON UFO Journal which

Stan Gordon sent me and my letter to the Editor in response.
Also enclosed is my article just published in the Skeptical
Inquirer which I have sent to Stan with an invitation to

repond via a letter to its editor.
More than four months after I sent him my four-page

report from which my article was based, Stan wrote that
there were many errors in my report, but that he didn't have
the time to point out where they lie. Now that these two
articles have app eared, I hope that a dialogue can occur on
the facts and claims about this incident.

Thanks, again, for your help.

Sincerely,

£*<r
Robert R. Young



Mr. Mark Rodeghier
Scientific Director

CUFOS

2457 W. Peterson Ave.

Chicago IL 60659

329 South Front Street

Harrisburg PA 17104

July 19, 1991

Dear Mr. Flodeghiers

Enclosed please find my latest up-do-date report on the

Kecksburg "UFO Crash", for your information and files.

Do you have an address for Kevin Randle? It would be

much appreciated. Thanks for your help.

Sincerely,

Robert R„ Young f
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"OLD-SOLVED MYSTERIES":

What really happened at Kecksburg, Pa., on December 9, 1965

By Robert R. Young

Abstract - It is claimed that a UFO crashed and was recovered by the
U.S. military near Kecksburg, Pa., on Dec. 9, 1965. A bright bolide meteor
was visible over nine states and Ontario. Published reports and eyewitness
statements suggest it was magnified by media excitement and a well-known
UFO lecturer, stimulating a hoax begun as a teenagers' prank. The myth has
been perpetuated by the 25-year-long investigation and promotional
activities of local flying saucer buffs.

On Sept. 19, 1990, the NBC Television Network's season opener of
"Unsolved Mysteries" featured a segment on the heretofore little-known
"Kecksburg UFO Crash". It was alleged that this involved the crash and
recovery by the U.S. military of an Unidentified Flying Object with strange
alien markings in the small western Pennsylvania town on Dec. 9, 1965. The
program was repeated on Feb. 27, 1991.

This "UFO crash" was not widely known to UFOlogists and UFO skeptics
before September, 1990, because it appears never to have happened.
According to a review of all original published accounts, the sole
witnesses to the object's "crash" were apparently two eight-year—old
children who were among thousands in nine states and Canada to witness a
bolide (exploding) meteor.(5)

Add to this a gullible local UFO buff who has investigated the
incident since the age of 16; a 1965 prank by other local teenagers; a
secret military satellite launch; the U.S. Air Force "Project Blue Book"
UFO investigating office; "unnamed Pentagon sources"; the Pennsylvania
State Police; the Kecksburg volunteer fire company; news reporters who were
at first kept away; the 24-year old recollections of local citizens, and
the recent materialization of "new" witnesses, and you have the "reeksburq
UFO Crash"'.

Millions pf believers watched the show - The September program was the
tenth most watched in America in a week which saw the introduction.at many
of the season's "new" shows. It was viewed in an estimated 17. 77. of

households with television, on 30/'. of all television sets turned on.(l) A
1985 survey for the National Science Foundation reported that 43% of adult
Americans believe that alien spaceships account: for tone UFO roport.3". (2)
In a (iiQ-e recent Gallup Poll (3) 14% saic! they believe that they have seen
a UFO, themselves. L:p from 97. in 1978., this is ar. all-tirre high -To;- such a
v:>e\;. (4) It thpreforr seems likely the'- sever?], million viewers may have
Er-en pi-e-r^i spc-se-d to accept the program-" s p-emis-e.

Some eyewitnesses and local residents call it a hoax - Ac rcrtmg t. c-
thf -eft try Bi'^!nsburg! Pa. f Tr iir ur e- F:?vi~: i '£apt- 20, :9?0t p. 3 • £\mi2
'•'pci sr-iirn rp=" opnts :> nc) •id-1 nq nary Wi';ns;?frs to trie I'.'tj e-erit'-s f nci e\ sn
or-.? pc." t r z /ec: :n t.'ip "'V prcci^am, say ? i- h; a 3! a ho?..:. Erm- rc^sr Cents nrvc
b'' ?rpc! c'/'o idcc-J. fifr-H whu<7£ FJ:or / ct r.. ror^f-.r-ccl'T:-^, ".. I dy 7 f'-pt "jtc^t-
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shaped" object with "hieroglyphic" markings surfaced only a couple months
before, almost a quarter of a century after the original publicity.,

Tribune-Review staff writer David Darby reported that more than SO
Kecksburg residents sent a petition to the program's producers in an
attempt to stop its airing. The paper reported the non-believers included
Edward Myers, the original fire chief portrayed by an actor in the program;
Jerome and Valerie Miller, whose home was portrayed as the site of a
"military command post" during UFO recovery operations; the owners of the
land where the saucer was supposed to have landed, and Kecksburg firemen,,
Myers expressed concern that the program was going to be seen nationwide
because, he stated flatly, there was no truth in the tale. The Millers,
the paper reported, deny that their home was a center of military activity.

- The Latrobe Bulletin reported (34) that the UFO investigator who was
the main -contact -in the-area for the segment said that when the program was
being filmed in early August, 1990, NBC interviewed five local people who
considered the event a hoax, but two declined to appear on camera. The
other three were not included on the program nor was any mention made on
the program of local doubts. Former Chief Myers was not contacted.

The Pittsburgh Press has reported (55) that in the town "feuds" have
broken out within families and between neighbors. The brothei in-law of
one 1965 witness who believes something landed told the paper, "We didn't
hear anything about this for 25 years, until CTV film crews arrived]". The
paper quoted Charles Hi Hand, a farmer whose land borders the supposed
crash site, as saying, "Nothing happened, nothing was found...It'sa lie

Local UFO hysteria was created by several elements in 1965. For
several days the world had been fascinated by front-page coverage of the
missions of Gemini 6 and 7 set for a manned joini'ng of two U.S. spacecraft.

The day of the incident the Pittsburgh Press, also widely read in the
area, reported (Dec. 9, 1965, p. 13) the arrival in that city of Frank
Edwards, a nationally-known flying saucer lecturer and broadcaster who was
to speak the next day. The headline, "Lift UFO Secrecy, Saucer Believer
Says", had a "kicker" headline above it, "U.S. Hush-Up Charged". The
article by staff reporter George Thomas reported Edward's long-standing
claim that he had been "forced off the air" and "fired" in 1954 because of
pressure from the U.S. Defense Department which feared "nationwide panic".

Later that day Edwards was at KDKA, a 50,000-watt Pittsburgh radio
station, where he was interviewed for Mike Levin's popular 6-7 P.M. radio
tal:i show. By then the station's -phone Ii~es were hat with fireball
cal Is.. (55,63) According to another report (7) he was also on from SsOS to
9;00 P.M. on the station's "Contact" phone call-in show. All this-while
onlookers waited around their cars for details of the Kecksburg search
jckinq about "little green men", "flying saucers" (8), and "Men from Mars,
missiles, spacecraft and what-have-you"(9). Edwards recounted the incident
the fa] lowing year in his book., Flying saucers - serious business (63). He
said he had called the object *-almost cartai-nly a n-eteorite" on the show
but that a month after the incident there were "many unexplained features"..
His book contained many accounts of "flying saucer" pieces attributed -
according to Edwards - to meteors,, A million copies of the? book were sold.

A secret launch - There were other events that dsy which wpnt largely
unnoticed. A secret satellite was launched from Vander.berq Air Farce Br^e,
C^/i-farni? (10), launch site tor military pel ai- orbi tino reconnaissance
missions, and debris from Cosmos 96, the Soviet Union s failed third
m:'.ssio.-i to Venus, reentfrFri (55,62), The =1 f.gp w-><--; sfr--1-.

I »
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The Great Lakes Fireball - At about 4s44 P.M. (EST) a Drilliant
exploding fireball was seen by thousands in Illinois, Indiana
Massachussets, Michigan, New York,•Ohia, Pennsylvania, Virginia, ho^-the-n
West Virginia and Ontario, Canada. It was even said to have baen sffh in
Idaho and California.(8,11,12,13)

Eyewitness reports of bolides are typically inaccurate - AFtpr e-ffirK-
to recover meteorites from fireball reports, Astronomer" Frank Drake* (21)
has estimated the percentage of witnesses, who are wrong about somptrino
be 1/2 after ine day, 3/4 after two days, 9 out of 10 after four ^-v--, and
after five days they provide reports more fantasy than fact. Witnr»Ue«=
often grossly underestimate the distance of fireballs which may h*= Jo?-^
of miles high. When the meteors disappear over the horizon it is -ouv-tim^
taken as a^'nearby" event. (22) The. 1965 fireball was no exception.

Many "crash" and "landing" reports wgrp received - "Almost evervnr.p
who saw the fireball thought it was much closer than it reall- was" 'wrot=
G. W. Wethenll, a geophysics and geology professor at -he University of
California at Los Angeles. "When it disappeared behind a nouw or a tree-
many people thought it had fallen only a few hundred yards beyond" (13) in
published accounts it was said to have "crashed" or "landed" in at least •?
separate locations in six states and Ontario. Interviewers found ,7,ar,y mr-ra!
i . /ofr A*ke &"le a pilDt reP°rted watching as it "plummeted" into the
lake.(8) At Midland, Pa., west of Pittsburgh, falling debris were reported
but police found nothing. (8,23) Nearby, other "falls" were rppartea <W
in Patterson and Chippewa Townships, near Beaver Falls, Pa. Tn one a dov
reported that he saw a "Big ball of fire fall into the'woods and th* won^
are smoking"3 in the other, two boys thought the object had landed and ,as
smoking in a field. Nothing was reported found except same broker, tree
limbs, ane of which appeared to have been cut with a saw.

At Elyria, Lorain County,. Ohio, a woman reported a "valley ball" <=i-od
fireball fell into a wooded lot. Firemen reported 10 snail qrass iirP='hjr
no flying saucer.(12) Also at Elyria, boys found slag-like fragments"bat
there was nothing to link them to the meteor. (25; spb, "NArJA" below )"
And at North Eaton, near Cleveland, a'boy reported a flaming obu*ct f\=ll
QU£h S Sky intD WOOds near Ms nom£?> but Sheriff's officers" ,-.ould\ind
ii d ui liny *

Eight people reported a "flaming object." fell into woods at Fortune
Lake, Michigan. Sheriff's deputies didn't find a thing but reported a
chemical odor". At nearby Ann Arbor the meteor was reported i-q h*ve '
broken into pieces and fallen to the ground, but nothing was reported
found. (^6) Two 11-year-old b'oys at Livonia, Michigan., reported picking .m
a piece of 1:i gnt--wei ght, grayish, fused metal the size of a baseoai1 whirh
they said had fallen into a field. It was said that children in Warren,
Michigan, also reported finding smaller chucks of "the same ina^rMl"'p7)
with no elaboration. v-/>:,

At Lapeer, Michigan, 40 miles north of Detroit, police investigating
the report, of "a ball of fire crashing" found only pieces of fail in I
swamp but Sheriff Kenneth A. Parks said similar material had been found at
the site two years before (B,2B) and he did not know whether the fail had"
any connection to the fireball.(29)

The most spectacular report, came from Detroit and Windsor, Ontario
where pilots, weather observers and U.S. Coast Guard personnel'renarted'*
flying abject "exploded" over Detroit. Coast Guard boats sent into la!-e '
St. Clair found nothing.(30) Residents of Massachusetts and V ir g i n ia a i -o

.'•>/,'• W- >\<
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reported seeing the abject crash to the earth (31), and scientist?
encountered many other such reports (13).

Four California Highway Patrolmen reported a large meteor exploded and
fell in southern Humboldt County, out its time of 12:02 A.M., Dec. LO „
shows it was not the same object seen in the East and Midwest. Likewise,
police in Idaho Falls, Idaho, reported the event seen there ocntrreri at
about 9s30 P.M.(32)

Excitement at Kecksburg - At tiny Kecksburg (population 50O) the scene-
had turned into a circus. Little Nevin Kalp had run and told his mother,
Frances Kalp of RD 1, Acme, Pa., that he had seen something "like; a star on
fire". Going outside she saw "blue smoke" which seemed to come from nearby
woods.' (5,6,8) Other reports (13,IB,19) had described a bright train left
in the air by the meteor which was confirmed by photographs.

A "thump" heard was attributed to dynamiting at a local quary or to a
shock wave heard by many fireball witnesses. A number of "thunderous,
resounding and rumbling booms" were reported (19) at Detroit, and at Willow
Run Airport, 25 miles away, a seismograph recorded the shock, although it
may have been caused by two large panels being dislodged by the shockwavi
(14). Air Canada pilots coming into Windsor, Ontario, reported (33) "shock
waves on the fuselages of their planes".

Media excitement - According to Gordon (57)., Mrs. Kalp waited until
after 6:30, more than one hour and 45 minutes before reporting the UFO's
"crash". She called WHJB-radio in Greensburg which was reporting a plane
crash. Soon,, a "massive traffic jam" had engulfed the small town (5,9).
Another report said that because a Pittsburgh radio station was
broadcasting a program on UFOs, perhaps a reference to the KDKA interview
with Edwards wnich had begun at 6 P.M, she decided to call the State
Police. (6) Gordon (57) has reported that WHJB reporter John Murphy call ad
the State Police. Regular programming on Pittsburgh TV stations was
interrupted during the evening with special bulletins about the "UFO crash
in Westmoreland County". At Kecksburg a volunteer fire policeman informed
reporters that the Army and State Police had told them not to lee anybody
in.(5) One result was that an early edition of the next day's Greensburg
paper carried a seven-column banner headline atop page one, "'Unidentified
Flying Object' Falls Near Kecksburg", and, "Army ropes off area".(30)

The "Project Blue Book" investigation -.Perhaps because of the secret
satellite launch earlier that day or other reentering space debris, the Air
Force UFO investigating office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, ar
Government officals in Washington, D„C.,(15) sent three-man investigating
teams from the USAF 662 Radar Squadron, based near Pittsburgh, to Kecksburg
and Erie, Pa.(12,16,17) Air Force personnel reportedly (57) told Kecksburg
searchers that a "Gemini capsule" was involved. While this certainly could
not have been accurate, it demonstrates the runors which created the myth.

Scientists concluded it was a meteor - Many reports were received by
astronomers from Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, the American Meteor Society
and the National Research Council of Canada. They concluded tht< object had
been a bright meteor. The late astronomer Von Del Chamberlain, then of th,.-
Abrams Planetarium, East Lansing, Michigan, concluded after analyzing more
than 100 written reports that the fireball occurred about 4:44 P.M., 1ast^d
for about four seconds and appeared brighter (about visual magnitude -15)
than the full moon.(8,11,12,13)

Wetherill reported to Sky & T&lescope that he had personally located
and interviewed many witnesses and studied 23-' reports received by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) from pilots, many of whom thought an

. ,.<*,.! „„.-M..*..,rff
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airliner was down,, He concluded from witnesses on the south snore- of 'ar'a
trie who saw the object to the north that no impact occurred south or thu
lake, and that the object burst apart and disappeared some mile- ove- the
western end of the lake. He decided that, the steep traiectory repartee- rv-
many witnesses indicated that the fireball had an extraterrestrial
(meteoric) origin and was not a returning orbital spacecraft. (13)

The Champine Photograph - Fortunately, a dramatic photograph i--^en tv
Richard P. Champine and published with the Sky & Telescope art--'p. show-
the train as it appeared about 45 seconds after tne firebalJ f-am a colp'5
miles east of Pontiac, Michigan, facing east. It clearly shows ? «Ti3i i'
bright clump at the lower end of the train. Mr. Champine described the''
fireball as ending with a "burst of light". The picture was taken with * 4
by j camera, using a 127mm lens.

This 25-yearmold"published'photograph'provides dramatic supnrrt for
the accounts o+ eyewitnesses. It also provides a clear-cut, prosaic
explanation for the "hovering" and "landing" now alleged to'be reported D»
new , unnamed, witnesses. No "extraterrestrial craft" with a failed
propulsion system or "manmade probe ... that was niqhly sophisticated" (35)
is necessary to explain this photograph and the eyewitness accounts that it-
supports - including those of the Kecksburg witnesses.

In_the_cruel light of dawn - Capt. Joseph Dussia, Commander of th«
Pennsylvania State Police Troop A Headquarters at Greensburg, announced tnp
next day that after an all-night search, "Absolutely nothing'nad dpsh
found. Reports of something carried from the area only referred to
equipment used in the search, Dussia said. He added, "Someone mace a
mountain out of a molehill", and attributed the landing -o the
"imagination" of two young boys.(16) The Air Force also announced nothinc
had been found.(8) Edward Myers, Kecksburg Fire Chief during tne incident
says that he and other members of the company searched the area for more "'
than six hours but could find nothing.(34) The next day (Dec. ir a
Greensburg Tribune-Review editorial summarised its staff's independent
investigation: nothing at all seems to have happened. Adam Lynch, a iWa-
TV (Pittsburgh) reporter in 1965, says (55) that all he saw that ni rght "wan-
people and the military. "We weren't taking this seriously. There'- no
doubt something came down, but it seemed coincidental with the mptporj t--,
breakup." "

thp rl^T•Wa5pthe^tf^^^L£l^natlgn - according to a spokesman for
the FAA «t brie, Pa.(17,12); Air Force spokesmen in Washington- unnamed
Pentagon sources" (8,11), and the local Pennsylvania State Police
commander. (18) Major Hector Quintannela, in charge of the USAF Bl\;e Back
Office, refused to speculate on the cause in response to immediate or^s'
inquiries. (8) The later official Air Force conclusion contained ir,' it"<V
report an the sighting was "astro (meteor)".(19,50) Tnis i-- stir, thp"
official U.S.A.F. position.(55)

~^tiSij§1-^iplanatiQnS are tQt*Hv consi c^j-gnj- with all oriqin-j
published accounts, the recollections of many 1965 witnesses and what'is
now known about the confusing events of that night.

T_he major civilian UFO groups were not concerned - The National
Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP) categorized tnp
incident in its files as a "bolide".(64) Files of the Aerial Phenomenon
Research Organisation (APRO) were unavailable at the time of this report
Neither group considered the incident important enough to include among
their lists of the most puzzling UFO incidents which they provided to rh=
Air Force-funded University of Colorado Study less than a v?ar lata- C?0)

l jLi^.ji.2.
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The Kecksburg tale has been making the rounds of Pennsylvani a UF0
buffs for some time. Flying saucer evangelist Plabert D. Barry hosts a
Saturday midnight (EST) program, "ET Monitor", on WGCB-TV, Red Lion,, Pa.., a
religious station, where he mixes UFOria with NASA films, calls from
viewers and occasional bible readings. He mentioned the Kecksburg "UFO
recovery" in a lecture on March 22, 1989,, at El izabethtown College.-.,
Elizabethtown, Pa., and then followed on his April 2 program with the
revelation that the incident involved the recovery of "bodies". On his
April 23 broadcast he said there were no bodies.

Stan Gordon is founder and Director of the Pennsylvania Association
for the Study of the Unexplained (PASU), a Greensburg-based group which
collects reports of UFOs, bigfoot and other oddities. he :.s also
Pennsylvania State Director of the -Mutual UFO Network (MUFON), the U.S. "'-s
largest surviving flying saucer club. His more than 30 years of experience:
investigating UFO reports must have begun when he was about ten years old,
according to a 1989 PASU promotional fact sheet. Mr. Gordon was 16 ye-sars
old during the 1965 event (35) and he says it has been his pet project.,
"since the night it happened" (36). It is easy to understand hot-j the
exciting, real-life drama in the nearby little village must have given a
great impetus toward encouraging his nearly life-long interest in UFOs.

Each year in early January PASU issues its annual press release to
Pennsylvania newspapers listing exciting reports received curing the
previous year. In 1990 it called for anyone with knowledge of the
Kecksburg UFO crash to come forward.(37) With an experienced nose for
saucer news, they must have sensed that even after 24 years there always
seem to be witnesses to be found if the case is exciting.

After 21 years, a key ground witness is found at the Mall - The

"Unsubstantiated reports of the military having hauled away an aerial
object," were, "only rumors", until August, 1987.(57) The crucial break in
the case came during PASU's "National UFO Information Week" display at a.
local shopping mall which drew "thousands" after its publicity was carried
over a statewide wire service.(51)

This long-sought eyewitness, from nearby Latrobe, Pa., had overheard a
PASU member speaking about their 21-year--long investigation and revealed
himself to have been a 19-year old fireman in 1965 and one of the
searchers. He became the first witness to claim to have actually seen the
object on the ground who has spoken on the record.

According to his account (19) the,, "humongous metal object Cwasl half
buried in the ground". The witness related to Gordon (57) that the object
had descended at a 23 to 30 degree angle, had broken trae limbs and knocked
15 to 20-foot-high trees and made a trench 5 to 6 feet wide, about 25 feet-
long and 7 feet deep. Other eyewitnesses and news accounts of tine events
that night have the object landing in a ravine. When the PASU
investigative team went with him to the site in 1987 ha identified the spot,
as being next to a "wash". When local residents had gone to the woods the
morning after the "crash" they did not see "any large holes or craters that
weren't there before."

"I honestly feel, and totally believe that this came from somewhere
outside our solar system", he told PASU investigators. "He said he will
never forget the excitement when the firemen in his group made their way-
back to the Kecksburg fireball", which was "swarming with military
personnel".(57) Although his "life was changed by what he saw", he nac
never returned to the crash site which was about 10 mi las from his home.
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In 1987 PASU investigators thought that the witness could na-P
mistaken the ravine for a trench in the dark, and the witness din nor
dispute this. However, they concluded that the ob i-ct must h~va f-l'L^r,
right into the gulley. If the witness could mistake a qulley for an'nbi.n-
nearly buried in a 7-foot deep trench of its own making.; might ha have nW,
mistaken about the "ancient Egyptian hieroglyhphics" as"well?

New Kecksburg claims do not hold up under close scrutiny;

A_m^euverinq_object? - It is claimed (19,35) that the o„ct seen bv
thousands over the Midwest about 4s 44 P.M. changed direction nv-r Ohio rh=r.
travelled over Midland, Pa., (and the City of Pittsburgh, where'ic
to go unnoticed) toward Kecksburg before maneuverino to a '^ndmg

This change of direction by the object seems to have f-ir->t bpen
proposed three days after the event by the late Ivan T. Bander^nn." \ UFO
writer. (7,0.8) He drew lines between witness locations where the nuiprt
,irst reported to have dropped material to the ground (Lapeer, Michigan-
Lorain County, Ohio; Midland, PA, and Kecksburg), believing that'tm-" ''
automatically pinpointed] the passage". Since'nothinq actually ^^ m
have been round at Midland; there is no reason to think"the lorair " "
fragments were associated with the meteor, and many ether "landinn
locations" were not included, this early theory cannot oe supporter, r-v what
is now known,, Playing "connect the dots" of witness locations or, a man
does not prove maneuvering for an object visible for hundred* c;' mile-""

Proponents of a UFO must explain how every local witness m^sea we^-,D
a +ireball brighter than the full moon at 4:44 P.M., hut only sai7the'" UFO
i«ter. Ihey must also explain why three independent witne^P«; (aM fac.'n,--
west) in Beaver County, Pa., about 60 miles northwest of Kerkshurn' ai-o "
til Iw10Jre,a11 <23)' and WhY rhey and Mrs' KalP (*lso lookin"towa';-dthe west) (19) thought the UFO appeared at 4:45 P.M., coincidental f./ ahnpt
the same time that many others in nine states and Canada first ^uV '*'* n
fireball visible from hundreds of miles away. Without an explanation for"
these curious coincidences between witness reports at k>c^sbu--q and
everywhere else, any theory of maneuvered flight faii« flat

A^lgjiJ!igWnaj_hoyering objectj? Stan Gordon claims that "new data"
which he has not released, shows that the object, "Was n.ovinc, at ? sloi-= "
r*lr Th SPe!d' ?a?e .several turns> was apparently trying to gain altitude
Ho™ *S r'dH^Larh Kec^burg3, and. seemingly hovered before makinc. a 'slow'
descent... (oj) One witness who says he says he was the first to"'fj.nd
object on the ground, claims (55) that he saw the object ma^'ng "—turns
perhaps a ngure eight" before decerning into the woods. He claims to n^
eTtVr In ri^ar't^ ^j"9* UF° rGP°rt °n ^ r*di°' *"« -ly ni e ,!h_ * t °r tod*Y* who has made such a claim. Perhaps the reason his
hypothecs or-Sme2ed UP°n by.UF° Pr°P°ne"ts is tnat it would support their
2™ ^ tV T?fnSUV![inQ JeCt WhiCh travelled to Kecksburg after beingseen as a "fireball by thousands of others. The account should De rompamd
to long-published descriptions before jumping to conclusions «"P^-a
rlnilHWlt;!SS descriptions of the fireball in 1965 described a slow-drifting
cloud, afterwards, in the sky. Some reports had it visible -for a* Innq v=
^.u minutes. Some witnesses who saw this high, drifting rloud sti ]i
brightly illuminated by the Sun in the December twilight, sky m-v'hwe
assumed - erroneously - that an object was "hovering""or even slowly"
landing" behind trees on the horizon.

soemet
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Comparison of accounts of fireball and cloud vs.. "Kecksburg UFO":

Witness (source) Location Time Description

Richard Champine
(13)

Pontiac, Mi. 4:44

Howard Duel 1

(13)

Maynard Andrews
(6,16)

Wooster, Oh. "4:44

Mosiertown, 5 PM

Pa.

brie. Pa,Eric Johnson

(8)

M. Needham

(13)

London,

Ontario

Ai rport

4:; 50

"4:;44»

Marshall Augostine
Edward Bozic

(24)

Unnamed woman who

gave son's report
to police
(23)

Frances Kalp
(5,8,19,57)

"Jay Smith"
(57)

(57)

Bob Blystone, Jr,
(55)

Chippewa Twp.
Beaver County
Pa.

Patterson

Twp. ,
Beaver

Cnty, Pa.
Kecksburg,
Pa.

"about

5 P.M.

4:45

Margueri te,
Pa.

(5 miles due

north of

Kecksburg)

Kecksburg, Pa.

"Ended with.a burst of light"
Photo shows a small, bright,
dense patch at the lower end of
a twisted cloud. Toward the E.

1 "Blue-grey smoke trail remained
one minute; puff five minutes"

Toward Cleveland (NW).

"Fallowing the object, was a
trail of smoke, white, and this
remained five mi n utes after t h e

object was out of sight. Tnen
it gather (sic) into a larger
cloud and disappeared."

"It flashed across the lake,
north-northwest..leaving a Kind

oi cloud of smoke behind it

Lingering train seen most of
the time against a clear
western sky. It became
twisted and off-white in color,
ending as a "thin horizontal

cloud" visible for at least 20

minutes.

Saw an object streak across \
and fall into a field. "Saw smoke

the field."

"A big ball of fire [fell 3 into
the woods and the woods are

smoking. ".

V
/

i n

"I saw some smoke,, Then it

turned sort of cloudy, and went
away." "It seemed like it might have
been an ordinary fire but in five
minutes it was gone." She looked
toward the west - "A four-pointed
star" (Venus?) was to the left.

Object came from north and

dropped, slightly, almost like it

was gliding, toward the woods at
Kecksburg.

"We were able to watch the

object for about a mile..250 to 300

feet in the air., a 1/4 mile away..'1
(Fits the fireball seen travelling
from NW toward the western horizon.)

Resembled an orange jet trail.
"It made a controlled landing at an
angle. Then I saw a bluish gray puff
of smoke or dust,,"
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The description given by Mrs. Kalp, the key Kecksburg witness, mat.cn -s
well with the other observations. It seems almost a certainty that she w=*«
watching the same fireball cloud ver Lake Erie, at the same time, as
thousands of others, and that she was not seeing smoke from nearbv woods.

Qr-lfliP-Qf. the stpry_,jtjnJat_anL_obJe_cjt_had_J.,jburied itsel_f_ in the'_ground"?
Frances Kalp described the smoke to a local reporter (5) the night of the
incident, "Then I came out to look [after being alerted by her son<-~-"! and '
saw some smoke. Then it turned sort of cloudy, and went away almost l'k?
lJL.bjur.Led itseIf_ijl_the_gr^und [Italics added by author:. She" was
describing the disappearance of the smoke; she never saw the object.

B__meteoojte? - It has recently, been claimed that, the official
explanation was that the fireball was a "meteorite" (19,39,40,57) thar- ha*
never been .displayed, and thus must be mysterious. United' Presi,
International (41) and some newspapers (15,18), probably from the UPI
story, reported that "Pentagon sources" said the flash could have been -,
"meteorite". Many people, including government spokesmen, editors,
reporters, and even "Unvolved Mysteries" writers and producers, mix tne
terms "meteorite" (an object which has reached the ground) and "meteor"
(the visible or radio phenomenon in the atmosphere).(42)

For example,, the Greensburg Tribune-Review used two headlines,
"Fireball Believed A Geminid Meteor" and "Believed Meteorite", with one- L'.-'i'
story which gave an astronomer's "meteor" explanation.(18) But the
Pittsburgh Press (8) also reported "Pentagon sources" as saying "iretpnr" or
"satellite reentry", and the Air Force as saying it was a "meteor or
meteors" and that no remnants or "evidence of space debris" was found. The*
Associated Press quoted a Defense Department spokesman (29) as attributing
the event to a "natural phenomenon".

Which explanation was "official" - "meteor" or "meteorite" from
"unnamed sources" - or the official written archival report (19) and
spokesmen from many Federal and a State agency who called it a .notenr?

A "top secret" U.S. military np^.H^-? ... Gordon claims (19,57) that
the official unit history of the USAF 662 Radar Squadron does no- include-
any activities for Dec. 9, 1965, thus suggesting its involvement in a
secret recovery which someone has sought to hide from the American public.

Mr. Gordon also claims, somewhat mysteriously, that eyewitnesses
identified the 662 Radar Squadron as the USAF unit' involved. (19) This hnd
been widely reported in 1965 (12,17,43) .having been publicly announced in
Washington, D.C., by the Air Force. But a spokesman said that gjnly_thre5
oi the squadron's men were involved in the search. ~*~

It was the policy of the Air Force (44), the"u„S. Government agency
officially designated at the time to investigate UFO reports, to re-er tne
report to the nearest, air base where a designated officer would
investigate. The nearest Air Force installation was that of the 662 Radc-
Squadron at Oakdale, near an Army Nike-Hercules surface-to-air mi<=siie
defending the City of Pittsburgh and the nearby Pittsburgn airport, una^r
the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD). The involvement cf the LL
Radar Squadron would seem to have been a normal USAF response to a UFO
report as prescribed by regulations. Local firemen were turned out at
first to, look for a downed plane. (57) Possibly uniformed Civil Air Patmi
members, commanded by Air Force Officers,, were present.

Other natations and correspondence in the report, which Mr. Gordon
claims prove, "Quite a lot of interest by Government agencies in what thr-
object may have been", include: NORAD, the command under which the bLr>
Squadron operated; the Office of Emergency Planning, or Civil Defense -

in r
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local affiliates of whnch were involved in many of the 17 reported "falls"
that night; the Air Force Command Post; the Houston Space Center, and the
Pentagon, (19) All had been the recipients of press inquiries or were the
commands or civilian agencies under which the participants of the night's
various fruitless searches operated or were affiliated.

Perhaps the reason nothing appears in the USAF 662 Squadron's history
for Dec. 9, 1965, is because nothing out of the ordinary occurred. It is
unlikely that Air Force units have listed each and every wild goose chase
due to a mistaken UFO report in unit histories.

Civilian space[experts James Oberg and Curtis Peebles have suggested
(55) that the military may have been interested in recovering Soviet space
debris that night. iWhile possible, there seems to be no proof that units
with this mission actually were present at Kecksburg.

"Missing" UFOlogy - "Missing" history is now evidently a technique in
the PASU UFOlogical,tool kit. This reverse logic of "Government UFO
Conspiracy" enthusiasts who say that lack of any evidence must be proof of
nefarious U.S. Government scheming may well be an important, integral part
of their belief system. It may also be an easy way to avoid unwanted
disappointing conclusions; may fulfill certain emotional needs, or be just
plain fun. But it can never qualify as science or legitimate history.

More missing UFOlogy and a metamorphosis of Venus - The key Kecksburg
witness, Frances Kalp, gave a time of 4:45 P.M. for the abject and was
facing west, toward the firebal1„(19) The direction can be confirmed by
her report (57) that she saw a bright "four-pointed star" above trees and
to the left of the cloud. Venus was then at minus 4.3 magnitude and woUld
be'-at greatest brilliance on December 21.(58) Venus was at 44 degrees
eastern elongation from the Sun, and was visible in the west, south west at
19 degrees elevation (60). The Sun set eight minutes'after the fireball.

This mystery "star" was seen (57), "Through a lightly drizzling rain".
A look at any newspaper weather map for the day would have shown that the
skies over the Great Lakes, where the fireball seen by thousands occurred,
<-.<ere mainly clear because of a high pressure system. (59) A low pressure
!"ront was approaching from the south. The Associated Press predicted,
"Western Pennsylvahia'[wi11 have] considerable cloudiness this morning
becoming sunny this afternoon. Variable cloudiness tonight. Friday [Dec.
10] fair." A clear view of the fireball may have been possible.

Th_s sighting of,a brilliant star in the position of Venus, and the
"UFO" in the position of the Great Lakes fireball has never been addressed
in the quarter-century-lbng Kecksburg investigative marathon by leading
Pennsylvania UF01ogists. A close look at a drawing used with the Gordon's
1987 article may explain how this happened. A huge "four-pointed-star" is
shown to the left of a cloud rising from woods. Within the "star" is a
distinct oval form. Venus, described by the witness as a brilliant,
painted star, had taken on a disc-like "saucer" shape.

Th-.s immediately rang a bell with the author. A year and a half after
this 1.937 article I had discovered a similar PASU "metamorphosis" of an
eyewitness description of Venus when investigating an alleged UFO incident
near Ha'-risburg, PA. (46) The witness described an object, which he said had
at first looked like a distant airplane but appeared motionless in the sky,,
and like "burning magnesiurn", and "bluish white..so white", a textbook
description of Venus at greatest brilliance. Venus occupied the same
location in the'sky. Since the witness did not report two brilliant,
airplane-like objects in the same place the conclusion was obvious. But,
like the Kecksburg incident, no attempt seems to have been made to rule out
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nn astronomical object,. In the.. MUFON UFO Journal (45) the HarrisbQrq
m^;rJ,?«"m?na" ?iS"?'?d °Vai" "^ ^ a "hi"^ly POll5hed -iver-olorednubf *h "t ,1 x"vited/ePort on the incident - which MUFON refused to

FM_iL ': ^ r?lB thB5e mGt^°rphoses of eyewitness descriptionsby MUFON investigators play in the UFO phenomenon^ P
Armed mi 1itaj1y__Bej1s^rLner? - The, first of two witnesses who claim

public y to have seen the object on. the ground has stated that armld guards
were at the Kecksburg Fire Hall.(36) In the "Unsolved Mysteries^ 1™ !
convoy leaving the scene with the object was headed and fo lowed b
containing what appeared to be combat and riot contro^-equ, pped mU it^v

troonf;t ke'^buro Th"V"""!" P"bli*h** in 1965 described armedI rtJ™ 'fcksburg. The Pennsyl vani a.State Police would Have had their
s,3dearnir.. Put proponents of the "Unsolved Mysteries" version of 1LT'
^mVe^oVthe SU^X FY«-->—•"t- TneyZ^lVl^^^Tn^nem..moers of the USAF 662 Radar Squadron, or for that matter any militarv
s?nnlSTQnt 3J K9cksbur9 th** night, were armed. They havenot proceed asingle document or eyewitness who has publicly made these cl'aims.
• it s.rams credulity to believe that, while virtually every other 1*65
^ecksburg rumor m.de the news, this frightening aspect of the ivent could
have gone unnoticed or unreported for 25 years
~. f Ige-BCffiYZ ~ In addition to the local firemen, about 25 Pennsylvania
--hate Policemen with geiger counters and four (sic?) "radar -pCrts"
P"TT(6r "the ^ S"uad™. -re reported to have tl:ei in the
-'a her man al -S" nssi ^ed"'c- ^ ^r', "^ FirB Harsh'11. Carl^etz, andLn o ft\-md" ^h ° assistBd-(^57) The search reportedly lasted from 7 P.M.
^o - A. 1., and was resumed at dawn (47) by the State Police (15) '

One wire service report (43) mentions the "Army's 66^ Squadron"

^sequent wire service updates. If U.S. Army tronpi ™'uX

•^'iri^nt " claimert that «*»r. o-f the U.S. Navyuar_icj.pa,ed in the recovery and/or examination o-f the ob iert (19 35 Fral
This seems to have originated with Mrs. Kalp who said! "a Navy a'ficer •
"ob!M^hhrB SOOT aftBr 5he re"Drted ^e incident. 5.19, It .eemsmcstB- obable that someone from the Air Force's 662 Radar Sauadron call™ her
"?n*. ™V^1«'™ tHM "'n^ "SS fr°m thE N-y^T-a-n-onJmoIs "new"
hi. i\hVc°^^'& L^^nc^dlncrto-b^credi^e ^^J^

was 5^—--'^
nol made an appearanro in thi<=; d*-nrv te j-i,,-^ •_, , ,lci;='- 5a Tai ?
the Government to hid- the truth- tk»mlLthls' Bviden« for an attempt byNAQA^ - "+••,« r , tr,-H-n: (Remember, you saw it here first!)
th„ .n^hat^i!ght n^wefra T«tim?n? *rom P*^* directly involved, at
... NA^A h-^S fn'nr* in ii ^ lnformants> suggests that members ofA...1 ...had a par. in the recovery and/or examination of the

a

•'^k- •-.«»-? •
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object...",(35) Who are these witnesses and informants? In one dramatised
part, of the "Unsolved Mysteries" program a military figure making a phone
call from Lillian Hays' home is heard sayinq, "NASA, put them on
standby...". But, Mrs. Hays stated. "I have no idea who they telephoned"

Among the many unfounded reports a* "debris" that night was one from
Elyria, Ohio. Two young boys found 10 small "still warm" pieces of "metal"
the day after the fireball,. One had launched a search after he heard a
radio report about the fireball. The pieces weighed about 6 ounces, were
"metallic blue" with "gaseous-farmed babies an the outside" and resembling
clinkers" from a cdal furnace. They also had a "smoky smell". The boys
had turned the pieces over to their teacher., Robert Pierce, and school
Principal, Donald Shephard, of the Spring Valley School. According to a
report (25) efforts ,we-e being made to have the material analysed by
chemists and astronomers. They were to be sent to Werner Bromund,
professor of chemistry at Oberlin College? Lorain County (Ohio) Community
college; Case Institute of Technology, and to NASA's Lewis Laboratory.

Since no one seems to have witnessed the "fall" of the material the
only connection that can be proved between the material and the meteor is
that it was found in Ohio the day after the meteor was seen in the sky
The material appears on no list o-f North American meteorite falls, which
might be expected if any of the scientists sent samples had identified it
as such. NASA officials have statod repeatedly that no proven piece or
artifact from a UFO has ever come to their attention.(48) There has yet to
be any proven connection between Kecksburg and the Elyria material.
. Robert Barry says (40) that year*, ago he was told by Clark McClellan,

'•-<ho he .n?ys was an Assistant Launch Operations Manager at NASA's Kennedy
Space Center in Florida, that the Kecksburg UFO had been "tracked" by NASA,
a claim which is contradicted by statements made by a North American Air
Defense Command spokesman. (8, 1.2, 17)

News reports said that Gemini 7 astronauts Frank Barman and James
Level 1, whD were in orbit, "Did not spot the fireball". Gemini Control at
Houston reported the fireball was too far north to be seen by the crew.(31)
Could it be that this following of news reports of the fireball is what
McClellan meant when he said they were "tracking" the Kecksburg ob iecf*
This may be substantiated by Stan Gordon who told "Unsolved Mysteries" that
the Air Force report on the sighting investigation indicates that a request
for information or the inquiry came from NASA's Johnson Space Flight
Center, Houston, Tx „, which had commented in the press on the fireball.

Mr. Barry told his audience that McClellan said that when he "heard
about the Kecksburg search he contacted a friend in nearby Pittsburgh and
asked him to go there and check things' out. His unnamed friend couldn't
get close enough-, Presumably,, he was unable to get through the security
curtain thrown up by the tiny town's fire police,, One could assume that
•t-his would not have occurred had NASA been involved in the object's
recovery. This private, free-lance effort hardly contstitutes NASA
"involvement" in the 'examination and/or recovery" of the obiect.

Barry has also reported on his TV show, citing Stan Gordon 'as his
source, that a 1965 member of the Kecksburg Fire Company claims they had
been contacted by NASA before the UFO crashed and asked to keep the public
away from the area. This is contradicted by the original published reports
and eyewitness statements.(5,15)

It has also been reported (57) that witries^s&identified NASA '
personnel who landed at the Latrobe airport that night by their
"distinctive shoulder patches",. '-'iany USAF units wear unit patches. It is

^L£.^Jt.'.\. '.»•»)>.
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possible that these were the members of the USAF 662 Squadron who were
driven to the site, or pilots who may have flown them in. It is difficult
to imagine why anyone involved in a "top-secret" operation would slip into
town, wearing their distinctime NASA patches for. all to see.

•The "blue pulsating lights" *- now claimed to have been emitted by the
object (19,39) were described differently in 1965. The Pittsburgh Press
reported, then, that eight or nine people, including a State Policeman, had
seen a Vbright blue light" some distance away in the woods. (8) However, in
the Greensburg Tribune-Review'staff reporter Bob Gatty reported' talking^' r
directly, to seven witnesses, including-a State trooper, who described the
object as "three blue flashing lights". (5). Fireman Roy Howard said he,
"Saw several blue, flashes.'like an acetylene torch' close to the
ground". (29) Witness Jim Mays says it wasn't.like searcher's flashlights
or flashbulbs but was bright white like an electric welder's arc. (19)

The lights may have been the blue lights used by Pennsylvania
volunteer firemen and fire police who may have rushed into the area after
the initial search ended, although Mays should have recognized these.
"Television men with spotlights" may also have been responsible.(9)

A prank by teenagers - The Kecksburg Fire Chief, Edward '.Myers, says a
prank was responsi bl e. (34) He says that the area wouid be quiet and still
and then suddenly a group of bright flashes, would be seen. "-it was later-
found out that a young man admitted he EwasH in the nearby woods flashing
off flash bulbs. I can't name the boy because we never got a hql^d of him".

Stan Gordon evidently had better luck than.Kecksburg offiti-als in
identifying the source of the prank. In 1987 Gordon revealed H57) his good
fortune in speaking, many years after the event, to a man who said that he
was a teenager in 1965 and lived nearby. He confessed that he'and friends
ran through the woods flashing a camera strobe. From such tiny acorns (or
at least "acorn-shaped" UFOs) do mighty oaks grow! ?, -:

This prank by a young man might explain the. testimony £>f •the",second '-'--
public witness to the object on .the ground who claims to have been first on'
the scene, and to have watched for 15 minute's as -xbe UFO. ". ..wafe ^crackling "
and. arcing..!' • He said he fled and was not noticed/by7anyone. (49).^ ~.;- 1

Stan Gordon, however, assured readers that this hoax and jthe UFO crash
were two seperate events. He apparently believes that even though the
teenagers,were at the. location of. a crashed JJFO in the ravine, .instead of
excitedly telling their story to searchers, they had the incredible
presence of mind to create an attention-getting prank and then escape in
the darkness, keeping their secret for many years. Though MUFON's
Pennsylvania Director had worked closely with the NBC crew as their
principal local contact (34), this prank was not mentioned on the show,
which included eyewitnesses who described the UFO's "lights".

Pennsylvania officials, not the military, closed off the area - When a
State Trooper saw the .lights, according to witness Jim Mays, the
Pennsylvania State Police - not the U.£. Army - decided to close off the
area.(19) In a different version which Gordon attributes to a now deceased
local radio reporter, ttie Stale Fire Marshal Carl Metz ordered state police
not to let anyone into the Kecksburg woods when he saw the fleshes. (57)

New witnesses? hore than loo new witnesses to the 2965 fireball
£v<=r. Ls surfaced after the Sepi ember 1990 TV show was aired. (50) While most
car: bn assumed to ha-/e seen the -*irebalj m the sky, two cKtifr to have seen

ji; cr-.icct iii.c The-1 r'ecerr-'ncc en TV ai •;r ia, t-^'atter sc-n ;'-.F, 3. nr-ar Hrytcn,
Uhjc-. end Luc Ibat iie A, F F'. . ut-ef (~'< i) umuut:-,. Ohio. Bo.h •-r-vea.L ed t.neir r =-rii<_-<:.
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to UFO investigators via an "Unsolved Mysteries" hotline, but have'declined
to be publicly identified.

The first of the two Ohio witnesses claims to be a former Air Force
Officer who saw a truck with a tarpauline-covered object arrive at
Lockborne A.F.B. (50) According to another account (54) he claims that only
personnel with "Crypto" Ccodes] clearances were allowed near by guards with
"shoot to kill" orders. Gordon describes the second man is a "major

witness whose information would help confirm" the former officer's story.
The man claims that friends among truck drivers "followed" the top secret,
escorted convoy from Pennsylvania to Columbus, Oh., and that others they
knew fortuitously managed to identify the truck with its mysterious hidden
cargo as it went from Columbus to Dayton and Wright-Patterson A.F.B.

A "spaceship" with dead "bodies" inside! As the man's story unfolded
(54), the unlikely coincidences which placed this anonymous civilian near
the very center of the "Crypto Top Secret" alien spaceship retrieval
operation continued to pile up. The witness says he worked for a building
supply company and delivered special brick to entomb the object and its
dead occupants at the base. He entered a restriced building and saw the
object being worked on by two men in white suits. According to another
report (50),, he told Sharon Santus of the Greensburg Tribune-Review that
there were "10 to 15 men" trying to open the object. Later, "during the
rest of the day" questioned personnel and managed to learn the whole
"Crypto Top-Secret" story: the object was a "spaceship"; it contained at
least two "bodies", and "all attempts to get the object open had failed"
after using acetylene torches, a diamond head drill and acid. The witness
has even provided a map and has "pinpointed" the building where the object
was taken and entombed. According to Stan Gordon, another truck driver
present that day has "verified" this information.

In order to accept this story at face value, one must be willing to
accept each and every one of the following premises: 1) the security for
this top secret operation at Wright-Patterson A.F.B., location of the Air
Force's Foreign Technical Intelligence Division, was in the hands of.
complete incompetents, and 2) the unloading of 6,500 bricks from two flat-
beds took so long, that the driver got to hang around in the restriced area
•far -'the rest of the day" to "question" participants, and 3) personnel with
Crypto clearances were willing-to gossip about their work with an unknown,
civilian caught sneaking around the premises, and 4) the witness learned
later that, coincidentally, friends of his had followed the truck from
Pennsylvania the night of the incident, and 5) coincidentally> these
friends knew others who managed to track it on the rest of its journey, and
6) the people who told him these incredible stories could not possibly be
pulling his leg, and 7) the witness could not possibly be pulling our legs.

Shades af the "Hanger 1.8" leqpnd, the "Holy Grail" of Saucerdom?
A modest proposal; The witness should reveal his name, ana his

original verbatim statement, affidavit and the map to the treasure-site at
Wright-Patterson A.F.B. should be published prior to the signing of any
contract by those involved for book, television or movie rights.

Has the Kecksburg UFO undergone a metamorphosis? There are other
reasons to dnubt the validity of this new abject report. On August 1..
1990, a film crew was at Kecksburg filming the "Unsolved Mysteries"
segment, (36) A local man walked up and revealed publicly for the first
time that he' had been the -iirst person to find the conec-:, No one noticed,
though.; because' he said he fled t-'nen firemen approached. He became- the
second nubli'•.' ground eyewitness. The Dan said that he hid been in cortact
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with PASU/MUFOM investigator Stan Gordon for several years.(49) He told
Latrobe Bulletin reporter Jacqueline Shola that he didn't remember the
object exactly the way it was being depicted. "The actual object was
longer that the one they built...I was told that was done for
transportation reasons." Gordon (61) says the other Kecksburg ground
witness agrees.

The curious thing is that the object described as being seen at the
Ohio military base by the witnesses who called the "Unsolved Mysteries"
hotline resembles the object pictured on TV.(35,50) Stan Gordon disputes
this (61), saying that UFOlogist Leonard Stringfied has interviewed the
witness and that his object fits the Kecksburg "acorn", which was 10 feet
wide, 12 feet long and ha^d a raised "bumper" 8-10 inches wide at one end (a
ratio of roughly 14:1 to 18s1 for the length and "bumper"). The object
pictured on TV and the one reported at Wright-Patterson A.F.B. in Ohio and
pictured in a drawing (50) are both roughly "bell-shaped" with a ratio of
the total length to rim width of only about 3:1 and 5s1, respectively.

A description of the Ohio object by the witness published by the
Greensburg Tribune-Review (50) has it about 14 feet wide and 12 feet high,
an even closer match to the TV model. And on TV (19), the first Kecksburg
"ground" witness, James Romansky, described the object as, "about six,
seven, eight-foot (sic) around CandD every bit of eight, 10, 12-foot long."

These are "matching" descriptions only to those desperate for unsupported
eyewitness testimony to the reality of the alien spaceship myth.

Eyewitness credibility: two views. Gordon says (34) the local
doubters, such as Kecksburg's 1965 Fire Chief Edward Myers, "lack
credibility". Why? Because he says those who say the story is a hoax
waited until after the TV show was filmed. He stated that five were

interviewed by NBC, two of whom declined to go on camera. The Latrobe
Buileti n reported that Myers had not been contacted by the program's
producer during filming. It is not surprising that local residents of the
rural area were, at first, reluctant to publicly confront neighbors. Their
later signed petition to the show's producers and public statements to the
press should demonstate their sincerety. By comparison, UFO researchers
are evidently giving the accounts of "new" anonymous witnesses who have
told their stories only after watching the dramatic TV program much greater
weight. Is this because it fjits their flying saucer fantasy?.

Missing Photographs - No pictures of the Kecksburg "recovery

operations" or impact damage have ever appeared. According to accounts
"150" (8) or "hundreds" (19) of onlookers were present. Many rushed to the
scene hoping to see a downed airplane. (5)

Why have no snapshots by witnesses surfaced in the 25 years since the
exciting military "operation" in the Village that night? The mysterious
convoy; military occupation by armed troops of the firehall and at least
one home; the all-night search by scores of volunteers, and other key
events should at least have produceo enough interest from the curious for
just one picture. Why wasn't there a single snapshot taken of the downed
tree and scarred site? ""Didn't anyone come back to look, later?

If we were to employ the "missing" investigative techniques of PASA
investigators, we might conclude that the lack of any photographs must
point to a mysterious coverup. On the other hand, perhaps we can adopt the
conclusion of local folks who, according to Gordon (57) went tc the site
the next fr-orr, ing end decided that nothing s^paiF to tavr- rl" stu-bed the
"crash site", or their apparent assumption that nothing importc-nt en ouch
-'or a snapshot had happened.
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"Censorship", "reprisals" and a mysterious death? Stan Gordon says
(35) that a 1965 radio report, "Object in the Woods", prepared by the late
John Murphy of WHJB, Greensburg, was "censored". He also claims that, "The
local media quickly dropped the story". Four years ago Gordon (57) also
used the word "censorship" in an article about Kecksburg but went into more
detail. Witnesses who had been interviewed by WHJB were worried about
possible .unspecified "reprisals" from authorities. They called WHJB and
demanded that .their recorded comments not be used. An "edited" version was
aired a few days later. (See note 55)

Was this censorship? My dictionary (53) defines a censor as, "An
official who inspects printed matter or sometimes motion pictures with
power to suppress anything, objectionable." . _ . __'._.._

Gordon says that WHJB was "the primary news source in Westmoreland
County at the time".(57) The Greensburg Tribune-Review, a major daily
newspaper; the nearby Latrobe Bulletin, and a number of weekly papers also
were published. Pittsburgh television stations (KDKA-TV covered events in
Kecksburg that night), radio stations and two large daily papers also
covered Westmoreland County, the western part of which is considered
suburban Pittsburgh. Did WHJB become the "primary" news source because it
was the only one which still broadcast a credulous UFO tale days later?

The claim that local media quickly dropped the Kecksburg story is odd.
Ai recent article by Gordon in the MUFON UFO Journal (35) has as an
illustration the initial article in the Greensburg paper's early edition
(30), but not the three articles in the later City Edition (5,15,18) and
the next day's editorial (9) which detailed the paper's investigation of
the events and its finding that nothing much had actually happened.

Radio reporter John Murphy is supposed (57) to have been the one who
relayed Frances Kalp's "crash report" to the State Police, to have noticed
the presence of "Army" personnel at the State Police barracks, and to have
followed military "experts" when they arrived at the Latrobe Airport. He
is now sadly, and inconveniently, dead. Stan Gordon says that it is his
"understanding" that Murphy was killed by a hit-and-run driver while on
vacation in California, shortly after Gordon returned to him a tape of the
original "uncensored" program Murphy had lent him for "research" purposes.

Why were the circumstances of Murphy's death -relevant for inclusion in
Gordon's article-just -after the account- of his own-involvement in_the_
return of the tape? Was the purpose just to create a more exciting UFO
tale, or does he believe there is a connection between Murphy's death and
the "Object in the Woods" tape? If so, Stan Gordon could be in great
personal danger. Has he made a report, to the Attorney General of
California or to the Pennsylvania State Police about this possible lead in
the tragic death of John Murphy, a man he personally knew? When he
rpyogjBcj this -Cdhhection in a 5,800-word article in a nat ional 1y-circul ated
publication (57) perhaps he assumed that his duty as a citizen had ended.

On the other hand, Mr. Gordon may simply have an opinion similar to
that of the author of this report: that the chance of there being any
connection between these two events is about as remote as the chance that a
spaceship from 61 Cygni - or anyplace else - would crash into a gully in
P-r:nn?w] vania only a few miles from his home.

Conclusion - One UFO investigator, Leonard Stringfield, says he
believes the Kecksburg case is "just behind Roswell (Mew Mexico,. 1947) as
the most significant UFO retrieval case in history"., One wonders whether
this opinion is due to the fact that Stringfield, author of Situation Red;
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The UFO Siege (Doubleday, 1977), has been interviewing one of the mystery
witnesses.(50) Is a book in the works to follow the TV program?

"The Kecksburg Case is a major event," MUFON's state director Gordon
proclaims (35) and is, "one of the most important cases in UFO
history"(54) . An objective, unemotional, comprehensive review of the 1965
events suggests that is just where it should best, remain - as a part of UFO
history - as an old, solved mystery.
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Mr. Keyin Randle

PO Box: 264

Maridh IA 52302

Dear
I

Ml-, Randles

329 South Front Street

Harrisburg PA 17104

August 13, 1991

I was very interested to read your article about the Kecksburg
"UFO Crash" in the June/July UFO Universe. Please find enclosed the
report of my investigation into this incident. I have a number of
questions about some things in your article which I find puzzling:

Question #1 - Who is Robert Bitner? Edward Myers was the Fire
Chief in 1-965 but says his men searched for hours and found nothing.
What are the dates of Bitner's service as Chief of the Kecksburg Fire
Company? What exactly was Mr. Bitner's role in the 1965 events? Was
he an eyewitness to the truck with the tarp?

Question #2-1 understand that it was the ML. Pleasant Auxiliary
(fire) Police, not the "military", who physically blacked roads in the
area, -under orders of the Pennsylvania State Fire Marshal, Carl Metz,
and the State Police, and that this was done because of the crowds in
order to keep roads clear in case of a fire. Exactly who are the
eyewitnesses to the military having "sealed off" the area?

Question #3 - When you write that, "armed men moved in to secure
the hollow where the object had landed", is this episode seperate from
the sealing off of the area, as discussed in question #2? Who were
the ar med men Who are the eyewitnesses to this?

Gluestion #4 - You state that, "The military began to infiltrate
and ordered the firefighters out of the area." What, exactly, was the
military "infiltrating"? Are you suggesting that an'armed military
operation was launched against the fire police? Was there any
resistance? Who are the eyewitnesses to this?

Question #5 - You state that Lt. Steven Paquette was in
Massacjhussetts when alerted, leaving the impression that he went to
Kecksburg. Reports of a fireball were also received in that state.
What is the evidence that Paquette was anywhere but Massachussetts?

Question #6 - You state that, "Within twenty-four hours, the
military presence was gone but their orders were still being obeyed,"
and later that a Pennsylvania State Trooper assigned to Mrs. Kalp was,

"apparently taking his orders from the military". I assume that you
can support this statement by citing those orders? Who gave them and
who obeyed them? Please be as precise as you can, with examples.

you state that, "The Air Force and the State Police
off the woods" to search for meteors or meteorites (I am

never cordon

not sure
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which you meant). Do you agree that searchers first entered the woods
lookinb for a "downed airplane"? Do you also agree that the military
checked the possibility that a racket or orbital debris was involved?
Do you; also agree that at least one military participant, is supposed
to have said that a "Gemini capsule" was involved? (This clearly did
not happen but two Gemini capsules were in orbit at the time.) And,
do you also agree that a document shows that USAF personnel were to go
to Kecjksburg and pick up something which hctd landed and caused a fire?

Question #7 •- Do you believe that personnel of the U.S. Air
Force,j Pennsylvania State Police or the Pennsylvania State Fire
Marshajll would or would not close an area to the public if they
believed that an airplane had crashed there or that reentering
spacecraft debris or a rocket had come down and started a fire? If

you da not think, they would have done so, please cite as many examples
as you can find.

Question #8 - Did the announcement by the military that the
object was a meteor or meteorite precede or follow the search?

According to Sheriff Kenneth A. Parks material similar to the
Lapeer, Michigan, "foil" had been found at the same location two years
previously. He stated that he had no reason to link it to the 1965
fireball. The history of UFOs is replete with claims for physical
"evidence" which have turned out to.be false, unprovable or "lost".

Question #9 - Can you cite any tests or reports that prove a. link
between any material found in 1965 and the fireball?

i
Question #10 - You state that an alien spacecraft seems to be

the bejst explanation for the Kecksburg incident, yet you did not cite
any evidence for this in your article. What are your reasons for
reaching this conclusion?

!
Gtuestion #11 - If, as you claim, an alien spacecraft is the best

explanation, how does the document identifying the Michigan foil as
the kind dropped by aircraft support this theory? Please be specific.

Comment #1 - You mention a "confidential report" to NICAP from
Ivan T. Sanderson about the Kecksburg sighting., I assume that you are
referring to Sanderson's letter of 12 Dec,, 1965, to which was attached
a copy of his four-page manuscript, "The Abominable Space Thing".
These are in the old NICAP files at CUFOS.

This was not a confidential report to NICAP, but a carbon copy of
a manuscript he was submitting to the North American Newspaper
Alliance, later picked up and published by FATE magazine. "Not for
release" was on page one of the manuscript. The? letter sent it to
NICAP's Richard Hall, "for your info and files but not. for release as
it is for NANA." The "Confidential" on the letter may have related to
the remainder of its contents which discussed Washington UFO politics
including details of a "sordid" story, not related to Kecksburg, which
he was "politely but firmly asked not to publish yet" after he had
gotten it on tape.
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Comment #2 - You dismiss the statements made to the press at the
time by astronomers "who didn't see it", but. give great credence to
the article by Sanderson, "a highly regarded investigator". Sanderson
didn't see it, either, as far as I know; his calculations of speed
were grossly in error, and his directions were wrong. Sanderson
concluded that the object's speed was in the range of 16 1/2 miles per
hour, when all of his speeds should have clearly refered to miles per
minute. You say that, "even if his calculations were off by a facter
of ten..." Of course they were actually off by a factor of 60.

At Sanderson's rate, assuming reports of its time in Michigan
were correct, the object would have reached Kecksburg sometime around
8:30 P.M., Friday, Dec. 10, more than 27 hours later! "rhis could have
explained the remarkeable UFOlogical ability of this object to make a
25-degree turn on a dime - it was racing at the speed of a bicyclist!

A line drawn on a real map (such as the U.S.G.S.. 1:1 million
International Map of the World) instead of Sanderson's hand-sketch
would have shown that a path from Lapeer, Michigan, to Elyria, Ohio,
would be at an azimuth of 152 degrees, and from Elyria to Kecksburg,
Pennsylvania, would be at an azimuth of 120 degrees, a difference of
32 degrees, not 25 as Sanderson claimed. If an object used
Sanderson's path and speed it would have passed no closer than 26
miles to the south of Kecksburg more than a day later!

Comment #3 - You attribute a statement to Dr. Nicholas Wagman of
Allegheny Observatory that the object, wasn't a Geminid (meteor)
"because Geminid meteorites are not very bright". Presumably, you use
this to suggest that, the fireball couldn't have been a meteor or
meteorite (Wagman at least, knew the difference). You did not continue
Wagman's statement which indicated that an object as bright as the
fireball probably was a sporadic meteor, not a Geminid. Was this
partial quotation an oversight on the part of you or an editor'?

Question #12 - You wrote that Sanderson, "said that he had
interviewed a number af witnesses". Can you point to a place in the
documents where Sanderson made this claim? In fact, he said that he
was, "on the phone to ...State Police desks,, and gleaned some further
information from AP and UPI..." He die not use quotation marks in the
article for the two claims he attributed to witnesses, both of which
seem to have come directly from wire service copy.

I am very interested in receiving your responses to my comments
and to my report.

Sincerely,

Robert R. Young
report enclosed



ffices, policedepartments and news
ledia were jammed ascallers report-
il the sighting.
About 6:30 p.m. Mrs. Arnold Kalp

illed radio station WHBJ in Greens-
org, PA where she talked to John
lurphy. She told him that the object
f the fireball had crashed into the
roods near her home. Her children
«d wanted to walk down to where
er son said he'd seen, "a star on
ire." At first she gave permission,
at then decided against it, following
hem and calling them back.
Mrs. Kalp caught the children

bout half a mile from the crash site.
Ihere was smokeclimbing out of the
fees, and there was a bright object
iff to one side. Kalp said that it was
lie "a four pointed star."
Murphy thanked her for the infor-

aalion and then called Troop A of
be Pennsylvania State Police, giving
bem the information.
Within the minutes, the State

•olice tried to call Kalp but her
hone was busy. The operator broke
land advised Kalp that she had an
mergency call from the police.
Kalp agreed to meet the police in

earby Kecksburg and lead them to
le crash site. While she was driving
tto Kecksburg, the County Emerg-
ncy Center had been activated and
k volunteer fire fighters were
arching the woods.
John Murphy, sensing a good

lory, drove down to the Kecksburg
tea. He was there when two State
blice cars and Mrs. Kalp arrived. He
ho sawthe fire marshall, in the corn-
any of a state investigator, walk in
line woodscarrying a geiger count-
'•• The two men returned about fif-
«n minutes later. When Murphy
uestioned the fire marshall, he was
ild, "You'll have to talk to my law-
ir."

urphy learned there was
-going to be a press confer-

tce held at the Kecksburg Volunteer
ire Department when the military
rrived. When Murphy pulled in, he
>und that Air Force and Army of-
cers were already there. Before he

talked to the military, Murphy found
Captain Joseph Dussia of the Penn
sylvania State Police and asked if
Dussia could tell himanything, "off
the record."

Dussia responded, saying, "The
Pennsylvania State Police have made
a thorough search of the woods and
are convinced thereis nothing there."

Although therewas nothing in the
woods, Murphy learned that the mil
itary still wanted to go out. He ask
ed if he could tag along and the fire
marshall told him that no one cared
as long as Captain Dussia had no ob
jections.

Those curious who had got
ten close to the crash site
saw a military flatbed truck
arrive. Several hours later
others reported it leaving the
area at a high rate of speed.
It carried something that was
covered by a tarp and was
escorted front and rear by
other military vehicles.

It was becoming obvious that the
military was taking over. They had
commandeered the volunteer fire de-
partmetn building, had brought in
maps and radios, and armed guards
were posted.

Back out near the crash site, Mur
phy, along with the fire marshall and
the military started down into the
woods but before they had gotten
very far, Murphy was stopped. He
was not to accompany them into the
woods.

With the radio reporting that
something had landed in the woods,
the few dirt roads leading toward the
crash site were soon choked with
cars. A few managed to drive close
to the impact area and saw that the
State Police had cordoned off a sec
tionof thewoods. News media, both
radio and television were broadcast
ing from closeto the site. A number
of them were talking about an un
identified flying objectcrash in West
moreland County. None of the re
porters were allowed to enter the
woods.
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There were, however, others who
did. Stan Gordon, of the Pennsyl
vania Association for the Study of
the Unexplained (PASU) said that
he'd interviewed a fire fighter who
had gotten deep into the woods be
fore the military sealed off the area.
In fact, according to Gordon, the
man got down to the stream bed
where the object— not a meteor! -r-
had first touched down. It cut a fur
row in the stream bed and came to
rest inahollow where it was partially
concealed. From the roads leading in
to the area, it wouldbe impossible to
see.

Gordon's source got down closer
to it. He saw that it was acorn
shaped, nine to twelve feet in
diameter, and had a gold band
around it with writing on it. The
writing wasdescribed as like "ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphics." But then,
more importantly, he said that there
were characters of broken and
straight lines, dots, rectangles and
circles.

The military began to infiltrateand
ordered the fire fighters out of the
area. Armed men moved in to secure
the hollow where theobject hadland
ed. No civilians were allowed to ap
proach.

Those curious who had gotten
close to the crash site saw amilitary
flatbed truck arrive. Several hours
later others reported it leaving the
area at a high rate of speed. It car
ried something that was covered by
a tarp and was escorted front and
rear by other military vehicles. Rob
ert L. Bitner, chief of the Kecksburg
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Fire Department said the truck with
the tarp left about ten or ten-thirty.

Shortly after the truck disappear
ed, the military men who had been in
the woods began lo leave. Word was
circulated that the suspected plane
crash was a meteorite. The object
that had come down was extraterres

trial, it just happened to be of natural
origin.

he next day the newspapers
were filled with the story of

the fireball that had caused so much

trouble in the eastern United States.

There were pictures of two teenage
boys displaying rocks they had recov
ered. The newspaper identified the
rocks as part of the meteorite.

From Michigan came pictures of
police officers holding up bits of
metal that looked like thin, short
strips of aluminum foil: Air Force
spokesman wrote that off as chaff
from Air Force planes participating
in an exercise.

Lanny Tolly, a deputy in the
Lapeer (Michigan) County Sheriff's
Department said that he found

the fireball passed overhead.
Near Elyria, twenty miles west of

Cleveland, Ohio, fire fighters were
called to extinguish fires started as
debris from the fireball hit the
ground. Mrs. Ralph Richards said
she saw a fiery object about the size
of a volleyball fall among some trees
just before the fires started.

Firefighters who responded to her
calls said they had no trouble with the
ten or twelve small grass fires start
ed. They reported finding nothing
that could have caused the fires.

Near Livonia, Michigan, two boys
discovered what they believed were
"chunks of the meteor." Larry Jones
and Brian Parent, both eleven, saw
the object. "I looked up and saw a
streak of red shoot through the air,"
Parent said.

Parent thought the object landed
in a vacant field. Searching with
Jones, he found a slightly smoking
rock embedded in the ground. Par-.
ent was wearing leather gloves and
was able to pick up several of the
stones.

Both boys were photographed by
the newspaper holding a stone on a
piece of paper. They were quoted as
saying, "If anyone asks us for them
for testing, they can have them." Ap
parently the Air Force decided that
tests were not necessary because no
one asked.

Project Blue Book files also show
that a picture of the object had been
taken. In one of the "memos for the
record," it is claimed that a photo
grapher from Royal Oaks "was able
to take a picture... He also told by
Dr. (?) that a search was made in (an)
attempt to recover the object." The
Blue Book file does not explain what
happened to the photograph or if it
was ever submitted to Blue Book for
analysis.

H oast Guard officials in Wind-
^w^sor, Ontario, Canada, re
ported that a flying object had ex
ploded over Detroit. Pilots in the area '
reported the flash and shock waves
from it.

And the BOSTON RECORD AM

ERICAN reported that "Army, ,
Police Seal Ofr Woods Fn UFO
Probe." A spokesman said that a
"team of radar experts from the 662
Radar Squadron here said, 'We don't
know what we have yet.'"

Other newspapers carried nothing

several handfuls of a foil-like sub
stance in the woods where witnesses
had reported something had come
down. Analysis revealed that it was
a common variety of household
aluminum foil.

Project Blue Book records show
that some called the Air Force to re
port the material. Rather than silver,
that report claims the material was
gold in color, about one inch long
and a sixteenth of an inch wide.

On December, 28, 1965, Eric T.
Jonckhiere, the Air Force Deputy for
Technology and Subsystems at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
wrote to Lapeer Sheriff Kenneth A.
Parks, telling him that the material
submitted was nothing more than
radar chaff. According to the letter,
"This material is dropped by aircraft
to confuse radar complexes when
participating in interdiction exercises.
'Chaff can travel for many miles, de
pending on wind currents and wind
velocities."

The Air Force officers also made
it clear they believed that it was a co
incidence that the chaff began rain
ing on Lapeer County nbout (he time



• .otlici ihan the feporls of (he fireball
seen by thousands. Dr. William P.
Bidclman, an astronomer at the Uni-
vi'isily of Michigan was quoted in
dozens of newspapers. "It was un
doubtedly a fitclull," he said.

Ilidclman, who didn't see it, was
joined by other astronomers who
didn't see it. In New York, Dr. Fred
('. Iless, associateastronomer at the
Uaydcn Planetarium said that it was
undoubtedly a large meteor which
blew up scallering fragments.

Dr. Nicholas Wagman, an astron
omer in the Allegheny Observatory
said that it was not a Geminid be
cause Geminid meteorites are not
very bright.

And the Air Force said lhal it was
not an aircraft or missile and lhal all
space debris was accounted for. To
all of ihem it meant that whatever it
»as, it had to be a meteorite.

Other witnesses to the event began
locome forward. Some or them des
cribed the flight of theobject, others
described Hie scene in Kecksbuig.
Both groups added to the data being
cii culatcd.

Onewitness said thai the object, as
it came down, was engulfed in
flames. Although there was very lit
tle smoke, the flames were bright
orange, yellow and white. A few
lieaid a rumbling sound which (he
astronomers explained was a com
mon occurrence wild a large, bright
meteor.

The late Ivan T. Sandeison, a high
ly icgardcd investigator, in a confi
dential repon to Hie National Inves
tigations Committee on Aerial Phen
omenon, said that he had interview
ed a number of witnesses and then
calculated the speed of the fireball.
Accoiding to Sanderson, il was trav
eling at a little over a thousand miles
an hour, much loo slow for even the
slowest or meteors. And even il San
derson's calculations were (>rr by a
factor or len, the object still would
have been Hying seventeen thousand
miles an hout slower than the slow
est speed ever recorded for a meteor.

Pan of the Stale Police failure lo
locate anything was confirmedby Dr.
Kobcrt Murray and a couple or his
students inlcresied in UFOs. When
iliey heard the reports on the radio,
iliey lefi college about ten p.m., driv
inginto Hie Kecksbuig area. Accord
ing to them, when Ihey arrived, about
'our in the morning, there was no
thing to see. No military around the

mi

Kecksburg volunteer fire department,
no sightseers on the roads, and no
evidence of a crash anywhere. They
finally gave up and returned to the
college.

But there were hints of something
going on behind the scenes. Even if
the eyewitness accounts ora military
presence were discounted and (he re
port or a fiatbed truck under escort
leaving at high speed was ignored,
something could be documented.

The original teletype messages or
the news services prove that. The
search, according to the documents,
got under way after seven Kecksburg
residents reported the smoldering ob
ject crash to Earth.

"There's definitely something
down there," said a State Trooper
who, according to the teletype, saw
a light partially hidden by the trees.

The most interesting report came
from Lieutenant Steven Paquette,

Stan Gordon interviewed a
family who said their home
was invaded by Air Force
ofHcers who were armed and
who were wearing rubber
gloves. The family reported
ihey had seen a large truck
driven in close to the crash
site and that something was
loaded on it.

who said lhal he had been oidered to
participate in the search. Paquette
said, "From what I've heard, the Air
Force Department in Washington is
supposed to release something in the
morning."

And, there were others who report
ed armed military men. Stan Gordon
interviewed a family who said their
home was invaded by Air Force of
ficers who were armed and who were
wearing rubber gloves. The family re
ported ihey had seen a large truck
driven in close lo the crash site and
thai something was loaded on it.
That, or course, confirmed the stories
told by the sightseers.

But more importantly, the family
reported the military men were wear
ing blue ratigues and blue bciels. Len
Stringfield, a UFO researcher who
specializes in stories or UFO crash re
trievals, has written about the "Blue
Berets." These are men assigned to
special learns whose fimction is ap
parently geared to UFO retrievals.

'•••»» !«p-t»
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roject Blue Book files do con
firm that military men were in

the area. According to a hand writ
ten log, Major Livers, Detroit Air
Defense Secior, received reports from
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Penn
sylvania. Livers called "Major Hec
tor Quintanilla (Project Blue Book
commander) for his advice and assist
ance. He came to the base and called
Major Liver. A further call was made
to the Oakdale Radar Site in Penn
sylvania. A three man team has been
dispatched to Acme (Kecksburg) to
investigate and pick up anobjectthat
started a fire."

Other records from Blue Book say
that "Lieutenant Cashman said that
the search ended at about 0200. They
searched with the Slate Police. They
could not find anything. They do not
plan on going out again. The news
media, etc. stopped calling about 1
o'clock."

All this meant that the peoplewho
claimed to have seen military men at
the site were cued. Although Blue
Book talks about a three man team,
probably from the Oakdale Radar
Site, being dispatched, there were ap
parently others from other areas in
volved. Lieutenant Paquette, for ex
ample, was in Massachusetts when he
was alerted.

The quickresponse by the military,
the radar site that seemed to have
tracked the object, and the issuing of
press statements about the bolide sug
gest a coordinated effort by the mili
tary. It seems that the Air force
knew, before they arrived, that they
had something extraordinary.

Meteors enter the atmosphere on
a daily basis. Few or them are large
enough to light up the sky and fewer
still reach the ground before they
burn up. Air Force spokesmen often
claim that meteors don't showup on
radar though the ionized trail they
leave do. With modem radars that
can be set to discriminate between
natural and manufactured objects,
that can be set to detect rain showers
and thunderstorms, or to see and
track objects in orbit, it is likelythat
NORAD in ColoradoSprings, aswell
as the operators in Oakdale knew
what they were tracking. They would
never have seen the meteorite.

Within two houis or the impact,
the military had arrived in surficient
force to take over the fire depart-
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Continued from pnRMIl

nient. They had brought in radios,
Itelephones, and other equipment.
[And, they were making preparations
to enter the woods, though the State
Police claimed there was nothing to
be seen.

j Within five hours ofthe impact, a
Iflatbed truck with atarp covering its
icargo was seen leaving the area.
'Local residents reported military men
;in blue fatigues and berets, wearing
isidearms and gloves retrieved other
:material. That too, was taken out of
the area under cover and under
guard.

' Within eleven hours of the impact,
,lhe military presence was no longer
[visible. By the time Murray and his
students arrived, the town was quiet

;and everyone had gone home. Al
though they drove some of the back
!roads they saw no sightseers, no mil
itary, or State Police.
i Within twenty-four hours, the mil
itary presence was gone but their or-
Iders werestill beingobeyed. Kalp and
!her children were under bombard-
•ment by the news media for inter-,
views but military officers had al
ready talked to her. Although the
military was telling most people that

;a meteorite had hit the ground, one
man told Kalp it was a Gemini space
craft that had somehow "been expell
ed in the area."
1 Kalp was assigned a State Troop-
!er, apparently taking his orders from
•the military. His assignment was lo
jhelp with the press interviews. Kalp
(old Stan Gordon that she was in
structed to answer all the questions
lunlcss the trooper tugged on her arm.
He would answer them.
i Kalp also reported that a State
Trooper sat outside her house for a*
fweek, watching. Daily, he would ask
jher if she'd learned anything new.
i John Murphy put together a news
Special containing interviews with a
.number of witnesses including Kalp.
'Just before the program was to be
aired, all the witnesses called and told
^Murphy they didn't want their
names, or their voices, broadcast.
•Without the authentication of his
Mory the interviews would have pro
vided, the report was less believable.
Murphy hinted that someone had put
pressure on the witnesses not to talk
about what they'd seen.
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But, within a week, the incident,
outside of the Kecksburg area had
been forgotten. Hundreds of news
papers had carried the Air Force ex
planation. Each had dutifully report
ed the opinions of experts who had
not seen the object or who had not
interviewed the witnesses. Based sole
ly on the reports from the military,
they had made up their minds. It was
a meteor.

roject Blue Book files hinted
at something much more ex

traordinary. There were reports of
debris, there were hundreds of wit
nesses, and there were photographs
available, but in the end, the Air
Force labeled the sighting "a
meteor."

Eachday, thousands of meteorites
hit the atmosphere. On a clear night
a patient observer will see a half
dozen meteors. The Air Force and
the State Police never cordon off the
woods in a search for them. The ef
fort expended by the police and the
military seem extraordinary and that
leads to a series of questions.

What was so extraordinary that the

military responded so quickly? What
was so extraordinary that the State
Police felt compelled to break Into a
phone conversation that Kalp was
having with a neighbor? Why the ex
traordinary response by the military?
They could have waited for the State
Police report before sending in troops
and equipment.

More than twenty years later the
answers still have not been found. It
is obvious that whatever landed near
Kecksburg, it wasn't a meteor. The
Air Force ruled out aircraft, missiles
and space debris. The State Police
made it clear that it was not an air
craft accident.

That doesn't leave much in the way
of answers. There are those who be
lieve that some kind of an alien space
craft came down that night. As it
stands now, that seems to be the best
explanation. O
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329 S. Front Street.

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17104

August 19, 1991

Dear Kevin Randle:

Thank you very much -for calling last night; I enjoyed our
conversation about the Kecksburg and Roswell events.

I was relieved to learn that your UFQ Universe article was
written two years ago and that most o-f your in-formation from the
Kecksburg -folks came via Stan Gordon,, We can only assume that at
that titne in'his 24~year-3rong investigation Stan did not yet know
that Robert Bitner was not the real 1965 Kecksburg Fire Chief.
At your suggestion, I am sending my Aug. 13 list of questions to
Stan to see i-F he can help sort out the puzzlers.

Also interested to learn that you no longer think that the
four UFQ "landings" mentioned to you by a general officer include
Kecksburg because Kecksburg was a crash.

Your information from Blue Book files that Lt. Paquette
seems to have been in Massachussetts and that there is no

evidence he was sent to Kecksburg -fits. The Blue Book people
probably called all around to bases nearest the reports carried
by wire services for more information.

I am glad that you agree with me that it doesn't look as if
the Lapeer, Michigan, or Elyria, Ohio, materials have any proven
connection with the fireball. Enclosed is my clipping from the
NICAP file at CUFOS which quotes Sheriff Parks about the "foil"
being found at the same spot two years earlier (Denver Post, Dec.
10, 1965, p. 1) and that he didn't know if the material had any
connection to the fireball (Meadvilie (Pa.) Tribune, Dec. 10,
1965, p. 2.

Lincoln LaPaz may very well have used the term "meteorite"
in reference to an object in the air; you've seen the reference
and I haven't. But, you ought to check to see if the term used
wasn't "meteoroid". Astronomical usage is that a "meteoroid" is
the object in space which enters the atmosphere, "meteor" is the
visual or radio phenomenon in the atmosphere and "meteorite" is
the stone which reaches the Earth. Among the public and press,
though, confusion reigns.

If LaPaz said that finding meteorites was "easy", I would
not take his words too literally. I know people who have tried
for many years without luck. Perhaps with many good reports it
wasn't so hard to a world expert operating in the New Mexico
desert, but over the wooded mountains of Pennsylvania in winter,
Lake Erie or over snow-covered terrain, like on Dec. 9, 1965, it

Continued,
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would under no circumstances be "easy". Until thousands of
meteorites were found in the blue ice fields of Antarctica in

recent years, there were only about 2,000 meteorites knowrn to
exist from thoughout history (this excludes Tektites), even
though thousands probably arrive on the Earth daily.

If you are putting forth the argument that because no
meteorites were found (something which is supposed to be "easy"),
this means that the fireball must have been something else, it is
an argument which will not stand up to any meteor experts. First
of all, the fireball seems to have broken up over water, and in
the""second case" one cartnot-prove a negative, anyway. . .._.

Your having only a partial Dec. 10, 1965, quote from
Nicholas Wagman explains my comment #3. Enclosed is the complete
quote from the front page of the City Edition of the Dec. 10,
1965, Greensburg Tribune, which also includes the newspaper's
report that nothing at all was found. Also included is a copy of
the paper's editorial the next day. I am surprised that Stan
didn't provide you with these key articles. Without them, one
gets an incomplete picture of what happened. This also gaes for
the February, 1966, Sky & Telescope article, which Stan must have
used for the opening of his 1987 Pursuit piece. If you cannot
find it in the library, let me know, and I will send you a- copy.

Thank you for your offer to send me the 19B5 article by
David Lester from the Tribune which quotes Bitner as "1965 Fire
Chief". It will help to take the tale's origin back a couple
more years. The list of about 75 witnesses to the events that
you have would also help me sort things out. I am also sending
you a copy of the petition to "Unsolved Mysteries" by local
residents, which went unanswered, as well as several clippings in
local papers about their views.

I was also interested to note that your article used a model
"flying saucer" as an illustration and that you said you use this
term when referring to (in my view - hypothetical) ET craft.
That's my policy, too.

Thanks, again, for your call and information,

Robert R. Young
End .

ccs Stan Gordon

cufc?5



Mr. Kevin Randle

P0 Box 264

Marion IA 52302

Dear Mr. Randies

329 S. Front Street

Harrisburg PA 17104

September 6, 1991

Thank you very much for the Blue Book and other material you
sent on Kecksburg. Some of the papers may have become misplaced.
The document about Lt. Paquette and the list of witnesses you
compiled were not in the envelope.

If Stan sends his reaction to my questions your way, I would
be very interested to see them.

There were three things that I noticed when reading the Blue
Book documents relative to the statement in your article that a
photograph of the object -found by the boys at Livonia seems to be
missing:

1. The Feb. 1966 Sky %>. Tel article was in the Blue Book

file (p. 18). It included one of the Champine
pictures (45 seconds after the fireball) although
the copy is very poor.

2. The "MEMO FOR THE RECORD 10 December 1965" (p. 11)
seems to refer to the Champine photos. Although
the names are blacked out, the number of spaces fits
"Mr Champine" and "Mrs Champine".

3. The "MEMO FOR THE RECORD 10 December 1965" (p. 9)
refers to the "Royal Oaks" (sic) photographer and
also apparently refers to Mr. Champine. The search that
was made to recover the object ended at "0200" and seems

to refer to the Kecksburg, not Livonia, search.

4. The "MEMO FOR THE RECORD 10 December 1965" (p. 5)
refers to someone from Detriot (Royal Oak is a
northern suburb of the city). The blacked out
spaces could also fit "Mr Champine" or "Mr R.
Champine". Although it states that the call was in
regards to "the picture of the meteor which landed
in Acme, Pennsylvania", it clearly refers to the
direction of something seen in the air ("105
degrees magnetic. It came down to about 25

Continued...
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degrees") which could fit the seeming height of the
Champine cloud above the horizon.

From this I conclude that the memos seem to have referred to

the Champine pictures, not a picture of the Livonia object.

You concluded in your article that the Blue Book -files hint
at something much more extraordinary than the Air Force
conclusion of a meteor, and that even though there were
photographs, in the end the Air Force labelled the object a
meteor. The Champine photo published in Sky 8< Telescope is of a
bright train in the sky, which looks like a classic meteor train.
To my knowledge, bright trains lasting 20 minutes are not
characteristic of the claims for UFOs.

Thanks, again, -for your help.

Sincerely,

Robert R. Young



329 South Front Street

Harrisburg PA 17104

September 17, 1991

Mr. Kevin Randle

P0 Box 264

Marion IA 52302

Dear Kevin Randies

Just received your Roswell book. I have not had time to
read it all but I noticed that you discuss Kecksburg in
Appendix Bs The UFO Crashes.

You state on page 257 that Mrs. Arnold Kalp, "saw something
slam into the woods near her home", but in your recent article in
the June/July 1991 UFQ Universe you wrote that, according to
Mrs. Kalp, her children wanted to go down to where her son had
seen "a star on fire", and that she later saw "smoke".

In your notes to the book you cite a December 10, 1965,
interview with her. Since no other reference was given one might
conclude that this was an interview by the authors, but I assume

that this was not so.

What is the source for this interview?

About five hours after the fireball, around 10 P.M. December
9, 1965, Mrs. Kalp told Bob Gatty of the Greensburg Tribune-
Revi ew that her eight-year-old son, Nevin, had been the one to
see it, and that she had seen only "smoke" in the sky. (City
Edition, December 10, 1965, p. 1). When she was interviewed on
the recent "Unsolved Mysteries" telecasts there was no mention of
her having seen the object "crash", only an interview with her
son, Nevin.

In 1965 Frances Kalp had been, at
seen the object crash (early County Edi
10, 1965, p. 1). But reporter Bob Gatt
unavailable to talk Thursday night and
interview her. This, or a similar star
up by UPI and appeared under a Thursday
dateline in the New York Times the next

however, such as that in the later Coun
(mentioned above), and in the Dec. 10 P
afternoon paper, do not repeat the clai

first, reported to have
tion, Tr ibune-Revi ew, Dec.
y stated that she was
that he had been unable to

y, was apparently picked
December 9, 1965,

day. Later accounts,
ty Edition of the Tribune
ittsburqh Press, an

m that she saw the crash.

cc: Donald R. Schmitt

Mark Rodeghier U-"

Sincerely,

Robert R. Young



Mr. Kevin Randle

PO Box 264

Marion IA 52302

Dear Kevin Randies

329 South Front Street

Harrisburg PA 17104

October 2, 1991

Please see the enclosed regarding your claim that
Frances Kalp saw the "UFO crash" at Kecksburg in 1965.

The map is an enlargement of the scene of festivities,
part of the U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute topographic map, Mammoth
Quadrangle, Pennsylvania (1967). Also enclosed is a diagram
I have made regarding the elevation of the "site".

The highest point of the site (the south end of the
gulley) is about 200 feet lower than the ground level of a
wooded hilltop, which is, itself, about 50 feet higher than
Kalp's location. The tops of the "20-foot" trees which were
alleged to have been knocked down would thus be about 180
feet lower than the hilltop ground level, itself covered
with trees. The lower end of the gulley (north) is 320 feet
lower than the hilltop ground.

As you can see, it was not possible for Mrs. Kalp to
see the site of the "crash" from her location. I am really
intrigued to know the source of this interview.

Sincerely,

Encl

cc: Schmitt

Rodegh^r

Robert R. Young

X^
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329 South Front Street

Harrisburg PA 17104

November 11, 1993

Mr. Mark Rodeghier
Research Director

J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies
2457 West Peterson Ave.

Chicago IL 60659

Dear Mark Rodeghiers

Enclosed is a copy of an article I have submitted to
the IUR for your files on the 12/9/65 Keckburg, Pa.,, Crash
and the 1954 Columbus, Ohio, crash.

Note that the Ohio stories seem to trace their ancestry
all the way back to Frank Scully's 1950 pot-boiler. Behind
the Flying Saucers.

Si ncerely,

Robert R. Young
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Copyright 1993 Robert R. Young

The Kecksburg UFO crash Columbus Connections
Recovery of a 40-year-old flying saucer hoax?

Shortly after NBC's "Unsolved Mysteries" (1990) featured the
Dec. 9, 1965, Kecksburg, Pa., UFQ "crash" more than 100 people who
claimed to be witnesses called the program's phone hotline. New
stories soon surfaced which placed the recovered UFO at Lockborne and
Wright-Patterson Air Force Bases in Ohio (Santus 1990; Gordon, 1990).

The Lockborne stories bear a curious similarity to a 1954 tale
from the same city which proved to be untrue or unsubstantiated. This
earlier story, itself, seems to have been lifted from Frank Scully's
1950 sensation, Behind the Flying Saucers. It was subsequently shown
(Cahn) that Scully had been the victim of a hoax and his key
informants were convicted in a confidence scheme to defraud investors

with an oil exploration "doodlebug", supposedly based upon saucer
technology (Gellatt).

James W„ Moseley (1954) investigated this Columbus, Ohio, story
and wandered whether the witness, "Miss Y", had just rehashed Scully's
tales, added a few things of her own and served the story "cold to two
suckers" (himself and a previous Ohio investigator). He concluded,
however, that her co-workers and supervisor, who had all denied the
story, could also have been lying and that he had no way to know who
was telling the truth.

I applied the direct approach to his hypothesis by checking the
Scully book. Table 2 lists 18 parallels with the Scully tale,
including eight (#5, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) which seemed to have
been lifted verbatim. Despite claiming that she had been told that
photos she had seen were classified with a "top security designation",
"Miss Y" may have inadvertently confirmed the source of her story when
she told Moseley (1991) that the facts she gave him were, "public-
knowledge and that she was not breaking security to tell them."

Fifteen parallel elements in the Columbus stories from 1954 and
1990 strongly suggest that the Kecksburg crash's "Columbus Connection"
is nothing more than another retelling of the 40-year—old saucer hoax.

TABLE 1 - FIFTEEN CURIOUS SIMILARITIES IN TWO TALES FROM ONE CITY

1990 Kecksburg (Source noted) 1954 Columbus (Moseley or Clark)

1) Locations Columbus, Ohio Columbus, Ohio
(Lockborne A.F.B. and gate (Columbus Army Supply Depot -
from Columbus A.S.D.). adjacent to Lockborne A.F.B.)
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2) The crash site? was nearby, but Columbus is not on the direct route
to the final destination near Daytons

Crash was 200 miles east in Crash site was north of Columbus

Pennsylvania.(Gordon, Santus)

3) Destination was claimed to be First investigator claimed events
Wright-Patterson A.F.B. were at Wright Fields witness

said destination was Wright Field

4) Involvement of Military personnel alleged;

Witness "Adams" was in USAF Claimamt alleged to tje a WAC was
Air Police. (Santus) actually a civilian clerk who

worked for the Army and F.B.I.
U.S. Army Sergeant. (Stone)

5) Events were alleged to be highly classifieds

A "Top Secret" operation. Only officers specially flown in
(Stone, Santus) were said to be involved, includ

ing a Major who drove the truck.

6) Participants had special codes access:

Only people with "Crypto" Witness claimed access to decoded
(involving codes) clearance messages and classified photos;
were involved. (Gordon) others involved denied story and

said she had no codes clearance.

7) Alleged witnesses stumbled upon highly classified event, then were
told the details by participantss

Civilia\n truck drivers saw UFO Witness saw photos of saucers which
in restriced area, told to were "classified and carried top
forget what they say. (Gordon) security designation".

8) BasecJ placed on "Red Alert". Base placed on "Red and White

(Santus, Gordon) Alert".

9) "Shoot to kill orders" for Very heavy guard, feared base would
guards. (Gordon, Santus) be under attack from other

"machines" seeking to recover
Technicians were armed. the captured "saucer".

(Gordon, Santus)

10) Trucked from crash. (Santus) Flying saucer trucked from crash.

11) Truck entered Lockborne A.F.B. Object went "through Columbus Army
through backgate (through Supply Depot" on its journey.
Columbus Army Supply
Depot?). (Santus)
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12) Object on flatbed truck. 30-40 ft-long object on a truck, or
covered with tarp. (Santus) "about 30 feet in diameter".

Object on flatbed truck. (Gordon)

10-12 foot wide object on a

truck covered by tarp. (Stone)

13) Witness told "all attempts
to get the object open had
failed". (Gordon)

Scientists had trouble getting
inside the saucer.

14) Witness told the object was

a "spaceship". (Gordon)

15) "At least two bodies were

inside". (Gordon)

Witness alleged decoded messages
said craft, was "interplanetary".

First investigator claimed that
"bodies of six little men were

found" and taken to Wright Field:
key witness reported rumors of
other crashes with bodies.

TABLE 2 - PARALLELS BETWEEN 1950 SCULLY AND 1954 COLUMBUS CRASH TALES

Scully 1950

1) Shipped to Dayton, (p. 136)

"Transported in Army trucks...
to Dayton, Ohio." (p. 172)

Columbus 1954 (Sources Moseley)

First investigator said events
were at Wright Field;
"Miss Y" said destination

was; Wright-Patterson.

"Trucked to Wright Field".

3) Scully calls for a WAC with Army
Intelligence to give info on how
aliens lived in saucers, (p. 182)

4) A "Government scientist"

("Dr. Gee") was brought in to
examine the saucer, (p. 37)

5) 36-ft in diameter unmanned

disk. (p. 23 & 172)

6) "...did not come from any part
of this Earth." (p. 23)

7) Looked like the object in the

1950 McMinnville, Or., pix in
LIFE, (p. 26)

8) "They did not crash, and in only
one ship was there any mark of

imperfections." (p. 25)

Witness first said to be a WAC

at Wright Field with access
to codes. (Untrue)

One scientist was brought in
from another base.

30-40 ft unmanned saucer, or
"about 30 feet in diameter".

"Extra-terrestri al...i nter-

planetary." (Nexus)

"Looked like the newspaper
drawings" I had seen of
flying saucers."

"The saucer hadn't really
crashed. .. . "
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9) "Ships set on automatic float,
in case anything happened to

the pilots." (p. 168)

10) A tiny radio "Emitted a sing
song note 15 minutes past the
hours." (p. 40)

"A small, pi lotless disk-shaped job
equipped with... television or
impulse transmitter", (p. 96)

11) Could not see door. (p. 29)

12) "Assembled in segments...fitted
in grooves." (p. 132)

Book jacket shows a smooth ovoid

with only a rim between halves.

Copyright 1993 Robert R. Young

"...having floated gently to
the ground due to a 'lack of
magnetic power run'".

A radio regularly gave off
"beeps".

"No protrusions..."

"...other than a rim where the

upper and lower halves...
met... appeared to be made of
pieces of metal riveted
together."

13) No rivets, bolts, screws, (p. 25) "Couldn't see any rivets."

14) "Portholes which they can see out
but nobody can see in...half-

silvered to stop cosmic rays."
(p. 182)

15) "Two metals unkown to us...

(p. 23)... not... found..„ on
this planet." (p.180)

16) "Would have spent months
getting in...One ship defied
all efforts to get inside

despite the use of $35,000
worth of diamond bits." (p. 29)

17) Saucer was "driven by
magnetic power", (p. 40)

18) 34 little men were found dead in

and outside three disks.

("Dr. Gee": p. 22)
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Mr. Kevin D. Randle

7217 Hampshire Dr.
Cedar Rapids IA 52^

329 South Front Street

Harrisburg PA 17104

May 24, 1995

Dear Kevin:

Just finished reading A History of UFQ Crashes. I thought you
might be interested in a couple major disagreements that I have with
your Kecksburg chapter, and then for what it's worth, some other
points.

1) Most puzzling was that you listed the 1967 Chamberlain and
Krause paper on the photo triangulation of the meteor's path in
your Bibliography, but you did not discuss it anywhere in the book.

In my July 1, 1993, letter responding to your reguest for
information about my Kecksburg research I painted out that, as far as
I was concerned, this 28-year old scientific paper renders the
Kecksburg crash tales moot.

This is because:

- The fireball path was too steeply inclined to the Earth's
surface to be reentering space debris, so a Soviet craft is out
(also see the Sky & Telescope article you cited). James Oberg
agrees with me on this;

- The speed of about 14.5 kilometers per second fits well
to that of a meteor. This is about twice that of near—earth

orbiting objects in decaying orbits, such as Cosmos 96 and
similar man-made debris;

- The photo triangulation and speed give an orbit out to
the asteroid belt, source of many meteoroids. This would be
particularly true of a bright sporadic (non shower-related)
bolide, most of which are thought to be associated with
asteroids.

2) The long-lasting train from the Ontario meteor (20 minutes to
one hour) was not due to ionization, but to actual wind-borne dust.
An ionization trail is very short-lived. The Northrop experimental
aircraft hypothesis wouldn't fit the bill.

3) While I referred to unit Histories, the discussion of the log
of the 662 Radar Squadron (p. 115) misses the point. The fact that
nothing appears does suport the official version. The sending of

Continued...
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three men to Kecksburg was announced to the press from the Pentagon,
and it appears quite openly in the Blue Book file, so there was
hardly any point to "covering it up". That there is an entry in the
log of Blue Book, whose job it Was to track down UFO reports, doesn't
seem to change much.

4) The involvement of Lt. Steven Paquette seems to be central to
your Moon Dust hypothesis. My hunch is that he was a PIQ in
Massachussetts responding to press inquiries when he spoke of
"Washington" releasing something in the morning. A fireball had also
been reported there. If Paquette was part of a Top-Secret Moon Dust
team, what was he doing talking to the press? How in the world did
the press ever locate him? Could you send me a copy of the newsclip
from the Blue Book file which mentions him? Maybe we can track him

down further.

Some other fine points:

5) The time of the fireball was 4s43 P.M., plus or minus 10
seconds (see Chamberlain/Krause), not 4:47 as cited from the
unidentified newsclip. Key Kecksburg witness Frances Kalp said,
"4s45" (Greensburg, Pa., Tribune-Review). Later times are due to
typical scattered witness times and do not mean that the thing
travelled slower than a meteor.

6) There are 46 names on the petition to "Unsolved Mysteries",
not 45.

You must have been incredibly unlucky with your three listed
interviews from these petitioners to have found two of four people
who weren't actually present. The first seven names on the list were
the Myers, Porches, Hi Hands and George Kovacino. As you know, Ed
Myers was the 1965 Fire Chief, not Robert Bitner, who made this claim
for ten years. Myers was not simply on Meteor Road, but participated
in the searches that night and the next day in which he says they
found nothing. George Kovacino's home is about the same distance
from the "crash site" as the so-called "command post" house, but with
a better, largely unobstructed December 1965 view through bare trees
to the overlooking hillside 300 yards away. He saw no recovery.

I think you may have missed listing your 1991 call to
Mr. Hi Hand regarding my information that there was no telephone in
1965 at the? house he owned which is alleged to have been used as a
"command post" by military officers who used the phone.

7) William Bulebush (p. 100), the witness who is supposed to
have confirmed Romansky's story told four local men in October 1992

Continued...
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that if the crash is shown to be a hoax, he will tell local people
that he did it to get on tv ("Unsolved Mysteries").

8) The source of the "Army" claims seems to have been the State
Police Captain Joseph Dussia who, according to Murphy, thought the
662nd Squadron was Army, not Air Force. This is on the Murphy tape
that you have. The proof of this is that when Murphy made the tape
he was still confused and thought the 622nd an Army element. This
probably was due to the fact that the Squadron was based at the
Oakdale Army Support Facility near the Pittsburg airport. In any
case, both are dead now. Murphy, by the way, thought the crash had
occurred at the Norvelt Golf Course where they were burning brush.
He broadcasted an excited live report from there, probably
stimulating the kids who flashed the camera strobe in the woods.
It's no wonder that many locals still call this "Murphy's UFO", as
they did in 1965.

9) That Moon Dust personnel (p. 101) were issued 45's and ammo
during the Cuban Missile Crises, with its threat of World War III, is
hairdly "documented evidence" that troops at Kecksburg were armed.

One cannot help but agree wholeheartedly with your fine words in
the Introduction about the need for UFO researchers to begin to apply
the strict standards of science. When good research based upon truly
hard data and photographs published in a reputable refereed
scientific journal is ignored in favor of a rehash of conflicting
eyewitness stories, serious students of UFO phenomena must despair of
ever getting the serious attention of the scientific community.

If we can track down Paquette, maybe we can find Moon Dust.

Regards,

Robert R. Young
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The Kecksburg Files

UFO researcher's video explores several theories about 1965 crash
in Westmoreland County

Wednesday, September 09,1998

By DavidTempleton, Post-Gazette Staff Writer

Since the uncertain events ofDec. 9,1965, debate has raged, friendships
have soured, rumors have waxed, theories have arisen and Internet
stories have proliferated over what crash-landed that day in the rural
village ofKecksburg, Westmoreland County.

The military insisted it was a
meteorite that was never recovered.

UFO skeptics have held that, if not
an outright hoax, it was surely
something as explainable as the
Soviet Venus probe, Kosmos 96, or
an experimental American
spacecraft that went flip-flop into
Kecksburg's midsection only to be
recovered by a quick and secretive
military.

But UFO researchers, who say the
Kecksburg incident is second only
to the one at Roswell, N.M., in
terms of drama and potential, have
suggested with as much
imagination as fact that it was alien
their Sea of Tranquility.

"It's been almost 33 years and we
still don't have an answer," says
Stan Gordon, who has studied the
Kecksburg crash since the day it
happened. He's sitting in his
"command center" in his
Greensburg home. (Matt Freed,
Post-Gazette)

visitors who chose Kecksburg as

All ofwhich has transformed the event that happened 33 years ago into
one of America's most intriguing UFO mysteries.
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The Kecksburg incident has served
as fodder for episodes of
"Unsolved Mysteries" and
"Sightings" television broadcasts.
The mock-up spacecraft built for
the "Unsolved Mysteries"
broadcast now sits atop the
Kecksburg fire hall as the only
lasting sign of the village's
controversial claim to fame.

Sketch by Charles Hanna represents ^T _ , TTT,_
an object that landed in Kecksburg Now, Greensburg UFO researcher
on Dec. 9,1965, thought by some to Stan Gordon, who has studied the
be a UFO. (Matt Freed, Post-Gazette) Kecksburg crash smce the day it

happened, has produced a
92-minute documentary titled, "Kecksburg: The Untold Story," that
provides eyewitness accounts and claims that surely will bolster debate.

As the cover says, "New Mexico has Roswell, but in Pennsylvania, it
was Kecksburg,"

The most persistent Kecksburg researcher, Gordon has long kept an open
mind as to what may have landed, but always has been intrigued by
possibilities of an extraterrestrialvisit. He now adds to the literature,
legend and litany with his video that provides not only overwhelming
evidence that something acorn-shaped landed in Kecksburg's lap that
day, but also new accounts that what landed was extraterrestrial.

Written and narrated by Gordon, 48, the video provides numerous
eyewitness testimonials from people who saw the fireball cruise at rather
low speeds and altitudes across the southwestern Pennsylvania sky,
maneuver, complete some turns and finally put down in Kecksburg's
woods, about 7 miles southeast of Greensburg.

Others who went rummaging through the woods that early evening say
they saw an acorn-shaped spacecraft halfburied in a gully. Many others,
including news reporters, saw Kecksburg crawling with military
personnel from the Air Force, Army and NASA that evening, while
others saw a Volkswagen Beetle-sized craft removed under a tarpaulin
on the back of a military flatbed truck. Still others say they saw it being
hauled to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio.

Swirling with eerie music, subplots, mysteries and theories, the video
builds to a well-orchestrated climax of two men claiming evidence that it
was an extraterrestrial spacecraft. One even claims to have seen what
appeared to be a deceased, lizard-skinned creature partially covered by a
sheet inside a Wright-Patterson Air Force Base hangar.

Gordon comes to no conclusions, except that something definitely
landed in Kecksburg at 4:45 p.m. on that day. While entertaining the
possibility that the craft was American or Soviet, Gordon provides
reasons why those explanations are lacking. He leaves the viewer with
the definite sense that his research points squarely at something more
profound.

"It's an intriguing story," he said in a recent interview. "It's been almost
33 years and we still don't have an answer. A lot ofkey witnesses have
passed away, are up in age, or not in the best ofhealth. This was the best
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way to have them tell their story themselves about what they
experienced."

His videoprovidesdetailedhistory of the Kecksburg incident along with
a long stringofwitnesseswho provide theories, surprisesand intrigue,
yet leave the vieweryearning for someconclusion. With that in mind,
Gordon asks viewers to petition members ofCongress to schedule
hearings to collect testimonyand help solve the lingeringmystery.

For years, debate has been escalating.

A 1991 article in The Pittsburgh Press described generally what
happened, based on various witnesses accounts that are included in
greater detail in Gordon's video.

Dec. 9,1965, was a dreary day in Westmoreland County - that is, until
what was described as a roundish fireball appeared. It reportedly seared
the gray sky at low altitudewith a jet trail, then made S-turns and what
appeared to be a controlled landing through the treetops intoKecksburg's
woods.

The fireball was seen across the northeastern United States and was the
subject ofnumerous newscasts that day.

Local residents headed toward the landing site. James Romansky and
others trailed the object into the woods by observing the arc-wielding
flames and bluish sparklers evident through the trees after the landing.

The object was 12 feet long and 6 to 7 feet in diameter, and shaped like
an acorn. It had a ring around the base, just like an acorn, that bore what
Romansky described as backward letters, like a backward J or K. Some
have described the lettering as resembling Egyptianhieroglyphics -
lines, stars, circles and shapes. The craft had no doors or windows. The
metal was seamless, with a dent, but bearing no rivets or welds.

The local men soon were chased away by U.S. military officials who
announced that the landing site was off-limits to all civilians.

As the writer of the 1991 article, this reporter explored whether the
spacecraft couldhavebeen the SovietVenusprobe knownas Kosmos
96. The U.S. Space Command reported that Kosmos 96 crash-landed in
Canada shortly after 3 a.m. - more than 12 hours before the Kecksburg
crash at 4:45 p.m.

To this day, Kosmos 96 cannot be discounted as a possibility.

Kosmos 96 was shaped like an acorn and may have had the ability to
maneuver to land on Venus. As a Venus probe, it also was equipped
with state-of-the-art heat shield technology that could have allowed the
craft to survive the long, heated ride through Earth's atmosphere before
landing in Kecksburg.

But there are discrepancies. Eyewitnesses, including Romansky, insist
the writing on the girth was not Russian. Others claim that while the
right shape, it was not the right size, and did not bear the seams and
rivets that characterized Soviet and U.S. spacecraft of that era.

In 1991,1 obtained the ordinants from the Goddard Space Center for the
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flight of Kosmos 96.1 had James Oberg, an expert on Soviet spacecraft
who also is a UFO skeptic, review the ordinants to see if it could have
been Kosmos 96. Oberg concluded that, based on the ordinants provided
by the Goddard SpaceCenter, it could not be Kosmos 96 - a point that,
to Oberg'sdismay, buoyedUFO advocates and has continued to be a hot
topic on the Internet.

But Oberg amended his theories in an article published in September
1993 on the OMNI service on America On Line. There, he suggested
that the Kosmos 96 theory could account for U.S. Space Command's
conclusions that it landed in Canada and also in Kecksburg.

Oberg says the failed Soviet probe "whosebooster had blown up in
parking orbit, would have been a wonderful UFO."

Oberg acknowledges that the ordinants, which have been reviewedby a
leading amateur satellite watcher who didn't want his name revealed,
seemed to confirm the official Air Force account that Kosmos 96
crashed in Canada more than 12 hours earlier than the Kecksburg crash.
But Oberg checked the data further. The releasedtracking data, he said,
couldn'tbe positivelyidentifiedwith specificpieces of the failed probe.

"It could have been jettisoned rocket stage of a large piece of space
junk," he wrote. "Theprobe itself could have headed off toward
Kecksburg."

Obergproceeds to explain why the U.S. militarywould lie, or at least
decide not to divulge everything it knew about the Kecksburg crash.

"In the 1960s,U.S. military intelligence agencies interested in enemy
technology were eagerly collecting all the Soviet missile and space
debris they could find. International law required that debris be returned
to the country of origin. But hardware from Kosmos 96, with its special
missile-warhead shielding, would have been too valuable to give back."

After all, he concluded, what better camouflage than to let people think
the fallen object was not a Soviet probe, but a flying saucer?

"The Russians would never suspect, and the Air Force laboratories could
examine the specimen at leisure. And if suspicion lingered, UFO buffs
would be counted on to maintain the phony cover story, protecting the
real truth."

For that reason, Oberg concluded, the Kecksburg scenario produced
"delicious irony."

"A famous UFO case may actually involve a real U.S. government
cover-up, but UFO buffs are on the wrong side. Instead ofexposing the
truth, they may be unwitting pawns in deception."

The other unexplored avenue to solve the Kecksburg mystery was to
approach Soviet, now Russian, authorities to provide information on
what truly happened to Kosmos 96. But in 1991, the Soviet Embassy
would only speculate that anything that crash-landed in American turf
was probably American technology that the U.S. was too embarrassed to
acknowledge.

That's similar to the response that Gordon got from the Russian
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government when he posed the same question.

In May, during an interview of a Russian Cosmonaut Viktor P.
Savinykh, who now serves as rector ofMoscow State University of
Geodesy and Cartography, I took the opportunity through an interpreter
to ask him whether he could help solve the Kecksburg mystery. He, too,
suggested rather emphatically, and with some laughter, that whatever
plunged into Kecksburg surelywas some faulty Americantechnology.

But extraterrestrial claims cannot be entertained until the Kosmos 96
theory is put to rest.

In 1962, the United States and Soviet Union forged a gentleman's
agreement that any spacecraft that landedwithin the other's borders
would be returned. However, the United States had fast-acting military
units that traveled the globe at moment's notice to recover American and
Soviet space hardware wherever it fell.

The Kecksburg crash occurred in the middle of the Cold War and the
spacerace,and America was especially interested in heat-shield
technology. So, ifKosmos 96 had landed in Kecksburg, there's no doubt
that the U.S. military would have been interested in finding it.

Gordon's video provides plenty ofevidence that the military would not
have responded so quickly, and declaredwhat could only be describedas
martial law in Kecksburg, if it was responding only to a meteorite.

Whether you adhere to theories of a hoax, Kosmos 96 or extraterrestrial
spacecraft, Gordon's videoprovidesa thoroughaccountof the
crash-landing,and the many explanations ofwhat happened.

To obtain a copyof "Kecksburg: The Untold Story" call 888-UFO-VIEW
(888-836-8439). The video costs $29.95plus $5.95for shipping and
handlingand state sales tax.
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While thousands had to settle
or a look at fireballs streaking
trough the sky late Thursday,
aree Elyrla *boys have some-
aing more tangible — they
licked up still-warm pieces of
octal they believe' are

-Meteorite fragments.
Ten pieces of the maybe —

Aberdeen, Wash.
World

(Circ. D. 17.028)

°EC )o..t865
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GEMINID UETEOBT » . ,.»
PITTSBURCH (UPPhU'Ao,

astronomer said today that a
large' fireball which streaked
across the sky Thursday night
and was seen by thousands of
persons In at least nine states
and Canada may have been a
Geminid meteor from the
constellation of Gemini.

A shower of Geminid meteors
hod been expected today, Dr.
Nicholas Wagman, director of
the Allegheny Observatory
here, said. '^

. "As a rule, they' are,,
numerous but not bright,"
Wagman said. "A bright one,',
such as the one sighted last,
night, is generally sporadic" >I

Wagman said there were
reports of a shock .wave In,
parts of Western .Pennsylvania (
at thettlme of the sightings. •
' "The last such shock -wave
was in 1938.iaud later pieces of
the meteorite were found north
of Butler, Pa ,", he said.' "It is l
possible something may be
found this time, too, once all
the reports are coordinated and
the' arei* where it hit can'be.'
pinpointed." Butler is about SO
miles north-of- Pittsburgh.

l><3
meteorites were discovered In hearing radio reports about the
airland they all come from tho fireball, he explained.
Hilliard Rd. area. "P"" lining the first frag-

The threesome with a sudden- ment, be rushed into tho house
ly awakened interest in astro- toshow ittohis parents.
nomy and meteorites are twins
Joe and Mike Kovacs. U, sons
of Mr. and Mrs, Joseph Ko
vacs, 629 Hilliard Rd. and Bryan
Schue, 10, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Schue, 618 Hilliard Rd.

Today, efforts were being
mace to have the pieces
examined by astronomers and
anal/zed by chemists.

One piece is being held for
study of Werner Bromund, pro
fessor of chemistry at Oberlin
College. He left early today for
Chicago, and will have the un
usual metal awaiting him on
bis return to Oberlin.

Efforts also arc being made
to have the samples studied at
Lorain County Community Col
legeby oTnHals at LewisLabor
atory of the National-Aeronau
tics and Space Agency at Cleve-.
land Hopkins Airport, and at
Case,Institute of Technology.

Founti in yard
The three boys, all student'.

at Spring Valley School, fount*
the 10pieces in their yards. [

Tho fragments weighed ap
proximately six ounces ope;ex
In color they are metallic blur
at first glance rcscmbLi..'
"clinkers" from a coal furnace

Closer examination reveal.'
unusual gaseous-formed bu'oj
blw" on the surface and ex,
tending into the heart of thi
materia).

The j-'eces were still wai
when picked up, tho boys re-'
ported, *v;d had "a smok;1
smell"" alxmt them.

Joe Kovacs found the first.
piece in the backyard at hlr.
home before going to school
yesterday morning. .

\ He^ launched his search afltv

Smoky smell
"The first thing I did was

smeD it," Mrs. Kovacs said. "It
had a smokey smell."

Joe took the piece to school
and gave it to Robert Pierce
bis teacher, who in turn gave

^

- ,. ' , , L , In the Kovacs yardU to Donald Shepherd, schooL -rfcey wcre weU BCattcrcd( ^
•"JSf'̂ w, . .u v . ^8 "ported.The object then was shown U Bryai)( who Mld he MW ^
all the class. fireball streak across the skyJoe, his twin brother and^^^ Sfl,d one of fte ,e(J
young Schue joined forces yes-^ ne reWeved (nm ft ^
tcrday afternoon tocontinue thevacs ^ was 5tuck mU) ^
search,

Bryan
ground about an Inch.

fiS*.S3 !%V° "We're very lucky'to findUs own front yard and three ,.
more in the Kovacs backyardi these," he declared. "Some
while Mike found _ three more kids never find something like

"' this, and wo did."
Fireball reports Thursday af

ternoon cropped up across the
country/and even in Canada.

Most prolific numberof sight
ings, however, in which the pre
sumed meteorite or meteorites
plunged to earth came in this
area. ,

Thursday's "shower" of fiery
metal was the fourth to be re
ported in this area in the past
10 years.

August 16, 1955, a 24-pound
chunk of black material
smashed Into the driveway of
the West Side Lumber and Cool
Co. at Elyrla. The meteorite
was still warm when discovered
by Joe Dagon, a truck driver',
the next morning.

April 7, 1958, a number of
Lorain Countians saw another
meteorite plunge from the sky
and apparently Into Lake Erie.

Last previous report came In
August, 1960, when ' lJ-ycar-old
Roger Klddey, Canton, visiting
the Paul Jeavons family at
Wellington, watched a "falling

'.star" come out of the sky and

land on a tennis court.
The meteorite still was glr

Ing and hot when he rust
over to it, so the youngster
it remain there overnight,
trievlng it the following mc
Ing.


